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ARMOUR-GEDDON
Post-Holocaust: A power crazed entity desires control of earth. They develop an energy beam and

intend to bounce it off a custom-built satellite back to earth . All unprotected life will be wiped out.

You select and control up to six diverse hi-tech vehicles at once in a race against time to seek and

destroy enemy power lines and eventually knock out their beam generator.

Build up your arsenal by collecting enemy resources to help develop and create your own new

weapon systems.

Featuring a sophisticated head-to-head serial link enabling 'being-there' realism between two players.

Armour-Geddon: Strategy and simulation synthesized to perfection.

Screen Shots from the Amiga version.

Psygnosis and their Molvcale Madness
Against the clock, you use your chemical tendencies to build
molecules out of atoms provided.

And don't be surprised if the very atom you don't need will be the
one you're given to use next. . . Pray for a Joker Atom!

If you don't look like a mad scientist now, you will by the time
you've tackled ATOMINO!

Up and fftoml
Screen Shots from the Amiga Version
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PSYGNOSIS

29 Saint Mary's Court,

Brookline, MA 02146

Telephone: (617)731-3553

Fax:(617)731-8379
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A NASCAR SIMULATION SO REAL
YOU'LL FEEL A DRAFT

Throw it into gear and let it scream

Konami * presents the most authentic

NASCAR endorsed simulation to race

your computer circuits. Co-designed

by Winston Cup Champion Bill Elliott
and Distinctive Software™ creator of

Test Drive™ and The
Duel™ this tests your

stock car mettle on

eight official, perfectly

scaled NASCAR tracks

like Daytona, Tafladega

and Watkins Glen. Bit

map graphics and

a scaling technique

are combined to create cars so real

that you can even read the car's

make when you go bumper to bumper.

Modify your stock car to each

track then drop the hammer on Bill

Elliott and a field of NASCAR's finest

in single races or compete for the Cup in the
Championship Season.

This simulation has one of the most
comprehensive instant replays ever. You
can play back the action from six camera

positions (with zooms) including a never

before seen three quarter

tower perspective. You'll

also view your realistic pit
team from a crew chief's
perspective as you choose

from seven different main
tenance options and watch

them

scramble

to save seconds.

Then test your skills

against a field of game

players in Bill Elliott's
NASCAR Challenge

Contest. Send in your

highest score

and you could win

a trip for two to the 1992

Daytona 500 to meet Bill
Elliott and compete with two
other contest winners in a
simulation race for a 1992

Ford Thunderbird Super Coupe! Even
if you don't have the point standings

for Daytona, you can win a Bill Elliott

remote control stock car or genuine

Bill Elliott/Konami racing jacket.
So buckle up for safety and buckle

down for Daytona. Bill awaits your
challenge!

Available:
MS-DOS
& Amiga

KONAMI
Conlesi open in USA and Canada. Void in Vermont. Maryland. Quebec and where
prohibited. Contesi ends July 21.1991. See official rules in specially marked packages
Konami1 is a leg'Stered trademark of Konanu inousiry Co.. Lid.
Bill El tats NASCAR* Challenge™ s a trademark of Ktrami Jnc

Bill Ellicfinameandiikenessand NASCAR trademark usage, by license of Advantage
Management. Inc.. Nashville. TN.

Dtsiinctfve Software,™ is a trademark of Distinctive Software Incorporaled.
Test Drr/e^and The Due!: Test Drive IP*are trademarks of Accdade^lnc
B 199'Knnamilnc All Rights Reserved
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PRO VIDEO

Wm Ml

CINNAMON t Fonts

ShereffSystems proudly releases the first alternate

color fonts for yourAmiga's ToasterCG. Original

dimensional multi-color fonts created in 24-bit color

values and converted to Toaster 16-bit video color

fonts. These great looking fonts are sure to enhance

yourbottom line. Set 1 pictured, set2 is also available.

Now you can have high resolution anti-aliased video

fonts at your command with most Amiga software

programs. Our highly acclaimed Pro Video series

fonts now in standard Amiga file structure for use in

programs like Deluxe PaintandotherAmigasoftware.

The first Amiga file fonts to come standard with anti

aliasing.

BREAD&BUTTERFONTS
The first alternate fonts available for yourAmiga's

ToasterCG. Our popular anti-aliased Pro Video series

fonts have been converted to toaster fonts. These are

full-size toaster fonts in theiroriginal ProVideo sizes

(No half-pint conversion!). Now you can have Nova,

Headline, Network, Encore, Europa, and many other

great Pro Video font styles to toast with.

15075 SW KOLL PARKWAY

surrEG

BEAVERTON, OR

97006
(503) 626-2022

Pro Video, Video Fonts, Bread & Butter Fonts, and Cinnamon

Fonts are trademarks of Shereff Systems Inc. Amiga is a
trademark of Commodore Amiga Inc. Video Toaster and

ToasterCG are trademarks of NewTek Inc. Deluxe Paint is a

trademark of Electronic Arts, Inc.
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972,AN I
FLEWOVE
FLY WITH

THE BOLD.

NAM

Off you go to adventure, danger
and excitement.

Feel ike adrenaline luck in asyou

, scream down the carrier runway.

You're up! And so is your squadron

ofF-4 s. Now nothing can stopyou

—-except the deadlyfirefrom those

MiG 2Ys, SAMs and anti-aircraft

flak.

Experience the raw emotion

and harrowing danger of

intense air combat over North

Vietnam in this simulation

/based on Stephen Coonts'best-
selling novel, Flight ofthe

Intruder. Authenticated by

Vietnam pilots who flew in the

Linebacker

Campaign of

1972, you

won't find

any other

simulation so

like the real

thing.

Select

from multi

ple missions

or map out

your own

using the

mission

creator. -

Control

up to

eight air-
Mliikw accomplished! How back Craft dUF~
to Yankee Station to plan your

next attack. ing One

mission (four A-6 Intruder

bombers and four F-4

Sown ibovn ore IBM EGA. Olhws mm on
Cowrigkt £ 196o Sfeptai R Coach. All RijMi EunW.
Flight of Ida Intrudef aid SpeOrum fbicSj:. ore tndemorto
of Sphere, Inc. Other products art Irmhmarla of rheir
mpettin hoicks.

Spectrum HoloEk/te
2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501 (415) 522-0107
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Zero in on ttie MiG, before he

lerot in on you.

antom fighter interceptors.)

Switch from the A-6

to F-4 cockpit anytime.

Thirty-four dif

ferent targets pro

vide new challenges

every time you take

to the sky. Aerial

photos

provide

a pre

view

of the target zones. For contin

uous challenges,

choose from 16 vari

ables to determine the

level of difficulty. Get

Flight of the Intruder™

now and watch for the

full-length motion pic

ture coming this summer.

Available for IBM in CGA, EGA and 16-color VGA.
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*■ MULTITASKING: HOW IT WORKS

- by Rhett Anderson

-- DON'T MULTIPLY - NEVER DIVIDE - by Jim Butterfield

This month's

cover is a 24-bit

super bitmap ren

dered with Newtek's ]

Lightwave 3D.

Objects were mod

eled with Byte-By-

Byte's Sculpt 4D. Everything in this maga

zine (except for some of the ads) is digi

tally created, edited, and color separated

as complete pages on Amigas running off-

the-shelf software and peripherals, and

output directly to film.

The 1st m.imi/iiH- |innl iiwd entirely with personal computers.
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B.A.D.
The Ultimate

Disk Optimizer
Make your disks lly with B.A.D.!

Speed disk access time by up to 500%

Works with floppies AID hard drives

Support lot1 Virtual Memory and multiple partitions

Incredible Workbench and CLJ performance

AmigaDOS 2.0 compatible

Works with the fast File System

The MOST popular Amiga unity ever

Version 4!

BAD. got
better! .

Imagine: A Guided Tour
This extensive video tutorial includes segments on

object loading and creation, surface attributes,

lighting techniques, texture mapping, animation, 12
and 24-bit comparisons and more. A must-have it
you're serious about unleashing your imagination

with Imagine.

My Paint
Everybody loves My Paint. Designed for kids but fun

for everyone. Includes an animated-icon interface,

drawing tools, special effects, multiple palettes,

digitized sound effects, 28 pictures to color in and

much more! Additional Coloring Book disks available.

Boing Optical Mouse
The highest quality, most-accurate mouse for tne

Amiga. Solid, rugged, sturdy construction, super-

smooth action and a TWO-YEAR warranty. Don't

settle for cheap imitators. This is the finest mouse

available.

Available

Now!

Mindlink
TIk hottest oewest sopernowerfd modem [tadtage

• jntiudes X-Madai, YModem and ZModm protocols.
1 scriptkq language - create your own

JTt) v/lih H.A.SJ,

The Ultimate Disk

Optimizer tin both

floppy mil hard drives

»TM Efcttg -JKlcBdw a word «i Pie screen to
MotHI B mittr cwptefI

• Panwtnl pnstedm

Mlfc * liner
ari WtrttaKtU CMfO*

World Atlas
Get detailed information on over 170

countries and all 50 states. Four disks

full of maps and facts.

Professional Techniques for Deluxe Paint III

The best-selling Amiga video ever. Explore eel
animation, 3D perspective, special effects,

shortcuts and more. Learn how to set the most
out of Deluxe Paint III from artist Jefl Bruette and

DPaint's creator, Dan Silva.

The Sculpt-Aflimate series of 3-D products
Produced by Byte-By-Byte Corporation and Distributed by Centaur Software

Des&i and render objects, then animate them with professional resits. Easy-twsB Tri-

view interface. Powerful edrang tools. Photo-reafstic ray-cachg. hierarchical motion

and motoi t*r. Standard and 24-iai imajes and mud! more.

Sofcl-Aiimate 40 Jr. - Sn*r [a Sculpt-ftnrate 40 but ivtmout ray-tracng.

For creatiB raafettc, ray-tracwl Images Hit without amation.

Centaur Softujare
4451 -S Rcdondo Beach Blvd. Laiundale, Cfl 90260

Phone: 213-542-2226 - FflX: 213-542-9998
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Publisher

SEEDY TV?

CDTV is raising more dustclouds of

controversy than any product Commodore

has inlroduced since the Plus/4. People

seem to either love il or hate it. By and

large, those who love it arc technophiles

who see it in a vacuum as a nifty new tech

nology. Those who hate it (or at least have

reservations about il) see CDTV as having

some notable shortcomings, both in its

implementation and in the marketing phi

losophy behind it.

We've received a lot of feedback re

garding our initial review of CDTV in the

last issue of .info. Much of it was positive.

but many people seemed to think we were

'attacking' CDTV. We'd like to address

some of these comments:

"By being so negative about CDTV. you

are biting the hand that feeds you."

This was from an Amiga developer

whose product, ironically, doesn't work on

CDTV. Anyway, this sort of comment has

never bothered us. We have to call them

like we see them. We don't print opinions

that are not our own. And we don't feel

that what we had to say was thai negative.

In fact, we said we basically liked CDTV.

wilh some reservations. The folks at Com

modore agreed, saying they felt we were

'objective.'

"Joe Consumer is scared by computers.

CDTV is an audio/video appliance."

This is a simple parroting o!'Com

modore's marketing plan for CDTV. We

don't buy it. You can't just say "CDTV is

not a computer" and have il be so; because

in fact, it is a computer. Besides, the argu

ment falls apart in the face of reality. In the

first place. Commodore's own target audi

ence for CDTV is families with incomes

over $50,000. Most of these people use

computers every day at work. They're not

afraid of them. Secondly, if you mask the

fact that there is a computer in CDTV - as

Commodore is now doing - the consumer

is not going to see enough value in it so

that he will plunk down his money for it.

Third, Joe Consumer's audio/video rack is

getting pretty full already, what wilh CDs,

DATs. LPs. MTS TV. Ninlendos.

laserdiscs, and whatnot plugged into each

other. Adding one more unit is going to be

a pain, so whatever it is better be worth it.

Fourth, the price is too high for an A/V

unit. You can gel an A500 for S499. and a

CD player for $99. That's S600. CDTV

should have a street price close to that if

it's going to survive, and it should deliver

value equal to a CD player and a complete

computer, including a built-in disk drive,

keyboard, and mouse. Fifth, and last, if it's

not a computer, then why does it have key

board, mouse, genlock, SCSI adapter, disk

drive, printer, and modem ports?
M -

"Joe Consumer doesn't want a disk drive

in his A/V rack. Besides, it would cost a

fortune. The memory card is better,"

Au contrairc. When you talk media

cost, memory cards cost a fortune com

pared to floppies. Nobody's going to use

memory cards anyway, or so say all the

CDTV developers we've talked to. As far

as manufacturing costs go. you can buy a

floppy drive for as little as $40 retail

nowadays - OEM costs are even lower.

And an integral floppy (in combination

with a second joystick port, which is

required for many games) would have

meant CDTV owners could play most of

the Amiga games on the market, which

would have been a tremendous selling

point. Amiga developers would have

gained, too: the simple addition of a

'CDTV Compatible" sticker on their game

boxes would have meant thousands of

units in additional software sales.

You just don't understand CDTV.

You're a hunch of jerks."

We think we understand CDTV just

fine, incredibly enough, after looking at

the currently available software, we don't

think most of the people who designed it

and developed software for il understand

CDTV or what it's good for. which is pre

senting lots and lots and lols of high-

quality information in an easy-to-use for

mat. (As for us being a bunch of jerks,

maybe we is and maybe we isn't. Who

wants to know?)

"Why make an issue of the caddy? My

IBM CD-ROM at work uses a caddy."

The point is. if this is a consumer

machine, as Commodore keeps preaching,

the easier it is to use, the belter. The con

sumer is used to pulling his CDs directly

into the player. Tandy has a CD-ROM

player that is caddy-less, so it's already

being done.

"Why complain about the non-standard

keyboard and mouse connectors? Joe

Consumer doesn't need a keyboard or

mouse. And are you guys ignorant of the

infrared I/O brick Commodore's going

to come out with for a wireless key

board and mouse?"

We know all about it. But couldn't it

have used the same connectors as the cur

rent Amiga keyboard and mouse? Il seems

like a case of 'change for change's sake".

Besides, most of the people buying CDTV

right now already own Amigas. It would

be nice if they could plug in all their cur

rent peripherals, Especially since the

planned add-ons aren't available yet. (As

for the wireless keyboard and mouse...

isn't that what killed the IBM PCjr?)

There were other comments, of course, but

we're out of space. In any event, despite

our misgivings we arc finding some things

to like about CDTV. and we're committing

to continuing coverage in issues to come.

(Mort Kevelson continues our examination

of CDTV in this issue with a look al the

hardware.)

- Mark & Benn
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Job Security?

Data Assurance!

up Professional is the new wi

backup capability! With easy, yet powci

backup comniands al your fingertip1-..

lo move beyond standard backup oplion;

" Easy to use interface.

• Rich ARcxx™ integration - allows

completely automated backup.

• Oplion to use standard AmigaDOS™ or

Fastdisk Format, and user selectable

compression from 12 to J 6-bit.

• Floppy users can use up to four drives.

1 Fully Multitasking.

• Supports floppy, hard drive, SCSI

streaming tape, DAT. virtual device or

any other AmigaDOS™ device.
• Fully tested with A209I, A3000. Xetec,

CLtd.. Trumpcard. ICD. ALF, and

GVP controllers.

• AmigaDOS™ 1.3 and 2.0 compatible.
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MRBackup

Professiona
TTR Development, Inc.

6701 ScyboldRd.

Madison, MI 53719

Sales and Technical Support

608-277-8071

BBS Support 608-277-2071

Fax 608-277-807

DEVELOPMENT INC.

BIX Suppiirt under TTR.Support

Dealer Pricing Available
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1 he first thing Joe Con

sumer is going to ask when he sees

CDTV is, "Why does it cost $900 more

than other CD players?" The only rea

sonable reply to that question is an

honest, "It's a computer, too." If Joe

Consumer isn't looking to purchase a

computer, especially one that he has to

buy even more stuff (mouse, keyboard,

disk drives, etc.) to use, he's not going

to shell out a grand for it.

If Commodore is looking for some

thing to spend its R&D money on, how

about standard 8-bit graphics, a built-

in de-interlace board for the A2000

that doesn't take up its only video slot,

or real CD-ROM drives like the ones

Xetec makes. Or, if they just want to

spend money, try beefing up customer

support so that somebody who buys

through mail order isn't told "Oh, well.

You should have bought through an

authorized dealer." How about some

industry standard 1.44 MB floppy disk

drives that are backward compatible

with the 880K ones? I think Com

modore could have spent their money

more wisely on any of the above

things. If nothing else, they probably

could have come out with the A3000T

and Workbench 2.0 (which are intelli

gent choices) much sooner. Fortu

nately, the rest of the Amiga users can

read your fine magazine and know

that the entire Amiga community isn't

screwed up. Just the parts CBM

touches.

-AlCTodd Putnam

Travis AFB, CA

L just finished reading the

"hands-on report" of CDTV in the June

issue and I felt that I should write and

put in my two cents worth.

One thing that bothers me about the

way you approach CDTV is in who you

think the intended purchaser is. Mark

Brown seems to miss the point of the

machine. He. as an Amiga owner/user,

is not the target. Many of his com

plaints and perceived shortcomings

are coming from someone who is com

paring the system to a desktop Amiga,

not as a piece of audio-visual equip

ment sitting in your entertainment unit.

For example, one complaint was in

the different style of ports used for

mouse and keyboard. It is my under

standing that the peripherals that will

go into these ports will be wireless.

Can you honestly see someone plug

ging a standard Amiga keyboard into

CDTV and adding an extender cable

so that he can sit across the room at

his coffee table to use it?

Another complaint was the price.

Sure, the list price of $995 seems a bit

high for the average person. But when

was the last time you paid list price?

Here in Canada, where everything is

quite a bit more expensive, CDTV can

be picked up for $1099. Mr. Brown

would also do well to note the high

number of dollars sunk into Nintendo

units. I'm sure that a full Nintendo unit

with a reasonable number of games,

joysticks, power gloves, and so on

would add up to a pretty high figure

without even touching the capabilities

of CDTV. In fact, if you add up the sep

arate components that make up CDTV

(Amiga 500, one meg RAM, CD-ROM,

MIDI in/out) the list price starts to look

pretty darn good.

As for the complaint of having to put

a CD into a "caddy", this is not really a

fault of Commodore. The CDTV uses

a standard Sony/Philips CD-ROM

drive and as such it uses a loading

cartridge. Modifying the unit to include

a sliding drawer would probably have

added too much to the price.

As for the software, let's go back to

the first days of any new machine. Can

you honestly say that the Amiga 1000,

C64, original Apple, or IBM had a large

and extremely useful software base?

In fact, I'm surprised at the number of

titles Commodore managed to line up

for the machine. It must have been a

hard job convincing software manufac

turers to put effort into a machine that

had not even hit the market.

How can you say that an empty car

tridge slot would cost about the same

as adding a disk drive? From what I've

seen, US prices for disk drives hover

around $100. Edge connectors for car

tridges probably run an extravagant

$1.95. At least they allowed the option

of adding a standard Amiga drive for

those who want it.

I really believe that the wrong peo

ple are reviewing this machine. I would

like to see reviews done by Popular

Science and other lay magazines that

would perceive CDTV as a new prod

uct to be added to an entertainment

system. Having Amiga reviewers com

ment on the machine is a lot like hav

ing car reviewers talk about motor

boats. The machines may have the

same engine, but the purpose is en

tirely different.

As for myself. I am looking forward to

the release of the A690 for the A500.

But I do wonder what they're going to

charge for this sucker. It better be no

more than the price of a CDTV less an

Amiga 500 with one meg.

Thanks for letting me get on the

soapbox for a bit.

- Jeff Stimson, Kingston, ON

Thanks, both ofyon (and everyone else)

for sharing your opinions with us. If noth

ing else. CDT\f is proving to he controver

sial! For more on CD7V. see this issue's

editorial page. - Mark &. Bcnn
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your commodore
Owner's Manual is

WORTH UP TO $300 OFF
ANAMIGAtOMPUTER.

IheCommodore Power Up

program is the easiest way

to buy an already affordable

Amiga® 500 computer for even

less.

If you own a Commodore®

16,64, or 128; or a Pet, Plus 4

or VIC 20, write the serial

number on the cover of the

original owner's manual (no

photocopies) and take it to your

authorized Commodore-Amiga

dealer. You can save $300 on an

Amiga 500P (off the MSRP of

$799). And $200 on an

Amiga 500S (off the MSRP

of $599).

The powerful Amiga oOOS

hooksuptoyourTV It has in

credible graphics-with more

than 4,000 colors. Built-in sound,

word processing, a fascinating

program that teaches geography.

And three exciting games.

The Amiga 500P includes

one MB of RAM, a word pro

cessor, a clock/calendar, paint

and music programs, and a

challenging graphics-oriented

game.

And behind every Amiga

is a 24-hour toll-free hotline.

Plus a one-year limited war

ranty with free pick-up and

delivery.

Graduating high school or

current college students and

educators can also qualifyfor

1 nnrn-uuiis offer. Seeyour authorized

I HE AMIGA POWER IP PROGRAM Commodore dealerfor details
before Oct. 31stj991. Or

V call 1-800-66-AMIGA.
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Learn image

mapping from

a pro with

Map Master.

MARKOYA-WAKE

IL^ouis Markoya has been raising

the quality of Amiga artwork ever since

he first put hand to mouse, and if

you've been wondering how he

achieves those wonderful image map

ping effects in his graphics, now you

can find out. Map Master for Light

wave ($99.95) and Map Master for

Imagine ($69.95) are each three-disk

sets incorporating a menu-driven pro

gram that displays arrays of objects

using all the possible combinations of

settings, giving the user visual feed

back on what a rendered object will

look like. The package also includes

14 scanned, high-resolution organic

textures to map onto objects. All of the

3D objects, along with the Scene or

.imp files used in the example screens,

are included so you can fiddie the set

tings and get different results. Both ver

sions of the software have the ability to

use combinations of image mapping for

some truly impressive effects. Com

puter Imagery, 49 Walnut Avenue,

Shelton, CT 06484.

MUSIC BOX

O.'ne of the most innovative uses

of a Nintendo system came a couple of

years ago from The Software Tool-

works. Their Miracle Piano Teaching

System uses a proprietary keyboard

(which can also be used by itself) and

software that teaches you to play it. It's

the most painless way we can imagine

to learn to play music - no more having

Miss Crump smacking your knuckles

with her ruler when you hit a wrong

note - and it's coming to the Amiga.

The software is very sophisticated,

beginning with a shooting gallery-type

arcade game to teach note recognition

and progressing in easy stages to fin

gering, and even into music theory. The

system is intelligent, keeping track of

your progress (it can also handle more

than one student) and tailoring itself to

your needs. Scheduled for fourth quar

ter release, the system, which includes

the keyboard, will retail for $479.95. 60

Leveroni Court, Novato. CA 94949.

415-883-3000.

PACKING IT IN

w.e somehow overlooked men

tioning that Jumpdisk has released a

commercial version of PowerPacker,

the file cruncher they use to cram so

much onto a disk. PowerPacker Pro

fessional can increase the amount of

data you can get onto a floppy (or hard

drive, for that matter) by up to 40 per

cent, though in many cases it can fit

the contents of two disks onto one.

Pretty impressive. The compres

sion/decompression is fast and it's

easy to do. The package includes five

utilities to use on crunched data:

PPMORE (text reader), PPSHOW

{graphics files), PPANIM (animations).

PPTYPE (printer output), and

DECRUNCH (for restoring files to their

uncrunched state). It should be noted

that PowerPacker works on both data

and program files and that crunched

command files automatically decom

press and run. (As an example. DPaint

III, with overlays, crunches from

282904 bytes down to 179352.) Power-

Packer has become something of a

standard for telecommunicators, but its

uses are far wider than just that. Price

is a paltry $29.95. Jumpdisk, 1493 Mt.

View Avenue, Chico, CA 95926. 916-

343-7658.

STUDY HELP

T

■J you're going to be taking the

SAT college entrance exam, or if you

have offspring studying for the test,

check out StudyWare for the SAT.

Designed to be used in conjunction

with the widely-used Cliff Notes' Cliffs

SAT Preparation Guide (which is

included with the software), the Amiga

edition covers 29 SAT topics in 860

questions. There are four full-length

exams and the software provides

explanations for both right and wrong

answers. It uses real math symbols

and graphs, along with hints and an on

screen glossary. Progress reports and

charts are generated at the end of each

test. $49.95 from StudyWare, 4760

Murphy Canyon Road, Suite A, San

Diego, CA 92123. 619-495-0190.

IN CONTROL

iLf you're less than thrilled with the

controller for CDTV, Selectech has an

alternative for you. The AirMouse is in

two pieces: one plugs into CDTV's

serial port and the other looks like a

two-button cordless mouse without a

ball inside. You just aim the thing at the

CDTV (you can be up to 16 feet away)

and you can then perform the opera

tions you normally would with the

CDTV controller, but without all the

extra buttons. Retail price is $99. and

Selectech will be coming out with other

versions of the device for other elec

tronic components like TVs and VCRs.

30 Mountain View Drive, Colchester,

VT 05446. 802-655-9600.
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AQUESTBEYOND BELIEF... AWORLD BEYOND IMAGINATION!

ODRID is a city rich in culture. A place of music, art,

poetry, politics and religion. A /==j£i
civilization thriving on wealth and

power. A CITY MADE OF BONE ...

o

o b"

THE BOSU MINE) CHALLENGE

A game ofstrategy, philosophy

and psychological agility.

Master the art of the

Bosuorglueup

all hope of

reaching your

Crystatllon.

ism dangerous one, but success

will bring you great power and position

in Orodrim society ...

iS YOU 'ENTER THE WORLD OF THE

CRYSTALLIOIN. i
TRICKS OF THE'

Using your trading.

generate the currency required

to pay the keepers, and to

fortify yourself on the long

journey through

the TSIMIT. But

-, beware, compete

£y too ruthlessly in the
HARESH and you may

. find yourself isolated

when YOU ask for

■ / assistance.

i come the ,'

a.darkness

of the' four VEILS of.

TSIMIT, carefully scarchi
the maze for the

valuable cr

that will alloHf:

you to journey -

onwards and riseti

the ranks of Orodrim society.

HAM MODE RAY

TRACED GRAPHICS,
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SOUnOTRACK -
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repeating music~*~
generator.
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EFFECTS.
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Examples of

Shereff System's

Cinnamon Toast

Fonts for the

Video Toaster.

BUTTERED?

cinnamon Toast Fonts is a

stylishly useful collection of Video

Toaster-renderabIe multicolor fonts

from Shereff Systems. The fonts were

created with 24-bit color and then con

verted down to the Toaster's 16-bit

video font format. There are two four-

disk sets available, each containing six

styles in two sizes ranging from 44 to

64 scanlines. The styles in the first set

are Ice, Hammered, Contrast. Scout,

Engrave, and Jewell. The second set

has Cinnamon, Glory, Gold 1, Lime,

News, and Stone. Retail price for each

collection is $99.95. 15075 SW Koll

Parkway. Beaverton, OR 97006. 503-

626-2022.

DRIVING CD

1 he age of CD is upon us. Cana
dian Prototype Replicas is shipping

CDROM-FS, an Amiga software file

system which can be used with stan

dard Hi Sierra and 1SO-9660 CD-ROM

drives. The system allows you to hook

up most popular flavors of SCSI CD-

ROM drives and access them as stan

dard Amiga devices. The software

automatically recognizes disc changes

and will even sense when an audio CD

is inserted. Also included are audio CD

control programs that directly support

Hitachi, NEC, Pioneer DRM-600, and

Toshiba drives. A developers toolkit is

provided and the system is compatible

with Amiga networks. Cost of the pack

age is $50 Canadian. Check your local

dealer for current US price. PO Box 8.

Breslau, ON Canada NOB 1M0. 519-

884-4412.

COLOR ME ANYTHING

,Lt has been long enough ago that

the original Doug's Color Comman

der was released that we thought we'd

include the new 2.0 version here in

New Products. DCC is a marvelously

useful universal palette control that

works with virtually any non-HAM soft

ware. The way DCC works is elegantly

simple: it sits on your Workbench

screen in a tiny window until you acti

vate it, whereupon it offers you a pull

down menu which lists the screens ol

all the programs you have running.

DCC then pops the selected screen to

the front and puts its palette controller

on it, automatically adjusting itself to

the appropriate number of colors.

DCCs controls are very slick and easy

to use, offering full control over RGB

and HSV values, along with ranges,

copy, spread, and so on. It will also let

you save and load a palette as a file,

and even works as a screen grabber.

Price is $49, and owners of the previ

ous version can upgrade for free by

sending in your original disk. Seven

Seas Software, PO Box 1451, Port

Townsend, WA 98368. 206-385-1956.

CD WITH ERASER

A etec is moving further into opti

cal territory with the release of their

MOx-600 System. The rewritable

optical disk drive is built around the

Ricoh erasable drive and can hold up

to 600 megabytes on each removable

cartridge. The unit is also notable for

its comparatively low $3600 pricetag

(similar units we've seen go for about

$5000). The MOx-600 comes with a

blank cartridge, and additional blanks

cost $229 each. That works out to

just over $.38 per megabyte - quite

reasonable considering what you're

getting. 2804 Arnold Road, Salina, KS

67401. 913-827-0685.

NEW INPUT

,Lf you've envied those trackballs

you see people using on high-end

workstations like Sun and Apollo,

envy no more. ITAC Systems is ship

ping an Amiga version of Mouse--

trak. Retailing for $159, the device

features an ergonomic design and

precision control built around a cast

phenolic ball and stainless steel bear

ings {which makes it heavy-duty, too).

It also has the virtue of requiring less

desk space than a traditional mouse

and mousepad. 3121 Benton, Gar

land, TX 75042. 214-494-3073.

FRACTALSCAPES

If you've used Virtual Reality

Laboratories' Vista in any of its incar

nations, you've probably wished for

some easy way to make your own

DEM (Digital Elevation Map) files to

render. Well, MegageM. the publisher

of FractalPro, has given us a way to
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NEW U C T S
do it. ScapeMaker will take any IFF

image and turn it into DEM data. There

are options for selecting just part of the

image, scaling it, and determining the

elevation (relief) and/or depth (referred

to as incuse). ScapeMaker works with

all standard graphics resolutions, and

the fun part is that you can use it on

any image you want. Besides the obvi

ous Mandelbrot screens, you could dig

itize a picture of Mickey Mouse, run it

through ScapeMaker, and render it with

VistaPro into Mickey Mountain. The

possibilities are endless! $29.95. 1903

Adria, Santa Maria, CA 93454.

805-349-1104.

CHAMELEON EDITOR

oxxi\s shipping a new text editor

called Turbo Text. It is very quick, rea

sonably small (169K), and customiz

able to just about any configuration you

can imagine. It's aimed primarily at pro

grammers, but is certainly useful for

anyone who needs to enter text. The

programmer's facilities are obvious in a

glance at the features list, which

includes the ability to customize the

interface to any compiler, whether it be

C, Pascal, Modula 2, or what-have-you.

It will also emulate most popular

Amiga, PC, and Unix editors. You can

have multiple simultaneous views of

the same document (useful for compar

ing chunks of code) and you can also

have multiple documents open at once.

It supports (a big cheer here) the

Amiga clipboard device, one of far too

few programs that do, and can also

handle vertical blocks. It also includes

a hex editing window and has a built-in

programmer's calculator. If all this isn't

enough, Turbo Text also has very

strong internal macro recording capa

bility as well as ARexx support. And

just in case you're looking for an out-

liner, it will do that, too. S99.95. PO Box

90309, Long Beach, CA 90809. 213-

427-1227.

ARTWORK

Digital Designs Group has a
number of graphics and animation

library disks available. Among the

Screen shot

from

DynaCADD 2.0.

titles: Galaxies and Other Worlds.

Earth and Planets, and Video Back

grounds. Each set comes with a

special viewer and production utility

called the Digital Displayer, which

will let you assign images to hotkeys

and then call them up with a

keystroke for videotaping or what

ever else you want to use them for.

There's also a feature that lets you

call up an brush and automatically

change to its palette. The company

is also producing Construction Sets

of images ready to pick up and then

stamp down on your work screen to

make such things as flowcharts, bor

ders, charts, characters, and so on.

Prices per set is $39.95. PO Box

593, Whiteville, NC 28472. 919-642-

6295.

AMIGA LUGGAGE

1 aking your Amiga from Point A
to Point B is one of the biggest pains

there is. Since Commodore hasn't

seen fit to produce a portable Amiga.

D. J. Distributing is at least making

our lives a little easier by producing a

line of Amiga carrying cases. They're

made of black, navy, or gray heavy-

duty nylon Cordura padded with

foam. They're available for all Amiga

models, and there's also one specifi

cally tailored for a 1084 monitor.

Prices are in the $70-$90 range. The

company also makes lots of other

bags for all sorts of equipment. If you

have something that needs toting,

they probably have a bag to tote it in.

PO Box 654, Bountiful, UT 84011.

801-299-1208.

NEW DYNACADD

LJitek International has already
announced a significant upgrade to

their recent entry into the Amiga CAD

market. DynaCADD 1.80.02, which

began shipping in the second quarter

of this year, has been replaced by ver

sion 2.0. Already loaded with high-end

professional features, DynaCADD 2.0

boasts a generous list of enhance

ments including: color PostScript out

put, 3D solid faces, hidden fine

removal, full DXF file export/import, 3D

object output, in both Sculpt 3D and

Imagine formats, all ready for rendering

and animation {Sculpt objects are also

readable by Toaster/LightWave). Ver

sion 2.0 is the same price ($995.00

U.S.), and owners of the earlier version

may upgrade free by sending their old

disks to Ditek International. The 2.0

version should be shipping as you read

this. Also for free: In addition to the

resident Compugraphic fonts, Ditek

also has available, for the asking, a set

of CAM fonts which are specially

designed for knife-equipped stencil-

cutting plotters (like the new Roland

SketchMate). Ditek International, 2651

John Street, Unit #3, Markham, ON

Canada L3R 2W5. 416-479-1990, FAX:

416-479-1882.
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NEWS VIEWS

COMMODORE DOINGS

1 he Smithsonian is probably the
single most interesting place on earth,

and Commodore has recently donated

three Amiga systems to the Washing

ton, DC museums. The systems are

being used to present an interactive

videodisc presentation called "Visions

of American History: Struggles for Jus

tice Volume 1: African American, Native

American, Latino." The title may be a

little unwieldy, but at least Com

modore's heart is in the right place. The

system uses an Amiga 2500/30, Ami-

gaVision, an internal genlock, a Pioneer

I.D. V2200 laserdisc player, and

Scholastic's "Struggles for Justice Vol

ume 1" courseware. We hope this is on

ly the first of many more such exhibits.

WHITHER SVPERBASE?

A

r\s we reported last issue, on May

13. Software Publishing Corporation

announced it intended to acquire Preci

sion Software Ltd., makers of the Su-

perBase database for the Amiga.

Software Publishing Corporation,

based in Mountain View, California, is

best known for its Harvard Graphics

presentation software for the IBM PC. It

ranks eighth among all PC software

publishers in the United States. Preci

sion is a privately held company based

in Surrey, England.

The fate of Precision's Amiga product

line remains unknown. SPC's press

release emphasizes that this acquisi

tion is centered around Precision's Win

dows products.

To express your opinion about the fu

ture of the Precision product line, write

to Fred Gibbons at Software Publishing

Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive,

Mountain View, CA 94043-7210, phone

(415) 335-6440. - John Foust

.Info UPDATE

UPGRADES AND

NEW VERSIONS

/ Blue Ribbon SounclWorks has ex

panded their upgrade policy for

Bar&Pipes (both the original and

Professional versions) to include any

Amiga music software. If you send

them the cover of the manual for any

Amiga music package along with

$99 for Bars&Pipes or $ 199 for

Bars&Pipes Professional, they'll

send you the latest version of their

MIDI music package. Blue Ribbon

also has three new titles in their Add

on series of support programs for

Bars&Pipes: The Tootorial Kit (love

the name!) offers step-by-step in

structions and lessons in using the

music software; the Pro Studio Kit is

a new collection of tools, including

an articulation modifier. DeFlam,

DeGlitch, note converter, note filter,

pitch bender, and velocity controller,

among other things; the Creativity

Kit has. to name only a few of the

functions, an accent randomizer, riff-

chord, auto transpose, auto modulate,

an arpeggiator, and - our favorite -

Whoopic. Each of the new Add-ons

retails for $69.95. 1293 Briardale

NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. 404-377-

1514.

' Microft Software has revised their

VidGen background graphics genera

tor to version 2.0. Some of the new

features are drop shadows, continu

ous scrolling, and shaded backdrops.

All standard and custom overscan

resolutions are supported and the re

sulting backgrounds are compatible

with all the popular video and multi

media packages. Price is $149.95.

Those who bought version 1.0 prior

to July 35, 1991 can upgrade to the

new one for S50. After July 15, the

price for version 1.0 drops to $74.95.

PO Box 1072, Exton, PA 19341. 215-

642-7638.

' Gramma Software continually up

dates their product line and the latest

we hear from them is that Nag, Cal,

Fred, and Flo are AmigaDOS 2.0

compatible and all known bugs have

been swatted. Nag, the appointment

minder, is even more annoying than

before (and still very useful), since it

now has a feature to nag you about

past events that haven't been checked

off. Nag, nag, nag. Now it will never

shut up! Contact Gramma for up

grade details. 17730 15th Ave. NE,

Suite 223. Seattle, WA 98155. 206-

363-6417.

' CanDo is at version 1.5 and be

sides being Workbench 2.0 compati

ble, it also has a new script editor,

better ARexx control, multiple win

dows, and an expanded variables sys

tem for records and arrays. Upgrad

ing from previous versions costs $40.

INOVAtronics, 8499 Greenville Av

enue, Suite 209B, Dallas, TX 75231.

214-340-4991.

OOPS

We misinterpreted the letter we

received from Jumpdisk publisher

Richard Ramella detailing the activi

ties of an alleged pirate in Wisconsin.

Ramella states that he has not filed a

civil suit in the matter, though the at

torney listed in the News & Views

item in our June issue is putting to

gether a civil action "in concert with

and on behalf of several firms whose

Amiga-specific products are appar

ently being sold by the firm". If

you'd like more information, contact

Ramella at Jumpdisk (1493 Mt. View

Ave., Chico, CA 95926. 916-343-

7658) or the attorney (Paul Gratch,

30 W. Misslin, Suite 202, Madison,

WI 53703. 608-256-3323). .info re

grets any confusion the error may

have caused.
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Might 1 Mage II

Might & Mage II H»ts

Nightoreefl
Night Hurver

Nuclear War

PGA Tour Go"

Pick N Pie

Pcpuftus
p£WB*drome

Powwrmory^e*

ProjBOyto

Pro Twins Tour II

PuffysSaga
Rhym™ riotebook

St. or r>e

EUflbN
Stanip^hi Hmrs

Street flod I
Street Rod II
Tufbo Cvlrun

Urveal

Zany Golf

ELECTRONIC ZOO

Black Gold
Khaiaan

Legend ol Faerghaii
Legend dI William Ten

Spherical

Tennis Cup

Viking ChiO

Ilpdos

ETHOS
Casmo Fever

Pc*or SolWr.'

FREE SPIRIT
Amiktt Drue Align

Barney Bejr-Camping

Barney Bear-Farm

Barney Bear-School
Barney Bear-spate

Oagonscape
Doctor Ami

FTL
Dungeon Master 1 or II

Dungeon Master 1 Hints

Dungeon Mattel 11 Hints

GAMESTAF1
CfiTic-onshiD BdSVdbdll

GOLD HSK
ComcSelter

ConncSerer An Suoemeioes

ComcSetter Art Soence Fc

15

26
IB

38

21

n

IS

16

32

26

32

33

26

32
38

13
26

23
32
33

u
32

16
32

26

33

23

26
33

32
13

IB

27

32
32

76
15

24

24

25
24

24
17

24

N
24
21

24

21

30

21

21

21
21

10

30

24

12

13

13

EO

21
21

ComicSerter An Funny Figure! 21
i"..'.-' :■ ■'■.;:- 1

■j-. : ir- '

LawScnr;!

Trie Cfce
P.i )t- <■"■.- II

Prcriessionar Pig« -2

IMPULSE
Imagine

TulboSirver

INFOCOM

Amur Quest For Eicii*ui
BatMlech

Journey

Loamt' Godoess
Muse Sludo

Snogun

INNERPfllSE
Aopieniice
Bailie Soujdfon

James Bend - Sieaim
Lost Outthman s Mme

GloCulus
Peistan Gulf Inferno

Piauge

Sword ol Sodon

lumc-in II

INTEflPLAY
Battle Clwss
Cnectmata
Dragon Wars

Dragon Wars Hints

42

ZI
27
42

78

120
?4O

210

67

20
20

20

13

13

15

20

30
30

20
21

24
17

31

»
33

30
13

INNOVATRONICS
Can Do

Power Windows v? 5

INN0V1S10N
Broadcast Tiller vS

KARA GRAPHICS
Animfonts 1, II or III

Headlines 1

Headlines II

SubHeads

MRHASOFT

K0E1
Bandit Kings China

GsngtisKhan

fjoounagas Amoiiion

Romance ol trie 3 Kingdoms

KONAMI
Back to Ihe Future II

Blades of Sleel

Double Dnbow

Super Contra

Teenage Muiant Turtles

Tneme Par* Mystefy

LAKE FOflEST LOGIC
D ;■'-•..-. -Jl

Macro Pair-I

LATTICE
Lanice C Developmert Con^l

LatBce C-ptjs Pius
Lattice Ten UnM*s

LIVE STUDIOS
FuBue Clas»c Cdiectiors
ThunoVstrike

LUCASFILHS
rl IV . ■ ,.^»

Indy Jones Crusade Arcade
Indy Jones Crusade Graohici

Indy Graphics Hints
Loom

Loom Hints

Maniac Manyon 1

Maniac 1 Hints

Night Shift

Secret of Montey Island
Their Finest Hout

Zak McKrocken

MAGIC BYTES
Domination

MANX
Ajtoc C Devrxoper

AitecC Professional
Altec C SL DeOugger

U1STERTR0NICS
Clue
Conflict

Monopoly
Risk

Scraboie
Double Dfaoon II

Magic Johnson Baskeisii

Maqe MVP Bastptha'l

NV Wamors

Rek Davis Soccer

Shark Attack Go'

Spurt of EicalibuT

Soon of Kings

Supe-OT Road
2 War In Middle Earth

MED1AGENIC
Beyond Dark Castv

GhosIDuslrrs II

Rjmpjge

UICRODEAL
Devpac m2
Hisot Base Pro

HICR0ILLU5IMS
Black Jack Aci3demy

Faefytaie Adventure

Muse X Jr

MICROtFJUGE
WWF Wrosl'rng

MtCROMASTER
Famtly Tie* »2

UICROPROSE
SDPoc

E-ite
E'lte Him Book by Leioy

Land. Sea * Air

Pro Soccer

Megatiaveller

MKMnWf
Mi Platoon

Pro Soccw

Red Slorm Rising

Universal Military Sim II

MICRO STYLE

AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA

MICRO SYSTEMS SIERRA
Analyze 60 A iO Tank Killer W

Excellence
ScriBOlei Platinum

The Works - Platinum

MWDSCaPE

Arcade MegarWs vS

Balance of Power 1980

Captive

The Colony

Hsriey DavCson

Loop;

NATUflAL GRAPHICS

Codename Iceman

Colonel s Bequesi

Cvmfunt ul CaiTie
Gold Rush

Hero 5 Quest
Hoy c $ Booh of Ga

King | QueU 4

Larry ;

Sce

NEW HORIZONS

]5 poparts

Manhunw New York

Manhunler San Francisco

Mined Up Moihi-t GCOH

Police Cvesi 2 w 3

0ue5l tor Glory II
Sienar 7

SOFT BYTE
Lotto Program

son logik
PageStrtam v2 1

Q'

Paladin Oussi Disk i

MUM
;.■..-..-

Moetius

Ogre

Omega

Quest for Clues 3 or 3

Times Of Lve

Ultima-III

30 Uhma-IV

Urtma V

Winrwaikei

on
A-Ta:k III

Aufflomaster III

Fast Eddie s Pool

SpectraCoior

TurooTec

VideoStapf3O

Videutitler

PARSEC SOFTWARE

PELICAN SOFTWARE

POLARWARE
An Dogs Coloring

At the Zoo
Classic Board Games

Dinosaurs Are Forever

Medievel Warners

Moonbase

Numbers Count

Opposrtes Attract
Operation Comoal

Sesame Strsef Cow Deuie

PRECISION
Sunertiase Personal- II

Supernase Pro v3

Supeitiase Pro ul
Superplan

PROGRESSIVE

3D

Pen Pal

Pioper Grarwnar

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Faces-Terns 111

Falcon
Falcon Msssrs I

Falcon Missions II

Sohtare Royale

Telni I

Stan

OR Tcim Pro

kitroCAD

lriro CAD P»a

PIX-Ma<«

Lftra Desgn

PSVGMOSIS
Anaicrry

Caotan Fi:j

Carthage

ChronodueSI It

Infestation

Killing Gamr Sttov.

Lemmings

Ma'rn rJarjuders

Nrtro

oatus

Shaacw ol me Beasl I

Shadow of the Beast II

Spel'oounc

Siryji
READVSOFT

A M3I II

64 EmulaloMllSM MOOl

Dragons Lair

Dfagons Lair'Time Warp

Space Ace

Wra:nctthe Demon

SHEREFF SYSTEMS
Pro Video Gold .

Amiga Programmer s Gum»

Amiga HsnODOOk Vol 1 a 2

TAiTO
Am>ga Acion PacW

TITUS
Wild Streets

TOMY SEVER*
Bard t . ,■ i - •■■ t.....

K«gs Quest 3 Hut Disk
\.:- : ' i- IT, I Mr- D>St

Shadoifvaate Hint Disk
Space Oues III Mint Disk

Zak McKracten Hmi Disk

UNISON WORLD
Prmtmasier Pius

in GaUmy I I 2 Combo

Art Gallery 3

Fonts J BorrJors

VEGA TECHNOLOGIES
Arrtifcii iVmga

VIRTUAL REALITY
Distant Suns

Visia
Vrsia Pro . .
Vrsta Data ■ CaJtl i .

V.s^.i Data ■ Canyon Set I
vistn Data ■ Canyon Sol 2

Vista Daia - Mars

Vista DaM ■ Wtsi US
Visia Dila ■ Wyoming

WILLIAM S HAMS
AREXX

WSHELL

WORDPERFECT CORP
Wadperluci

WordPerfect Library

rVettnS'Telns II 21

5TRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
BtxW Rogers
Champions of Krynn

Curse of the Ajuru Bond^
Aiure Bonds Hints

Dragon Slnku

Dungeon Masi Aasl v i

Eye of Beholder

Beholder h>ms

Hill star

Hiiiitjr Hmi Book

Ponl of Radiance
Pool Hints
KiT'i'n.ulL' Lfgion

Second From

Storm Aetoss Europe

Sword oi Aiagon
Typhoon of Steel
waigame Construction Set

STRATEGIC STUDIES
Gold of the Americas

Warlords

SUBLOG.C
Flight Simulator-II
ScefwDisk 7 9 w 11

32
a

32
13

32
13

39
13

15
a

32
13

3ft
32
38

32
38
26

13

30

30

20
Scenery Disk Mawi-an SO

Scene Disk w Europe or Jawn 20

Ml

SUNR1ZE 1ND
Periect Sound

SYBEX BOOKS

30

68
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WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR COMPUTER—ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AWIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA

SOfTUJHHt

support
AMIGA

COMMODORE

AND IBM

Please can &

write for our

FREE CATALOG

Overseas customer 5

please remit 31X1

U S funos to r*^

detray shipping costs

TOLL FREE LINE

FOR USA & CANADA

800-356-1179
Monday - PnOay 6AM 5PM Pacilic rime
■■EA'-S«lura»y?AM3WilPMlicTime

If You Prefer, You May Mail Your Order To:

Software Support International
2700 NE Andresen Road, Suite A-10, Vancouver, WA 98661

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

2O6-69S-1393

S»me Hour! As Above

METHODS OF PA1WENTS

and Oacovf Previous custc

MUSt be pad in US luncs

- We

morsi

i ■ . ■

ray aft

m(iAu> jroVrs

a ply by COD I

C*nl

lp» . .

VI

A

NOW ACCEPTING HI ORDERS

206-695-0059

24-Hours A Day!

TECHNICAL SUPPORT LINE

206-695-9648

'.'-.■,- Friday SAM 5PM Pacific Time

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES ■ US* H8 llaWS) FPO APO. US Posses
suns Pease 400 M 00 per order >JS Vtoarg n usua"y oy UPS o/ouna Fast UPS
^nd Day Air is .nju^t- IUS Jfl states only) by adding S3 00 E*-'r pound (1st id land

51 00 pel iOrMional pounfl (aacn software rtom averages I In ) Alaska a Hawaii

Slipping is usually oy UPS 2rO Day Air p*ase addSS bOper order Canaca 3o1«are'

S5 00 lor the first piece S Si 00 for eacti addmona f»ece oer srnjunail Canactar!

Hardware Oveiy-eight orcers & Foroign Countries S&H varies per ordet-pease eal'

7bm aocUion Ed your 5AHcharoes

OTHER POLICIES Waslrmglon Stall; lesOenB muB add 7 6^ 10

■■twr mder tor stale wJes tai DerecUve Hems n reoucefl a! no

cFiarge out must oe rerurned so us postpaid *itnti 30 flayl of inva.cn

date A!i in sice* orders are processed wtnm S4 nours US |49

statel sa^are cuotts over SI00 mil be slipped Ira Day Air sl no

addflicrial charge above me nonnal M 00 SiH lee Ail prices.

oohcies- and specifications are&urjrect to cfiarge witnoutnobce *i

sales are finar unless authon^ed oy management

We Accept

VISA, M/C,

& Discover

Circle #136 on the Reader Service Card



NEWS VIEWS

SUMMER CES

1 he latest Chicago edition of the
Consumer Electronics Show was one

of the more upbeat I've been to in quite

a while. The major game publishers

were exhibiting all their latest entertain

ments, nearly all on IBM and/or car

tridge machines. However, there's no

reason to despair; almost to a title, the

games are being ported to the Amiga.

[See this issue's Cyberplay for spe

cifics. - Ed.]

The most significant product shown

at CES was Philips' CD-i machine,

which is being sold under the Mag-

navox label. The $1400 device is direct

competition for Commodore's CDTV.

and from what I saw, it may have

enough potential to blow CDTV out of

the electronic water. Though it's difficult

to judge from a single demo, the CD-I

display seemed to me to be better than

CDTV's; it looks iike a regular TV pic

ture. It was also announced at CES

that Philips had signed an agreement

with Nintendo to produce 16-bit games

for the machine. The implications of

that are enormous; the Nintendo name

alone should sell thousands of units.

This came as a complete surprise -

Sony had been negotiating a similar

agreement with Nintendo, even though

Sony hasn't announced a CD-based

machine of their own. (Sony was actu

ally involved in developing the CD-I

standard.) The sudden shift was the

hottest item of gossip at the show, and

Sony was reported to be very upset by

the turn of events. Rumors were flying,

of course, that now that Sony has been

jilted and reportedly has a huge reserve

of cash, Commodore and CDTV would

be a likely target for them to take over

(or at least reach some sort of agree

ment with). The software I saw for CD-I

is, at least on the surface, very nice.

There was an interactive slideshow of

paintings that played CD-quality music

with the images - the effect was like

controlling your own PBS-type TV

show. CD-I also has a Sesame Street

game for kids that was drawing a lot of

attention. It isn't anything that couldn't

be done on CDTV, but the very fact that

it was finished and running on CD-I

was impressive. Philips also toid me

that they will have a video compression

chip available by the time the machine

ships in quantity in October, something

with Commodore also says is in the

wings for an updated CDTV unit.

As for Commodore, they were, inter

estingly, on the main show floor in the

East building of McCormick Place

where such industry giants as Pana

sonic, JVC, Sharp, and Toshiba have

their booths. They were showing CDTV,

of course, and the placement of their

booth is indicative of their efforts to po

sition CDTV as a mainstream box to in

tegrate into living-room audio/video se

tups. They drew lots of attention.

Before we get too carried away with

betting on which format will win out in

the end, we should mention that there's

a good possibility that neither one will.

The day before the show opened, the

Wall Street Journal ran an article by

Partick M. Reilly that opened with the

paragraph "It's called CD TV, and elec

tronics marketers are saying it's the in

dustry's Next Big Thing. But some

skeptics say it could just as easily be

the Next Big Flop." It's just too soon to

tell.

There seemed to be fewer new prod

uct introductions at CES this time, but

that's not too surprising; the recession

has caused a major downscaling in a

lot of places. The good news is that

many companies are starting to see

their sales pick up a little. The guarded

optimism was good to see.

V

THE RUMOR MILL
DISCLAIMER: The following are among the most entertaining

rumors we've heard the past month. They are presented for your

entertainment and amusement only. Please do not make any

important decisions based on these rumors, as some will prove

to be inaccurate or just plain false.

Z) SyQuest may be building a

plug-and-go version of their re

movable-media hard drive for the

Amiga.

Z> We should be hearing the "three

million Amigas sold' announce

ment from Commodore any day

now. (By the way, we understand

they they are calling CDTV units

'Amigas" for the purposes of count

ing units sold, even though they

hush up the fact that there's an

Amiga in a CDTV when they sell

it. Go figure.)

Z> Commodore hints that UNIX

may soon be made available on

tape for upgraders with

68030/MMU-equippcd machines;

the price is said to be about $1295.

O After many delays, v2.0 of

Kickstart should (finally!) be on sil

icon by the time you read this. Re

ally. Have we ever lied to you?

O We hear MicroSoft has pur

chased six Amigas for in-house use.

Does this mean MicroSoft Word for

the Amiga?

Z> WordPerfect Corp. is said to be

'done with the Amiga.'What this

means, according to our .informant,

is that WordPerfect will not be im

proved or upgraded, though it

probably will continue to be sold in

its current incarnation.

O The A3000T tower-case A3000

will be available by the time you

read this. Or so we're told.
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Now even

LOWER
prices

The Best Service and Prices for

your Creative Computer"1

The Creative Computers Low-Price Guarantee.

Creative Computers is the service and low-price leader

and the largest Amiga mail-order company. Check out the

prices in this adr then in the unlikely event that you find a

lower price anywhere else in this magazine, we'll beat it!

THE CREATIVE COMPUTERS OiBECT ADVANTAGE MASTERCARD

USE YOUR DIRECT ADVANTAGE GOLD MASTERCARD1 ANYWHERE AND EARN

DOLLARS GOOD ON EVERYTHING WE SELL!
' 1st V i!,M' Membership Free! Save S-l()

| Free Buyer insurance

Ihe Ortct Advantage tain-Cart i Purchatt Assurance mttctt moil Itwns you iwy wHa you- card agamt km, flwfl, (re or a

brntagB lor a luB BO day) Iran me date ol purchase.

' Double Manufacturer's Warranty!

Yimi antorarttealy receWeWrecl Hvantnai MaitcrCanr iIntended Warranty on Umaitev erynirctuia, thereby Oeubtng uwmantficturtr j

<nrr«ny ill tn a muJmsi ol me atfUanai yetr.

> Bonus Points!

r;' i ,*;, i! t u•■/ [iol >af v u u 13 end I or b u ■ rn cs s ui1 (it i' 1 oral us 01-, 1 ill yaw D ir eel M vam ag eM it Ma si c i-C ar t C3rn 5 iwln!: soml t onara Ifca purchase

ol tvoryanno ivo sail - one Denny lor every two dollars you spoil 11 makes no tfitlerecce where you me your card or what you buy - before

you know It, job"! tave tflouMndi ol pokiit to redeem in the catalog ten M yar chaiee!

> Redeem points with a phone call I

One qukt raB m the Direct Advantiga cusmimr service and rednraptlKi center is aa n taku to turn your points Into ImmetBaie savings on

GverylMng we sen. IVhafs more, yoiTD rscehu a ouarterty pttnt statement to keep you an-tiHlale an the total points you've earned and used,

and caftfiaMer exclusive formation on specWt Dtat we run.

' Hlah Credit Unit

Every nrec: Atvaniage Gold MasterCard holder automatically receluti a Doe ol ciwlli ol up to SI 5,0001

Take advantage otthts ottep today! GaN 1-800-872-8882 to apply!

1. Call lor ransl current prices and shlppino rales.

2. Mail Us order h;.-n to:

CREATIVE COMPUTERS at: 4453 RetKtnda BsacH Blvd., Lsiv&dzlc, EA SSZBO

3. Credit capd criers only stijpped in billing adslress.

1 Name

1 Address

CitV

, Country

j Day Phone# (

QTY. 1

1
1
1
1
1
1

State

) Night Ph

'RODUCTNAME

Zip

one* ( )
1

UNIT PRICE

1
1

7r,SA.ESTA)!(CA.RESCMY) 1

SHIPPING METHOD: (Call tor ratetj

M UPS Ground \_\ Aiifiome E<press
DHL -Irirei rational orders

SHIPPING j
TOTAL |

C

1

1=
iFFERCODE: 1

METHOD OF PH CheckO Money Order l~] Visa l~l MasterCard
PAYMENT' 1 1 American Express | | Discover

Credit Card #

1 Signature

CREDIT CARD USERS C NLY:

Exp. Date /

ative
COMPUTERS

Announcing the

Creative Computers

Exclusive Money Back

Guarantee Program
(CC-MBG)

Now and through Aug. 31, 1991, when you

purchase any accelerators, (loppy drives, memory

expansions, hard drives and hard drive controllers or1

Newtek's Video Toaster from Creative Computers, you

are protected by a full 30-day, No-Questlons-Asked

Money Sack Guarantee!

Are you In the market lor a Video Toaster but

don't know if it will work right with your set-up? Or

are you waiting for your Amiga to compute but don't

know what an accelerator will mean In practical

terms to you? You need not wait any longer. Just buy

ii from us, and if you don't like it, send It back for a lull

retundl

CC-MBG rules: li ml ted- lime oiler only applies to above listed categories

only. You must call Customer Service to obtain a Return Auihorlzatian

number before sending the Mentis) back. The IiemlDmust be In original

condition and in or I Bin al packaging. No damaged items will be accepted.

Relnnds Issued within 14 dayt ol receipt n the returned Item(s).

Hsiund Is limited ta S3,000 per cuslomer.

One of our friendly

customer service

representatives.

OUR POLICIES
mHiiini»iBJ |i I— I >imii>H llm Mi|i>i IHiHiinrH r m In in

WwkMb* iu, IS swOirv to tbawr.

i ■ -ii '., MCtf^leffMMttmm-IMwnimiiiB^itnUnwnwglMintoiaMi^
kMN|MMIMkw**tmUmtoUMMmiknBMMM*On*mtmki**.«n».MlKfedM (n"C

ttttmt M|. Hi M)aanta toMEwtoanbtUm »■iAip«ti ■»■W *>■*aKW ■IUN ft-
TT11TT1 mill laliiiliaialpHal n I mill ■ Hm iiMHIii

•nnunnu nu he awmen r* ban, m, m ■ Haa Mr W. m awmmmm mr im Fr ru m

UsnrCM ranjmHtIOrwM ■UpM«Man■I"tnmart ■ HaadHO. Mo*Mn (w [nfl or) ^tviM|Mncak|.

InHH Nit IM IIS TIEMMHC B »H

KU kmr HaM liar aar't -MhtnT rtt.

Credrt Cards Accepted
. _^_ ^ /1IRBORNE
DiernigJitShippftigvta: EXPRESS

OFFER CODE: P1840111 OFFER VALID July 1st, 1991 - August 31st, 1991



ative
COMPUTERS

U.S. ORDERS ONLY: CUSTOMER SERVICE OR

800-872-8882 213-214-0000
CANADA: 1-800-548-2512 ORDER STATUS

4453 Redondo Beach Blvd., Lavundale, CA 90260 - Mon-Sat 8-6 PST - FAX: 213-214-0932

IKiHKITFLlEa!33itj?3S.(l!

AUDIO HARDWARE

4116

. 59.95

PBHCT HUD SB7DX.. B3J5

..mx

UOESFDSflLM Z-HS

A20S1 WIOBDOT »Mfl 14S.00

»tffi wan-sami ui.. Z98.oo

intnKTeetoccooo.Q9.Do

uransuiBftwtamoo

laocmrwipiB—im

iaansffi»uaii[T_9i35

FLOPPY DRIVES

tf hgh teanf dhve .... m.oo

MEMORY EXPANSION

mVSfifilW 53JS

WUHW04NBHT.-. 98.00

UKIMSOOiliBWO-Ull

EUa0UD)t500a4M..111^B

HOBS 11000M _ZSS.0O

WMS1500WB Z43-00

uprimm uo 112 in ~.mi6

MOO6HS

iJUIUMITMaBI 106.00

iWiHB\«aei\5 ■■','■'>'■

6MAH1P0UD 9600 — «3.00

SOW* Z-*W BM0MC1 ... 15&.M

SUf!mWHIMM'+...... I65.GD

RFU24WWT.H0CBI .119.00

SURU9600V.H 5ttffl

MONfTORS

wcwinmcso sssm

e: Minsfc u ssoai

mD 1«0 MUlBrNC.... 593 00

SIM 13W UU.TSTNC _. 779 00

PRINTERS

0TEHGnm?4PH 379 DO

QTEBIEHZOQgni 1ES.O0

PHSPS-410US8I Z465.K

SIM M10O01 PSKffl . 163(10

SHSWEOMMni . 219M

VE1E0 HARDWARE

UKngnoH sj.s

uocs>nN[nvBt—iisjji

$m woo isffitB

COtORStinB 108.00

DHBEimBBUS 88,00

QO fltft EOU] VJ 0 .119.00

DOVlEW60lD4.BP.il IM.60

PStHf!-!OOCSC(WH 13SS.M

RWBRXHI

fUOOIRKEBPtt _

FflWEBUESa

FM«£MBP«irBB

nUWKRM.?S8 EMI

RU*GB«?566P«

IWiKPlIB

IBSIBdNNORS.

UNSIGMMWnS..

mm looo

imizooo—

UVJI600

™!oaoo

__«9JM

.-_saoo

....SZ9.DD

E6S.00

.-.moo

-ii*

. 53.SS

. 243.00

. 308.03

vmmn

MMCHCHini

UHGSIPIIG8U0I.

leHBBiea—

NUOBSPOISONJUSK

puuaw iwtm _

PUUSHCHYIBOH.

PBSOHW.TK

SHMPJilJODSCUIfll

!H*ffJ«aOSCV(B

-1WS.00

....189 DO

-moo

.. 1799.00
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MISC. HARDWARE

IMUIKUMUTDB..1&.00

BBfOOI 150 POWBISa1.-. 97.95

CHWAIfORIBOHBD.... 195.90

m2000

loapd-MBS00

SupraRam 2000 4mi HAM 249.00

SupraRam 2000 6mb BAM 320.00

SupraRam 2000 8mb RAM —399.00

SupraRam SOO 512k ..._ 59.95

Due to industry flHtluitlen, RUM prices are subject to change

wittiout notice.

Great Valley Products Series II for the Amiga 500

40mb *599M

52mb I825M

| 8Omb t899M

105mb *819°°

Epson Scanner $1449°°

& ASDG Scanner Driver

• 24 Bit color scanner

• Up to 600 DPI
ES-300C

GVP Series II Accelerators
New single-board design on 11 & 33 Mnz

These new Series II accelerators have a

built-in GVP SCSI controller

Now holds up to 32 megs ol ram!*

22Mhz J8980D

33Mhz !1B78on

50Mhz S229800

'50 Mf.z Hoard, alders hold lets

Centaur Software Inc.
Boing! Mouse
Beti teWm optical mat
toe the Aram wlin Fru
UAtft

Mindlink

A Powerful New

Telecommunications

Package.

•

kW-'1 " ■
[a £39.95 nbel

B.A.D. B.A.D.V
Bext'scfing *A

Atlas 2.0

4 disks ol Info on over

170 countries

+ 255 maps

The ICD Advantage
*209M

■tit gwiE ptriiriiiKi if vr ncfrnirr n M'i +-r't» rsrje

Richer Free VidBolvl '29500

Novla 20lrNI "549°°

Nik ]■■ in urn in Ni.ii »in illinl

PrimaG2llv Call

Prima105rsi Call
INini litirmlt rMO, 1800 u-?0O0.

AdIDE!M >fl9M
1-rt.II I«| UrI mi laurtKi HI llf tH HlHrntl

Hhulllc Bound " Call
I (Html r-;3T CtHtC

r id kmtti MO or 1 DM.

Prima
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Overnight service to Canada as low as $15
Most rates cheaper thai Express Mai at the Post Office!

Australia 0014-800-125-712; Canada 1-800-548-2512; Denmark 0434-0287; France 19-0590-1039; Italy 1678-74088;

Japan 0031-11-1351; motherlands 06-022-8613; Norway 050-12029; Switzerland 046-05-3420; United Kingdom 0800-89-1178.

Best international

freight service and

low, low rates via:
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MAKES DESK

VIDEO A REALITY!
•Synchronize Video and Sound to the Beat!

•Control External Devices like the Video Toaster,

, VCils, Writable Optical Bisks, MIDI!

Create Pro&uctions ol Virtually UnSmitetl Length!

Edit Productions in Real Tune on Ydup AMES!

Newtek Video Toaster
Digital video Effects!

Genlock - Frame Grabber!

24-bit PaM and Rendering!

3D Modefrig and Animation!

1399°°!

DPS Personal TBC
New Internal Infinite Window Time

Base Corrector with Genlocking for

—ith the Newtek Video Toaster!

For the Amazing Low Price of:

CSA
New, lower

priced Mega-

Midget Racers!

Roctec
New, reliable drive for the Amiga.

Super sum, less than 1-inch high.

Low power consumption.

~~*M pass-thru.

25 MhZ K488W

33 Mhz msm

Ram Board with 2mb W°

Ram Board with 4mb 778°°

88882 - 25 MhZ S189°°

1 iiess Ecanomy hoards do not have an MMII

From Digital

Creations
Full NTSC Color

Display and Digitizer.

Call ttigt the ■■Gelling the Moil 101 at DCTV

talapil ripe,

Hard Drive Specials
Controllers

GVPSeriesII-NonRam Cap. .'159M

GVP Series II -Up to 8 megs ..'199"

ICD AdSCSI 2000 "129™

ICD AdSCSI 2080 '199°°

IVS TrumpCard 2000 Prol '199°°

IVS TrumpCard 500 Prof '259°°

Supra WordSync 'lOS™

Datallyer 2000 •8900

Datallyer 500 »179"

Nexus HG 8/0 »2_B"

Bare Drives

Quantum 52mb LPS ■2G8OU

Quantum 105 LPS S429°°

Quantum 170 Wff"

Quantum 210 748°°
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ative
COMPUTERS

U.S. ORDERS ONLY: CUSTOMER SERVICE OR

800-872-8882 213-214-0000
CANADA: 1-800-548-2512 ORDER STATUS

4453 Redondo Beach Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260 - Mon-Sst 8-6 PST • FAX: 213-214 0932
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UTREtlJItt IBM

AUTHORING SOFTWARt

SOFTWARE

Accournne

fltlLHfflB

phwu

IBM

Mn

HUM

nn

DATABASE
VMM r 1IU

inn

WORD PROCESOTG
affnoenmaw tUB

nraian ma I inn

FLOW MX

iun

rut

mnnu

MBC. PROOUCTimY
UIHR KK

Professional Page 2.0
The Ultimate in Desktop

$195

Turbo Text
Keyboard is user re-mappable.

AmfgaDos 2.0 Compatible.

Open documents limited only by

memory.

Easjtouse. '■"•l
Works with ALL printers.

Includes ward processor and dictionary.

Prints 24-bit images.

1000 color display.

Rotates text and graphics.

Comes with tree DTP video.

Fast Eddies

Pool & Billiards

$22!

Proper Grammar

85795

SoftClips pen Pal

3 $4495 '''■|JI
7-4T

1

Buy any Amiga word processor and Proper Grammar at the

same time, and save $5.00 oft the normal price.

Buy all four volumes of SoftClips clip-art for the special

price of $160.00 — a savings ol $5.00 per volume!

Audition
Advanced digital sound editing.

More features than AudloMaster 3.

100% Assembly language.

Distant Suns $5795
New! Version 4.0!

Natures Include:

AreH support

hitertacsJ overscan.

On-wtti vtewpotatt.

H«h co-jrocmor«

COMtts. Mtarwds, •

faV-scrwn kmijei rt

Plus tmicft toon...

Vista Professional
24 bit output!

(Req. 3 meg ram)

Image

Finder

Bars & Pipes Professional

$222

Bars ft Pipes Professional will open your eyes to a

new vision of music software. Its expandable design

and mnflvatJve architecture increase the creativity

and productivity of the modern composer.
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Visit our Amiga Superstores!
South Bay: 4453 Redondo Beach Blvd. ■ Lawndate, CA 902G0 - IVton-Sat 11-7 PST-Phone: (213) 542-2292

Weststde: 318 Wishire Blvd.- Santa Monica, CA 90401 -Tues-Sat11-7Sun11-5PST-Phone:(213)394-7779
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DesignWorks
Fast and Intuitive structured

drawing.

Import and export IFF pictures.

AREXX port.

Full 4096 color printing.

Multiple drawing layers.

Full support for Kickstart 2.0,

ProWrite
processor takes on all challengers

with features like these:

100,000 word Spiffing Checker.

Thesaurus with 300,000 word crass reference.

Ai^ustable defaults lor ALL program settings.

Imports HAM or BT Images.

Wrap text around pictures.

Ai'W scriptwpiling.

Arexx support.

Secret of the Silver Blades
Exciting sequel to Curse of the Azure Bonds

& Pool at Radiance.

S3495 Free Clue book with purchase.
(WMe M)

QuickWrite ....

Textonly wen! processor Irani themakers of ProWrtte. features;

ftrexx Support, Mail Merge, Spell Checker, Import/Export

Professional Page fifes. Ideal for al Amiga configurations.

Imagine
Hot New 24-bit 3D Rendering

and Animation Software

s19goo

agine: A guided tour
lash the power of Imagine using

easy-to follow SOminute tutorial

GODS
"Way Cool"

S3895

Death

Knights

OFFER CODE: P1840111

Art Department Pro

M

Image Processing's

Common Ground

Art Department Pro

gives you the most

powerful image

processing systems

$4 QQ0Q ever offered for the

■ OD Amiga.
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rn Do

by Steve Jacobs

Fred Wagner sets up his Amiga 1000 for hands-free storytelling.

he computer room of School 39 in

Rochester is filled with a squirming

group of computer-savvy fourth

graders. But the kids aren't silling in

front of their Apple Us this morning.

They're watching Fred Wagner, a

member of the Artist-in-Residence program spon

sored by the Rochester City Schools and Project

U.N.I.Q.U.E; he's tweaking his Amiga 1000 and the

19" television in front of the room. The computer

room is the domain of Bill Gerber, computer teacher

and director of "Do the Write Thing', the city

schools' innovative writing curriculum. The stu

dents* teachers keep quizzing Bill: "So what's going

to happen this morning?" Bill just grins and tells

them "Wait and see."

In our interview later. Fred tells me "I got into the

Artist-in- Residence program through the Director,

Karin Weider. A teacher requests an Artist-in-Resi

dence to work with them in a specific program. Bill

Gerber asked for someone working with computers

and video to help out with his creative writing pro

gram. I decided to go with an approach that would

introduce the kids to the idea of interactive television/

media and get them thinking about applications."

Fred is an ex-stockbroker. "1 got real disillusioned

u ith the profit motive and decided I should be doing

Steve Jacobs

reports on

Fred Wagner,

a storyteller

who uses the

Amiga to get

kids involved.

something more ethical and moral." He has a BAin

'Music Composition. Electronic Emphasis' and is

now working on an MFA in Electronic Media at The

Visual Studies Workshop (VSW). VSW is a 25-year-

old media access center that provides a degree pro

gram in conjunction with SUNY Brockport. VSW

has been actively training artists to use the Amiga in

all phases of the media process for several years.

"I wanted to work with electronic media," says

Fred. "I've always worked with music and sound

and so forth, but that's only half the picture. When

you talk about any kind of electronic media these

days you have to involve video and computers and

ihis interactive kind of ideology, because that's the

way its all going. You have lo he fluent in all ihese

technologies now because they're all becoming

interrelated at some level. I thought Visual Studies

would be a good place to put it all together because

it was a flexible program where I could work out

some new ideas."

Fred caiches the kids' attention and explains that

in ihe very near future, people will use their com

puters and their video cameras to interact with their

TVs. Fred moves to the center of the room in from

of a video camera. The television monitor shows a

solid black shadow, shaped like Fred, surrounded by

what looks like while typcwriier keys. Fred moves

his arms up and down. When his "shadow image'

hits the keys, a sampled cartoon concert of barking

dogs, yowling cats, breaking glass and 'hey's fills

the air. The kids go wild as interactive hypermedia

meets the classroom.

"I'm using an Amiga 1000 and VIDI Mice from

Tensor Productions. VIDI Mice works with Live!

and a video camera. It allows you to place images

of keyboard keys 'in space'. When the video image

of your body moving on the television screen

'touches' the virtual key images it triggers whatever

event is attached to those keys: in this case, the

sampled sounds. There are also mouse applications

that are rough and need to be fine tuned, but they do

allow you 10 create 'mouse moves' with your body."

"I use VIDI Mice as a master program to run a

music program called Dynamic Drums. Il lets me

load 10 different sampled sounds and trigger them

with the keyboard. So I have these ten keys pre

loaded with sound effects or words."

Fred tells a story to the kids, using ihe sound

effects and sampled words as part of the text. It

works like this...
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"This morning my dog (left ami straight up;

"Bow Wow!" from TV speaker) saw a cat (right arm

at 45 degree angle; "Meow! Hiss!") sitting in my

kitchen window. My Dog (left arm straight up;

"Bow Wow!") jumped upon the kitchen counter

(left arm at 30 degree angle; sound of bowling pins

being knocked down) knocking everything on the

floor. Then he jumped through the window (left arm

at 45 degree angle; "crash, tinkle tinkle" )..."

Most of the kids get a chance to tell their own

stories. Some of them have to hold file cards in their

hands because they're loo short to reach all the vir

tual keys. Others, seated near the camera and impa

tient to gel a turn, wave their own hands in the air,

triggering sounds that conflict with the storyteller's.

Later Fred boots a music program and the kids cre

ate music in space.

"I have the kids create a storyline using those

sounds and words. The idea is to get them thinking

narratively with this stuff. I want to create not only

a magic thing where they're making sounds from

intangible space, but to give them a ready-made cre

ative application, so we aren't talking about word-

processing or something."

"I also use Soni.x to let them play musical notes

placed around them in space. I ask them how this is

different than an instrument that you hold in your

hands. You can always change the way it's laid out

and played. Spontaneously, without my mentioning

it. they get up and dance to piay the music. It gives

them a lot of ideas."

After everyone's had a chance to experiment, the

class discusses what they've seen and what kinds of

things could be done with the technology.

"I really believe strongly that kids, the ones that

are 10 and 12 now. arc really going to be the ones to

apply this technology. The people who are working

in it now are developing the mechanisms, but the kids

coming up are going to be the ones who really apply

it. To get them thinking about it now while their minds

are still fresh and aren't cordoned off by all these

'Concrete Logic Structures' is really important."

"I am really impressed by the kids. They seem to

pick up on the fact thai this isn't any kind of magic

and that it's something they can use. They don't

have any of that 'You can't do this because..." in

their heads; they just pick it up and run with it. They

had ideas about how they could go virtual grocery

shopping and have things appear at their door. Some

of them came up with the idea of using this to run a

factory assembly line. These are fourth graders

we're talking about here."

When Fred isn't working with school children, he

continues to work on the implications of a perfor

mance environment.

"For my own work I use two AlOOOs with one

camera suspended directly above me and one cam

era in front of me. This creates a kind of 3D inter

face. I can put different functions on each of the dif

ferent planes. 1 can have two programs, two func

tions, that operate harmoniously. I can place 'hot

spots' so that two things will happen when I touch

Kids get involved

in the storytelling

process.

A student

controls the

Amiga

with hand

movements.

one specific spot. One would happen on the 'wall

plane' and something else on the 'floor plane'."

"The biggest problem is that the two computers

that I'm using can't 'talk'to each other or 'under

stand' what the other is doing. That's the next step.

It'll only be a pseudo-3D interface until I can get

the two computers to run together and understand

the interaction between the planes. I either have to

network the two systems together and use ARexx or

get an Amiga 2000 and a Live! 2000 board, because

that has two video inputs. But there are financial

considerations. (Anybody out there with money

who'd care to give it to me, please feel free to do

so!) I'm also looking at experimenting with VOREC

and Elan Performer. I'd love to get my hands on

Mandate, but I don't know where to get one."

Fred will continue to develop his performance

environment as he works toward the completion of

his MFA this fall. In addition, he's been asked to

participate in a curriculum steering conference,

'Goals. Outcomes. Measures and Standards', in

Rochester. The school board is looking for artists to

help them get a new slant on the education process.

Fred should be able to provide them with a suitably

alternative point-of-view.

"The best thing about interactive virtual technol

ogy is that it forces you to think differently. Because

it's so abstract you need to be able to approach it

without any preconceived notions about how you

would work with it. You have to siarl with the

actions and work backwards. Working backwards

from the results helps you develop the process."

'Spontaneously,

without my

mentioning it,

they get up and

dance to play

the music'
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"AMIGA
Desktop Publishing

a real

alternative?

The Macintosh version of FrameMaker, the

premier long document workhorse.

PageMaker 4,0

for Windows and

the IBM/PC.

Comparing

DTP on

Amigas,

Macintoshes,

and IBM/PCs.

IIIIIMMIIIII

by

Daryell Sipper

Today's skilled desktop publishing

(DTP) users demand much. No

longer satisfied with simple Flyers

and newsletters, sophisticated users

now expect to work across several

computer platforms, import and

export a multitude of text and graphics formats,

choose from hundreds of fonts, and create a variety

of projects ranging from simple flyers to four-color

brochures lo complicated technical manuals.

As the Amiga continues to mature and its user

base increases, business users will naturally explore

the Amiga as a DTP lool. Wilh a 68030-based

machine, several megabytes of memory, a large

capacity haul drive, an enhanced chip set. an icon-

based operating system, and recently released

upgrades of popular publishing software, it would

appear that the Amiga is up to the lask.

However, the Amiya does have some tough com

petition. The Macintosh had much to do wilh devel

oping ihe DTP markel and continues 10 be a favorite

choice for this application. Unix is widely accepted

as ihe workstation solution. IBM and compatibles

compete by sheer numbers - roughly 87% of the

business computers installed across North America

are IBMs and compatibles.

There arc several DTP packages available for the

Amiaa. but onlv three are considered "heavy

weights" - Professional Page. PageStream and

Saxon Publisher. Several high-end packages exist

for the Macintosh. IBM. and Unix platforms - Page

Maker, Ventura Publisher. ImcrleafPublisher.

FrameMaker, DesigrtStudio and Quark XPrcss.

Is ihe Amiga a viable option in today's DTP mar

ket? What are its strengths and weaknesses? Sup

porters claim that (he Amiga is capable of compet

ing. Can it? Let's examine Amiga DTP from several

perspec lives.

HARDWARE

There's little doubi that the Amiga has the neces

sary hardware muscle. The A3000, for example.

uses a 25 MHz 68030 microprocessor, a dSSS2

math coprocessor ami up to 16 megabytes of on

board RAM. Slap in a 200 megabyte hard drive and

two megabytes of chip RAM and your multitasking

system will respond like a car with a V-12 engine.

INPUT

Besides using many design tools. DTP software

must be able to work with the text and graphics cre

ated for publication. All three Amiga packages per

form these functions well and are professional in

their approach.

Users have an adequate selection of fonts to

choose from, but the Amiga platform is still search-
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PageStream (below)

and Saxon (left)

two of the top three

Amiga DTP programs.

ing for a typeface library. Adobe. Bilstream, and

Cotnpugraphic have yel to poll their entire typeface

library to the Amiga. Adobe and Compugraphic

offer [heir entire collection on CD-ROM: ii would

be nice if the same was available for the Amiga. An

Adobe Type Manager program would also be a wel

come addition.

Clip art collections could use a boost. The IBM

and Mac folks have tens of thousands of profes

sional (structured and EPSF) clip an images to

choose from. Some companies offer their collec

tions on CD-ROM. Additionally, popular drawing

programs such as Corel Draw and Arts & Letters

are offered with thousands of packaged drawings.

Image scanners are available for the Amiga,

though image scanning isn't a big concern. High

resolution scanned images consume a tremendous

amount of memory on any system. So even in

today's highly computerized business world, it's

normal to use a low resolution scanned image for

position only (FPO). Having your print shop

halftone the original image is usually the easiest

way to get the best results.

Text scanning is another story, however. Optical

character recognition (OCR) is nonexistent for Ami-

gas. With un auto-feed system. Amiga users would

be able lo scan volumes of lext while using iheir

multitasking computer to work on other projects.

While Mac, IBM, and Unix users let (heir computer

do the work, Amiga users are still manually retyp

ing text into their systems.

OUTPUT

The whole idea of DTP is to produce something

on paper. Printing is well supported by the three

Amiga packages, though there are a few minor hur

dles. All support PostScript output, including color,

separations, negatives, cropping and registration

marks, and thumbnail options.

For many jobs, users will use the 300 dois-per-

ineh (dpi) offered by desktop PostScript and Laser

Jet printers. These

printers are more than accept

able for many camera-ready jobs. They

also provide an economical way to print proof

copies.

For higher print resolutions, a typesetting service

is used. Most service bureaus are dominated by

Macintoshes, but many also have IBM machines.

Very few have Amigas. This means the Amiga user

has to send the final copy to the service bureau as a Optical

PostScript file cither by modem or on an IBM or

Mac formatted disk. character

Transmitting the file by modem can take a long

time, as a "raw" PostScript file can easily consume recognition

several hundred kilobytes of storage. Archiving isn't

always the best solution because the possibility of (OCR) is

losing information does exist.

A raw PostScript file can easily be too large to fit nonexistent

on one floppy disk. The Amiga user either has to

store the file in pieces or invest in removable high for Amigas.

capacity storage media. Amiga clients are forced to

test their PostScript files since the service bureaus

are unlikely to have an Amiga to support on-the-

spot touch-up efforts. Mac and IBM users would be

in the same predicament if they sent their files as

raw PostScript, but they usually don't have to. The

service bureau is likely to have the same DTP pack

ages installed on their systems - clients simply sav>

their work as a program file and perform any neces-

sarv fine-tuninsi at the service bureau.

COLOR CAPABILITIES
Color separations and matching are hot items in

DTP. Quark XPress. DesignStudio, and PageMaker

are the popular non-Amiga leaders in this area, but

Amiga DTP competes well. Screen (Red-Green-

Blue), print (Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-Black), and

Pantone Color capabilities arc well supported by all

of the Amiga packages.
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Professional Page V2.B 51999 Gold Disk Inc. : DTP42.5
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wordprocessor

file conversion

utility

(Amiga and

cross-platform)

is sorely

needed.

Gold Disk's Professional Page for the Amiga.

PAGE DESIGN

In referring to page design, we are limiting our

selves lo flyers, brochures, newsletters, and small

booklets. All three Amiga packages arc more than

capable of handling these tasks.

Several standard page sizes are recognized. Sev

eral Amiga text formats are supported. Style sheets

and tags are standard. Different type styles, point

sizes, formatting options, and outline fonts are ihe

norm. Page numbering, master page templates,

automatic hyphenation, spellchecking, kerning,

tracking, text and graphics rotation, drawing tools,

page magnification, and multi-page and thumbnail

previews are features thai professional DTP users

expect and will find in the Amiga.

Traditional Mac and IBM favorites for page

design efforts are PageMaker. Quark XPress, and

Ventura Publisher.

FILE FORMAT COMPATIBILITY
The Amiga packages import a variety of Amiga

text formats - WordPerfect. TransWrite, Scribble.

Textcraft. and ASCII for example. Unfortunately,

there is no convenient way to translate different

Amiga text file formats. Therefore, the Amiga user

has to slick with only those wordprocessors sup

ported by each particular DTP package. Worse.

Amiga DTP fails to recognize popular non-Amiga

industry text formats such as WordPerfect and Word

(IBM& Mac), MacWrife.XyWhte, and WriteNow.

Image formats vary. There are bitmapped, struc

tured, and Encapsulated Postscript Formal (EPSF)

graphics. The Amiga packages recognize these for

mats within the Amiga platform. Yet there are many

popular graphic formats available outside the Amiga

that aren't recognized, such as PCX, HPGL. TIFF,

CGM. GIF, PICT, IMG, and GEM.

This wide array of standard wordprocessing and

graphic formats creates compatibility problems for

Amiga DTP users. Programs such as The Art

Department Professional, CrossDOS, and Mac-2-

DOS can relieve some of the Hie transfer problems,

but noi all. A wordprocessor file conversion utility

(Amiga and cross-platform) is sorely needed.

Pages!ream 2.1 is the first allempt to recognize the

many graphic formats the rest of the world uses, and

ProPage 2.0 recognizes IBM WordPerfect 4.x and

5.x. Hopefully, this trend will continue. There are

simply too many file formats being ignored.

DOCUMENT DESIGN

By document design we are referring to the pro

duction of large documents, textbooks, manuals.

and catalogs. The Amiga falls miserably short of its

competitors in document design. Consider some of

the following tasks:

1 Generating and cross-referencing tables of

contents, indexes, and lists of figures or

illustrations.

2. Constructing and editing data tables. This

includes the ability to import standard

spreadsheet (Lotus) and database {dBase)

files.

3. Paragraph numbering (common within tech

nical and government documents).

4. Multi-chapter design. Obviously, it would be

easier to creale and manage a 20-chapter,

500-page manual on a chapter basis rather

than as one huge document.

5. Graphics and text linking. Some documents

are updated on a regular basis. If the text ref

erences an illustration, the entire document

has to be reorganized after text revisions in

order to keep the text and illustration in

close proximity to each other.

6. Generating and supporting scientific and

mathematical text and equations, as well as

subscripts, superscripts, and fractions.

7. Page numbering options such as the chapter-

page numbering system used in many manu

als.

8. Making one global change lo all pages

within a manual, imagine doing this page by

page in a large manual or catalog.

9. Supporting dedicated tasks such as database

or catalog publishing.

10. Extending scarch-and-replacc to include

user-defined text variables, such as the cur

rent date or revision number.

11. Large projects also demand some safety fea

tures such as a multi-level undo/redo, an

automatic backup file and automatic timed

back-ups.

As you can see, there's more to designing com

plex documents than just presenting a pretty page.

The leaders in document publishing are

FrameMaker. InterleafPublisher, and Ventura

Publisher. PageMaker and Quark XPress also offer

some basic document publishing features. Unfortu

nately, the Amiga doesn't measure up.
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LARGE PROJECT

COORDINATION

Ii's reasonable to expect large doc

umentation projects to be developed

on a network. Writers, illustrators,

editors, and document designers all

work together, exchanging files via

the network. Networking options are

available for the Amiga, so il could

be used in such an environment.

However, none of the Amiga DTP

packages offer multi-user support.

Some method of revision (racking and

updating is also necessary. For exam

ple, an illustrator may update some

drawings - the writer needs to know

this the next time he or she accesses a

text tile containing references to those

particular drawings. The document

designer needs to update the DTP file

with the revised illustrations. Some

security measures are also required.

Most writers wouldn't want illustra

tors editing their material (and vice-

versa), nor should two people be

allowed to have simultaneous access

to a file.

PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY

One of the latest trends among the lead

ing software packages, including DTP soft

ware, is that they are available across sev

eral computer platforms. The files gener

ated from the IBM version of Ventura Pub-

Usher, for example, can be imported into

the Macintosh version and vice-versa.

FrameMaker runs on the Mac. DOS,

Unix, and NeXT. InterleafPublisher is

available in Unix. DOS, and Mac versions.

Ventura Publisher and PageMaker are

available for DOS, OS/2, and the Mac.

Needless to say, this platform availability

makes a product extremely flexible.

Many Amiga developers are on small

budgets compared to their IBM, Unix, and

Mac counterparts. They would find it diffi

cult, if not impossible, to port their DTP

products over to other platforms

(PagesStream is offered on the Atari...).

Ventura Publisher or PageMaker would

create some competitive pressure if they

offered their packages to Amiga users. The

flexibility of sending compatible Hies

across the different platforms would be too

irresistible, even for faithful Amiga users.

FrameMaker and InterleafPublisher would

have no competition at all.

The next logical step in this trend is

interfile compatibility - Pro Page importing

a PageMaker file, for example. This trend

is becoming common among wordproces-
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sors, spreadsheets, and databases. Why not

DTP software? It's something for Amiga

DTP developers to consider.

CONCLUSIONS
The Amiga has the hardware muscle and

the associated software to handle compli

cated page designs. Hardware is competi

tively priced and software costs less than

the equivalent packages on other platforms.

Output, color separations, and color match

ing are not concerns either. The Amiga is

competitive in all of these areas.

File compatibility is an important issue.

Efforts in this direction must continue. The

dominance of Macintosh and IBM within

DTP circles is overwhelming. The Amiga

market is still too small to ram heads with

the competition. A "join 'em. not fight 'em"

philosophy is a smart survival and growth

strategy. For the Amiga to exist and be

respected within the DTP market requires

being able to mix and match parts with the

dominant technologies. Recognizing the

popular industry text and graphic formats

would do much to promote the Amiga as a

professional DTP platform.

Document management is a genuine con

cern as more businesses convert their pub

lishing efforts to in-house DTP systems.

The demands of a large document or pro

ject leave much to be desired with the

Amiga. There is simply no way around this

realization. The Amiga platform isn't going

to mature overnisihl to the status of

FrameMaker or Interleaf Publisher,

but some basic document design tools

would be an enormous boost to its

potential and credibility.

To compete with FrameMaker,

Interleaf Publisher, and Ventura

Publisher would require some

intensive development efforts. It

would also boost the price we

would pay for these upgraded

packages. Some additional features

could be sold as separate modules,

similar to the Quark XPress XTen-

sions. Price isn't the limiting fac

tor, however, since professional

users want power and flexibility

and are willing to pay for it.

Asking for platform compati

bility is probably unreasonable,

but some thought about work

group publishing isn't, since the

Amiga supports networking.

The image of Amiga DTP

could use some polish. The

three heavyweights of Amiga

DTP offer little in the way of sales lit

erature. Again, there are the budget

restraints from being small companies, but

the disparity is obvious. Ask for literature

from the non-Amiga big shots and you'll

receive colorful, heavy folders that are

overflowing with feature-by-feature prod

uct comparisons, press releases, and maga

zine reviews. Demo disks are also

available.

Offering special licenses to trade schools

and colleges to get Amiga DTP into the

educational ranks would also be a smart

image-improving tactic. More Amigas

would start appearing in company offices

and service bureaus once those Amiga-

proficient students graduated into the work

place.

Despite its deficiencies, the Amiga is a

tremendous value within a stand-alone

environment that concentrates on small

projects. Venture outside that environment,

however, and you'll quickly feel like you're

running uphill into the wind.

The Amiga is still a runner-up in the

desktop publishing market. The potential to

be a fierce competitor with IBM. Macin

tosh, and Unix is there, however. Convert

ing that potential into reality would vault

the Amiga platform into serious contention

for today's desktop publishing demands.

Hopefully, we'll continue to watch the

Amiga desktop publishing market quickly

grow and strengthen.
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Part 2 of a two part

article on networking.

Part 1 appeared in .info #38.

by

John Foust

ETWORKING
ON THE AMIGA

There is little doubt that, in today's com

puter marketplace, local area networks

(LANs) are growing in importance.

Each year, more computers are linked

together so they can share data and

files. Computer pundits have long joked

thai the 'Tear of the LAN" will happen the year after

the "Year of the CD-ROM." Now that CD-ROM has

made it to the Amiga, perhaps it's time for networks to

make it big, too.

When it comes to networking, other personal comput

ers have had it good, while the Amiga was left behind.

But ihe situation is finally improving. Here are the net

working alternatives currently available for the Amiga.

TCP/IP

Commodore's AS225 TCP/IP is a descendent of the

software once offered by Ameristar Technologies.

Ameristar sold its design for an Ethernet board to

Commodore as well; this became the A2065 Ethernet

board. TCP/IP requires an Ethernet board.

The AS225 software includes NFS client software,

meaning you can mount volumes that are located on

an NFS server. Typically, this server is running Unix,

although it is available for other operating systems.

Commodore's A3000UX Unix computer can act as an

NFS server. These volumes appear in file

requesters and the Workbench, although the files

are stored on another machine.

In an Amiga-only TCP/IP network, you can't get

transparent volume icons. Instead, you can use the

CLI-based "ftp" program to transfer files from

machine to machine. With it, you can change directo

ries on the remote computer, get lists of files, delete

files, and translate text file line endings. Because "ftp"

uses standard ARPANET protocols, this remote

machine could be around the world if you were con

nected at a university on the Internet, for example.

At Commodore's West Coast regional sales office,

Allen Brooks has a network that includes an Amiga

2000 running both DoubleTalk and TCP/IP. The

TCP/IP links it to an Amiga 3000UX acting as an NFS

file server. The DoubleTalk network is connected to

several Macintosh computers. Through NFS, the

Amiga 2000 sees a volume that's actually on the Unix-

based Amiga. By publishing the NFS volume name to

the AppleTalk network, Brooks can access the Unix

hard disk from his Macintosh. The Amiga acts as an

intermediary bridge between the formerly incompati

ble networks - all the while, multitasking on the

Amiga allows it to be used for other tasks.

TCP/IP is designed for Unix users. For installation, it

requires background in the terminology of TCP/IP net

works, NFS, and Unix in general.

TCP/IP sells for S 199.00. The A2065 Ethernet board

is S349.00.

e
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PP&S DOUBLETALK

The Macintosh computer has network

ing abilities right out of the box. Called

AppleTalk. this networking software

allows Macintoshes lo easily share laser

printers and even files through Apple-

Share. Dedicated Macs can act as file

servers, and laser printers act as print

servers, accepting print jobs from other

machines. AppleTalk is available for the

PC. loo, and Apple hopes to expand it to

mainframes and workstations.

Progressive Peripherals and Software

offers DoithkTalk, a hardware and software

combination to make Amigas compatible

with Macintosh AppleTalk networks.

According to Progressive vice-president

Sean Moore, DoubleTatk has been very

popular among desktop publishers. Sud

denly Amigas can connect to existing Mac

intosh networks, sharing printers and hard

disks. With the growing popularity of "copy

and print" shops centered around copying

machines, laser printers, and Macintoshes.

it's easy to see how this is true.

DoubleTalk makes it possible to "pub

lish" hard disk volumes and to "assign"

logical volumes and peripherals to other

users on the network. These volumes

appear in file requesters and on the Work

bench, meaning it integrates seamlessly

with existing programs. It also includes

utilities for managing electronic mail, print

servers, and security such as password

protection of volumes.

For Amiga-only networks where

AppleTalk compatibility is not paramount.

DoubleTalk offers a mode that doubles the

speed of transfer, speeding the process

when it comes to moving large files

around.

DoubleTalk comes in several configura

tions, and the hardware and the software

are bundled together. The A2000/A3000

board and software is S449.95. An Amiga

500 version sells for $495.95. All versions

come with a "PhoneNet" connector.

SYNDESIS TSSNET

Syndesis's TSSnet lets Amigas enter

networks that use Digital Equipment Cor

poration's DECnet protocol. DECnet net

works are more common among large

companies and universities which link

together VAX mainframes at many sites at

distant locations. DECnet is available for

the Mac and PC under the name Path-

Works. Other vendors sell a version for

Unix. With DECnet, all computers on the

network can act as both servers and

clients. TSSnet can link Amigas to Ami

gas. too.

Like TCP/IP, TSSnet uses CLI utilities

for copying and renaming files. It does not

have mounted volumes for accessing files

on other computers. Instead, the TSSnet

file maintenance tool called "NFT" trans

lates between AmigaDOS, Unix, and VAX

naming conventions for directories and

files. People accustomed to VAX VMS

commands can use the filename style most

familiar to them.

TSSnet includes a "virtual terminal" abil

ity that gives a noise-free terminal connec

tion for logging into remote computers. By

intercepting calls to the Amiga's serial.device,

it can work with any existing telecommuni

cations program, allowing many types of

terminal emulation. TSSnet includes utili

ties for remote printing, DECnet electronic

mail, and security management.

It's possible to run DECnet over a serial

port or a modem connection to a VAX

mainframe link that was previously used

as a terminal, or to another Amiga. TSSnet

is compatible with all of the Ethernet cards

available for the Amiga. It sells for $395.

GFXBASE XWINDOWS

Although not strictly networking soft

ware, XWindows plays a big pan in where

the Amiga is heading when it comes to

networking. XWindows is now omni

present on today's workstations. Think of

it as a portable user interface - with X, a

program's interface can be displayed on

many different types of computers, includ

ing the Amiga, even though the program

itself is executing on another computer.

Compare this to Intuition, where a pro

gram's user interface is inextricably tied

to being displayed on the same Amiga. An

X application can run on a vastly more

powerful mainframe computer, yet display

a friendly mouse-and- window interface

on a personal computer.

In the X market, an XWindow-

equipped Amiga competes favorably

against dedicated X terminals. The Amiga

offers local multitasking processing power

for wordprocessing, graphics, and video,

at a price much less than a comparably

capable Macintosh or PC, and a price not

much higher than an X terminal. Plus,

dedicated X terminals cannot run local

client applications. (XWindow terminol

ogy seems turned around in one respect:

An Amiga runs an X Server, while the

application program is called a "client,"

reversing the popular computer usage of

"server" and "client.")

GfxBase's XII XWindows runs under

AmigaDOS. It opens its own screen.

GfxBase also sells the three-button mouse

that many X applications expect. With the

X Toolkit, Amiga programmers can

develop XWindow applications that run

on the Amiga, yet can display their user

interface on other machines such as Unix

workstations. Or, the user interface can

appear on the same Amiga.

Amiga XII XWindows is available for

S395.00.

UNIXX

Commodore also offers the Amiga

3000UX workstation with XWindows under

Unix. In fact. Commodore was the first

company in the entire computer community

to release a version of System V Release 4

Unix. SVR4 Unix hopes to become a stan

dard for the presently fragmented Unix mar-
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ket. Commodore hopes its Unix will be a part of this

newly standardized market. It also brings the promise of

a high-resolution 1024x768 screen in 1024 colors with

the A2410 Lowell graphics board.

HYDRA SYSTEMS A-NET

What has become of Hydra Systems1 networking

product? Great Valley Products was selling Hydra's

Ethernet board and its Amiga-to-Amiga networking

software until a few months ago. According to Greg

Garnick, vice president of sales and marketing at Great

Valley Products, GVP terminated their relationship

with Hydra in April 1991 after problems with techni

cal support and updates to the software for AmigaDOS

2.0. At presstime. Hydra Systems could not be reached

for comment.

NOVELL NETWARE

Novell's NetWare software looks poised to be very

popular and potentially very profitable for Amiga sys

tem integrators. Commodore and Oxxi have been

cooperating for more than two years to to prepare it

for sale. At the lime of this writing, its future remains

uncertain, according to Commodore. It is not known

when it will be released.

Ken Jacobsen, a senior systems engineer at Novell's

Schaumburg. Illinois office, has been beta-testing the

Amiga version of NetWare for more than six months.

At first, he says, "it got lots of laughs from my peers."

Novell is a temple of PC gurus. Jacobsen, an off-hours

Amiga fan. has installed three Amigas within the Nov

ell office. Beyond the Amiga 3000 on his own desk,

he's placed an Amiga 2500 (with AT Bridgeboard) and

an Amiga 3000UX Unix machine in the company's

demonstration area. NetWare runs on both the PC and

Amiga sides of the A2500, meaning this box holds two

Ethernet cards. The Amiga 3000UX interacts with the

NetWare 3.11 NFS file server, meaning it's running

both TCP/IP and NetWare at the same time.

Novell gurus stopped laughing when they saw the

Amiga's multitasking in action. They typically spend a

lot of time tweaking the performance of file servers

using programs such as "FCONSOLE" and

"SYSCON". On the PC, of course, these programs

take over the machine. On the Amiga, they can run

"FCONSOLE" on the BridgeBoard. and pull down a

screen and continue to work with other network rnain-

tainence tools available on the Amiga side.

According to Jacobsen, the Amiga NetWare

compares well with the PC and Mac versions.

Amiga NetWare can share files at speeds similar to the

other versions. Its biggest attraction, he said, is the

option to use both CLI and Workbench-oriented ver

sions of many NetWare tools. These tools aren't

available in the Mac version. While this feature

attracts the Novell gurus to the Amiga, others are fol

lowing in their footsteps. More and more PC users are

attracted to the multimedia aspects of the Amiga, and

Novell NetWare can let them add one to their existing

networks. Jacobsen estimates an Amiga can be

installed into an existing NetWare network in less than

fifteen minutes.

Finally, it is important to stress that NetWare retains

one important characteristic of its PC origins. It is a

server-based system, meaning all shared files must

reside on the hard drive of a central computer dedi

cated to the task of storing tiles and managing the net

work. Without multitasking, PCs never had the power

to act as both clients and servers on a network. At this

time, Amigas cannot act as NetWare file servers,

meaning any NetWare-based network must have a PC

at the center.

What will a Novell system cost? For the server,

buyers typically choose the most powerful PC they

can afford, to get the raw processing power to respond

quickly to network requests. Also, large amounts of

RAM aid in buffering most-recently-used data for

quick re-transmittal, as opposed to fetching the same

data from a relatively slow hard disk. Pick a fast PC. a

large hard disk and a NetWare server license, and it's

easy to spend $8,000. Commodore's price for the

client software looks quite affordable, unofficially

priced at less than $200.

COMPANIES

Commodore Business Machines, 1200 Wilson Drive,

West Chester, PA 19380, 215-431 -9100

Progressive Peripherals & Software. 464 Kalamath

Street, Denver, CO 80204, 303-825-4144

Syndesis Corporation, N9353 Benson Road.

Brooklyn, WI53713, 608-455-1422

GfxBase, 1881 Elwell Dr, Milpitas, CA 95035,

408-262-1469

i
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Workbench

Management System

Brigade Commander
Brigade Commander is a real time war game pitting the player against a computer

opponent. It thinks and acts on its own, in real time. Units maneuver and attack

under their respective commanders. Brigade Commander has a built in unit/

scenario editor, multi-screen maps, utilizes full digitized sound, and has animated

weapon firing. Desert Storm Data Disk Included.

Dedicated to the Men and Women who haved served or are serving

in the Armed Forces ofthe United States ofAmerica.

We would like to just say thank you!

v2.0

Workbench Management System (WMS) is a revolutionary new

idea in software for the Amiga computer. WMS is designed to

meet the needs of the new and experienced user alike. In WMS

we created a friendly and easy to use system that requires a

minimum amount of work and very little time to learn. WMS is a

button concept that requires only a single click to execute an

application. Before WMS, you needed to open your disk and

j drawers to launch an application, NOW a single click

launches your application!

Teacher's Toolkit
A Complete Classroom Management System

Teacher's Toolkit takes the drudgery out of the everyday paperwork

tasks by providing an integrated set of tools with a special emphasis

on ease of use. With the Teacher's Toolkit, the classroom teacher

can manage grades, analyze student and class performance, compose

lesson plans, keep appointments, write notes to parents, and keep

track of important phone numbers. Teacher's Toolkit offers

unprecedented flexibility, supporting the needs of the elementary,

secondary, and college teachers. The gradebook

handles an unlimited number of students

and supports both point and

weighted-test grading

systems.

TTR Development, Inc.
6701 Seybold Rd.

Madison. WI53719

Sales and Technical Support Dealer Pricing Available
DEVELOPMENT INC. 608-277-8071

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE FOR
THE COMPUTER INSIDE US ALL

BBS Support 608-277-2072

Fax 608-277-8071

BIX Support under

TTRSupport
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Why We Insist on Viewing Ourselves

Some may say our perception
is a bit bold. But for Amiga

users, it perfectly describes

where we fit in the image

processing world. Directly in

the center... joining

input, processing and

output.
CONCEPT...

Our 24-bit image processing software,

Art Deportment Professional (ADPro),

gives you the power to import from video

digitizers and color scanners. Or input and

save to a wide variety of file formats including

PCX™, IFF, GIF™, TIFF* and TARGA®*. You can
SOURCES..

'Tiff and TAJtGA mpfWt ore port of the prafasanal carnation pock. Avail

The tallowing names ate irademarked by the indented companies:

Art Department Professional, The M Department - ASDC, tic: Amiga - Ccmmidore-Arr,iga, Inc.; PCX-Z5oft

Corpcialibn; GIF - CompuServe Information Syitems; TAftGA-Truevision, fat.; aid PoslScnpr - Adobe Systems Coip.

even output to video, film recorders or PostScript®

printers. And you can expand input and output

capabilities as your needs grow.

ADPro also solves many complex imaging problems

which have plagued the Amiga artist.

Modify dynamic range to adjust color

vividness. Create professional backgrounds.

Remove unwanted pixels in one

simple operation. Make

aspect corrections or

■ eliminate jagged

edges with

powerful scaling

and anti-aliasing tools.

925 Stewart Street Madison, W



the Center of the Universe.

INPUT..

And merge images from different

sources (in true color). ADPro solves

these problems and more with a

simple point and click.

It also supports the

programming

language, ARexx.

So you can process

hundreds of images

automatically or

set up your own

shortcuts for

often-used

sequences.
RESULT.

Choose ADPro for

professional uses.

Or for an entry-level

alternative, consider

The Art Department

(TAD). Both

place the

exciting

world of

color processing

within reach of every

Amiga user.

So, join us at the center of the universe.
You'll love the view.

53713 USA 608-273-6585 Circle #166 on the Reader Service Card
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by Tom Malcom

Incredible Very Good Average Poor Drek

Summer's here and the time is

right for some dancing in the

streets...Oops, I mean oiling up

thejoystick and booting some

games. Summer means CES Chicago, and

the news from game publishers is encour

aging. Nearly everything was being shown

in IBM format, bin virtually every title is

being converted to Amiga format, and the

publishers seem to be listening to what

Amiga gainers warn. Graphics, sound, and

gameplay are all undergoing dramatic

improvement. It's a little sad that the

improvement has to come via VGA graph

ics and Ad-Lib sound boards, but hey, we'll

lake it if it means better games. We should

be seeing the first of the new introductions

and conversions in time for Christmas. In

the meantime, here are some of the games

I've been looking at lately.

Stellar 7

&**+
Dynamix/Sierra. P.O. Box 485

Coarsegold. CA 93614, 209-683-6858

Aside from one major annoyance. Stellar

7 is one of the better entries in the vector-

graphic field. It captures the feel of an alien

landscape very well, and the play is absorb

ing. The annoyance comes in the fact that

while there's n hard drive installation rou

tine, I wasn't able to actually play from the

Shooting down

mechanical

prehistoric

bird-things in

Stellar 7.

hard drive. A requester pops up telling me

that the game requires one meg to run and

that if I'm having problems getting it to run

on a machine with more than one meg of

memory, to please try playing from floppy.

Well, my A2000 (plain-vanilla, with no

weird boards or attachments) has three

megs and it still wouldn't run. The fact that

Dynamix put in the requester tells me that

they knew about the problem but didn't

think it was worth fixing. For .shame!

The graphics are. for solid-modeled fare,

better than average, and have an adjustable

level of detail. I found that while the play

does slow down m hisih detail, it's still

quite playable. The slowdown also helps in

learning how to control the game, giving

you more time to figure out how to work

everything. The game itself is pure arcade,

with lots of enemy-blasting and a decidedly

Starglider-ish feel. There are some enter

taining interludes featuring a galactic over

lord who sounds just like Darin Vader's evil

[win. (Can Darth Vader have an evil twin?)

If you don't mind not playing from hard

drive (to be fair, it may work just fine on

your configuration), and if you like space-

opera vector graphic games. Stellar 7 is

worth adding to your collection.

Abyss

Free Spirit

Software

pushes you to

the edge in

Abyss.

Free Spirit Software. 58 Noble Street

Kut/towu. PA 19530,215-683-5609

One of the weirder games and more

pleasant surprises to pass across my desk

lately, Abyss is a radical departure from

Free Spirit's usual tare. The game is a Ger

man import and while it does have a rather

silly plot having to do with bouncing rub

ber bunnies, it's best taken as an abstract

arcade game. Basically, you guide a bounc

ing disk (it looks sort of like a flying

saucer) around a large, scrolling playfield.

The play is something like a computerized

version of tiddly winks, where the object is

10 bounce a little disk into a hole. Of
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course, you have to avoid different types of

traps and try not to fall through a hole or

off the edge of the playfield into the, er,

abyss. There are all manner of other things

going on, too, and attributes and tools to

use as well. The whole thing is rather diffi

cult to describe, but lots of fun in the actual

Play-
There are a couple of things I would

change. The manual could be much better;

it needs illustrations of the various objects

you'll encounter, rather than listing descrip

tions of them. However, the game has a

demo mode that will show you most of

what you need to know. 1 also noticed a

couple of small glitches in the scrolling,

though they're not serious enough to

detract from the play. The game is easy to

[earn but difficult to master, so it will keep

you coming back for another try. I'm also

not terribly fond of the colors used for the

bouncing disk, but that's just a matter of

taste. Still, even though the graphics are

very good, I'd like to be able to change

some of the colors. If you like the abstract

and interesting, with a liberal dose of com

pulsive payability thrown in, give Abyss a

try. I know it will be staying near the top of

my game pile.

The Secret of

Monkey Island
JtrJbrJb
Ik r< r\

Lucasfilm/EA. 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404, 415-57 1-7171

There arc two things 1 can't stand in

games: boredom and blatant egotism. Mon

key Island has them both. Much like Lucas-

film's other masterpiece of ennui. Loom,

playing Monkey Island involves a

mouseclick every five or ten minutes, with

the intervening time spent watching slow,

jerky animations and reading lines of dialog

that appear on ihe screen at a pace equiva

lent to the average glacial retreat. The ego

comes in the form of paranoid, legal-

department-mandated trademarking. The

game takes place on Melee Island™, and

the trademark symbol is appended to every

occurrence of the name, something only

slightly less ludicrous than Commodore's

use of a copyright symbol after their name

w \4
Walk to
Pick up
Talk to

Look at
Turn on

Turn off

2 pieces of eight
hunt-- of meat
pot

fish

minutes

The Secret of

Monkey Island:

You cant buy a

shovel if you

haven't got any

money.

in press releases. C'mon, folks, get your

egos and your lawyers under control.

As graphic adventures go, I'd put Mon

key Island toward the bottom. The concept

of an inept, wide-eyed innocent trying to

become a pirate isn't anything that hasn't

been done a few hundred times before,

though to the writer's credit, n is handled

here with wit and high good humor. The

problem is the creaky mechanics of trying

to play it. Lucasfilm continually toots their

own horn about their "unique point 'n'click

interface". It's unique only in the sense that

I hope it's the only one of its kind I ever

see. I suppose IBM gamers would find ii

slick, but for Amiga gamers it is simply

awkward. Lists of actions appear at the bot

tom of the screen, with individual items

highlighted by moving the mouse. Unfortu

nately, the programmers couldn't seem to

handle a system faster than an 8088-based

PC and the highlight tends to stray from

where you're pointing. It's easy enough to

get used to. but it's another indication of

just how foreign the Amiga is to Lucasfilm.

The graphics are standard sub-par, garish

CGA. while the animation is the standard

IBM-abominable. One of the elements of

this game system is that in many places, you

can move across a background that scrolls

automatically to show more of the location.

On second thought. I really wouldn't call it

scrolling. It's much more of a hiccup-and-

jerk motion. Given the fact that it's elemen

tary to get the Amiga to scroll smoothly, the

result is embarrassing. I also get very

annoyed with the character animations.

They're not only lethargic, but there seem to

be about two frames for each one, especially

when someone is talking. It's unconvincing

and comes across as amateurish.

There are a few things I do like about

Lucasfilm adventures, and this one in par

ticular. The stories have a strong element of

humor and the music (they don't seem to

know much about sound effects) is gener

ally very good. I also like the cinematic ele

ments: changing camera angles, creative

staging, and imaginative settings. It's just

loo bad they can't come up with graphics,

animation, and playability to match.

I'm afraid it's time for Lucasfilm to

wake up and realize they need go back to

making movies. They've been releasing

weak products for tot) long now to have the

excuse that they're still learning how. I

don't suppose kids would notice the flaws,

but for grown-ups, there are loo many to

overlook. Computer games are evidently

beyond the limits of their otherwise

formidable talents.

World Class Soccer

U.S. Gold/Accolade,

550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose. CA 95128,408-985-1700

Beginner's luck is a terrible thing. I made

two goals in the first five minutes of playing

World Class Soccer and then spcnl the next

two hours trying unsuccessfully to make
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Look out

Steffi Graf!

You'll have a

rough time of it

in Pro Tennis 2.

another one. Aaaarrrggghhh! WCS isn't the

greatest sports simulation ever written, but it

lias the virtue of being one of the more

playable. There isn 'i a lot of setup overhead

(though you have lull control over the teams,

the individual players, and the formations

they use), and getting into the play is quick.

WCS will lei you play anything from a sin

gle game 10 a full international tournament

The joystick control is reasonably respon

sive, bill alter I played lor a while, it struck

me that I'd like to try using my mouse.

Unfortunately, that's not supported.

The soccer field is much larger than the

screen, but the chalk lines make il fairly

easy to keep track of where you are. and the

programmers have done a good job of

keeping the action centered. The view of

the field is from overhead, but with enough

perspective to make it easy to see. The

active player is denoted with a Hashing

arrow, a method that at first 1 thought I

wouldn't like, but quickly found to be very

workable. The play's the thing in World

Class Soccer, but keep in mind thai soccer

is the only game il plays. Non-soccer fans

will probably get bored pretty quickly, hut

soccer fanatics will certainly find it worth

spending some hours with.

Pro Tennis Tour 2

rK r< K r<

UBISofl/EA. 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo,CA 94404,415-571-7171

Many years ago. 1 tried playing tennis a

time or two before 1 decided it involved too

much hard work and perspiration. Now I

can boot up this game and get the same

effect without sweating through my tennis

togs. Pro Tennis Tour 2 isn't quite the same

as playing for real, but it has enough detail,

options, and conveniences to make it

involving. The graphics are good, but the

animation is even better. The little players

even sway back and forth as they're wait

ing for a shot. You can play against another

human (assuming, of course, that you're a

human, too) or the computer in either sin

gles or doubles, and you can play in every

thing from a single game to a big tourna

ment. You can also practice against a ball

machine, which I'd recommend just to

learn the mechanics of playing.

I've played any number of tennis simula

tions over the years, and this is the most

playable of them. Il doesn't require com

plex joystick movements, nor a great deal

of precision. Instead, it lets you get into

playing. Good stuff for tennis buffs, and

non-tennis gainers, too.

AD&DEyeofthe

Beholder

SSI/EA. 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404, 415-57 \-l 171

Why is it that nearly all fantasy & role-

playing games these days look and act like

Dungeon Master'! EOB certainly does,

except that Ihis lime the walls are red

instead of grey. If you like DM, you'll like

EOB, but if you're as tired of seeing one

Dungeon Master clone after another as I

am, you'll want to look elsewhere for

something to spend your playtime on.

To SSI's credit, they've done a better

than average job on EOB. The graphics are

crisp and well-drawn, which is under

standable since Rick Parks had a hand in

them; he's one of the best Amiga artists

around. The intro music is fine and the

sound effects are well done, though l"d like

to have had a few more of them just to add

to the atmosphere. The controls for EOB

are easy to use and while hardcore

FRPGers will probably find them too sim

plistic. I think they make the game more

accessible than many of SSI's previous

releases. In fact. I'd rate EOB as suitable

for beginning adventurers and a good intro

duction to the genre. Unlike a lot of

FRPGs, you aren't beset with combat after

AD&D,

Eye of the

Beholder,

another romp

in another

dungeon.
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combat al the outset ofthe game, making it

considerably easier to gel into than most.

There are plenty ofmonsters, bul at least

you're given a decenl chance !o survive them,

I only wish I hadn't seen so many games just

like Eye of the Beholder. I probably won't

even remember it in a day or two.

Interceptor

SSI/EA. 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo. CA 94404, 415-57 1-7171

The full litle of this product - I'm refrain

ing from calling it a game - is Renegade

Legion: Interceptor: The First Line of

Defense. My first line of defense is not

pulling its disk in ihe drive. Interceptor is

ostensibly a space-based straiegy/wargamc.

but in reality it's space-based strat-

egy/wargame bore. The graphics arc atro

cious and the sound nearly nonexistent -

what few sound effects are used are very

poor. Licensed from FASA's boardgame,

this is one of (hose conversions that should

have been left on paper.

Besides being anti-entertaining, Intercep

tor doesn't work properly, ll was obviously

ported from the IBM version (and i doubt

thai one was any better) and il plays like it.

There are lots of on-screen buttons to push,

bin unfortunately the programmers didn'i

understand how to read mouseclicks: click

ing on most items either doesn't do any

thing at all or has an effect only after a con

siderable delay. However, you can nil the

appropriate key on the keyboard and things

Interceptor.

Leave this

strategic board

game on the

board.

work just fine. The manual has all sons of

technical details on the ships and their

pilots, but absolutely nothing on how to

play it. 1 suppose seasoned wargamers

could figure it out. hut anyone else will find

it nothing hut frustrating.

Strategy games are often some of the

best computer entertainments, but Rene

gade Legion: Interceptor is one of the very

worst.

PD TREASURES

1 don't ordinarily talk about PD games in

Cyherphiy, but there are two of them on the

nets thai are worth drawing attention to.

The first is a true antique. Dungeon is the

adventure thai started it all. As soon as I

saw the first line "You are standing in a

field west of a white house..." I was off

Gods

are the

coolest

creatures in

any dungeon

anywhere.

again. This is the game that became Zork

and entranced millions of computer users.

Besides being historically significant. Dun

geon is still one of the best text adventures

ever written. It is slightly different from

Zork in that ihere are only two sections; the

first is a mixture of what became Zork I Si

II, and there's an Endgame, which became

Zork III. | If you want to go directly to the

Endgame, type in INCANT, JOHN

GEMWKQ.] I know my way around Zork

by heart, even after all these years, and

while Dungeon is very close, some sections

are a bil different. Not much, but enough

that you'll want to draw new maps. Dun

geon is snotty, flippant, rude, funny, chal

lenging, and a thorough delight. The parser

is a step below the one Infocom perfected,

but it's still workable.

This version is originally from about

1980 and is functionally identical to the one

done for DEC workstations and other Unix

and IBM mainframes. The Amiga conver

sion was done by Loren J. Rittle (a big

"Thank You" and some applause here,

please). At the time, it was considered state

of the an. (Graphics? Who would ever want

graphics in a game?) Dungeon is available

on PLink [file #27,212], among other

places. If a game could be designated an

Historic Landmark. Dungeon would be.

The other game well worth the download

lime (and it's a 504832-byte file, so the

download is a long one) is a demo version

of GODS, which is one of the lop games in

Europe. Done by the immensely talented

Bitmap Brothers (Xenon, Xenon 2, &
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Comic books

come to life

when CDTV

takes on

The Case of

the Cautious

Condor,

a new wave

of interactive

multimedia

entertainment.

Cadaver, among others), this one is a plat

forms and ladders game with a Barbarian-

siyle hero. The Bitmap Brothers do some of

Ihe finest Amiga arcade graphics and

GODS is no exception. 1 find myself con

stantly paying more attention to the back

grounds than what I'm supposed to be

looking at That's probably why I get killed

off so quickly and so often. GODS will

eventually be released in the US. but in the

meantime, this demo version will give you

a good taste of it. The demo is available on

BIX and it's called gods.lzh.

CDTV: The Case of the

Cautious Condor

Tiger Media. 5801 E. Slauson. Suite 20(1

Los Angeles, CA 90040. 2! 3-862-5591

So far. Tiger Media seem to be the only

company which has any idea of what enter

tainment should be on CDTV. The Case of

the Cautions Condor blends comic hook art

with digitized conversations to create what

could be called a radio drama with pictures.

The result is a joy not only to play, but to

hear. too. it's particularly fun for fans of

film-noir and the Art Deco era, like Mark

and me.

The plot has to do with the murder of a

'megalomaniacal millionaire' on the 1937

maiden flight of his luxurious airliner, the

Condor. (Sounds a little like Howard

Hughes and the Spruce Goose, huh?) Your

job is to play investigator and find out who

dunnit, and you have to do it before the

plane lands. The time limit also makes for

good repeal payability: the murderer is dif

ferent each time. And because the game is

very large, it will take you a long while to

exhaust its possibilities.

The graphics are done in comic book

manner, and well done for for that style of

art. popping up differently shaped panels

and overlaying them creatively. The one

tiling 1 like most about this game is the dig

itized voices. Hearing actual voices (and

the actors playing the various characters are

professional and very believable) adds

greatly to the experience. Instead of just

reading words, the player can hear intona

tion and emphasis, giving an added dimen

sion to the detective work. The interface is

reasonably smooth, though the controls are

on the sluggish side. I'm still not sure how

much of that is because of CDTV and the

infrared controller, but that will likely

improve as time goes on.

As in any new medium, there are a few

rough edges, bul for one of the first interac

tive CDTV games, The Case ofthe Cau

tious Condor is a fine effort.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM

SUMMER CES
The principals from the late, and much

lamented. Cinemaware have surfaced as

Acme Interactive. They're working as a

development house, though they're plan

ning to finish those Ciuemaware titles that

were in the works at the lime of the deba

cle, including TV Sports Football 2.

Konami has signed a two-year contract

with British entertainment publisher Grem

lin. Two new Amiga games have been

announced: Spacewrecked -14 Billion

Light Yearsfrom Earth (strategy/adventure/

role-playing) and Team Suzuki (motorcycle

racing). Look for both in the third quarter

of this year.

Kellyn Beck, of Defender of the Crown

and Centurion fame, has formed a new

company called Cineplay Interactive. He

showed me a new graphic adventure he's

working on called Detection. The IBM

version i saw looks wonderful: while it

may not be a full evoluiionary step up the

gaming ladder, il certainly makes a good

start. The game is set on a future Earth

that's run by robots who have made a sort

of game preserve out of ruins of Washing-

Ion. DC and where they keep last ten

remaining humans. Beck and his crew

have kept the story in the forefront and

made the interface as transparent as possi

ble, leaving the player free to interact with

the story without getting bogged down in

the mechanics of getting through the

game. It also has the unusual feature that

the player has a role in determining how

the story turns out; different decisions at

certain points in the story will cause dif

ferent outcomes. From what I saw of

Detection, it will set a new standard for

the genre. The Amiga version should be

out by Christmas.

Maxis is continuing their series of

extraordinary simulations with SimAnt.

Yep, it's just what it sounds like. The game

is sel in the front yard of a suburban home,

where you're in charge of propagating and

managing an ant colony. The idea is to fight

off other ant colonies and eventually invade

the house. The game is from the ant's point

of view, which gives an interesting twist to

perception. The ending is just too good not

to pass along: you win when the owner of

the house comes out and plants a For Sale

sign in the lawn. 1 saw the Mac version, bul

there is an Amiga version in the works. As

a side note, Maxis really is doing an Amiga

conversion of their hugely popular

SimEarth. It should be in the stores by

Christinas.
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J. R. R. Tolkien's

Exoeri he Excitement and Wonder o! Tolk Wadie Earth!

"Interplay'snewestrole-playertackles

the Tolkien trilogy with top-flight

graphics, soundandanewplaysystem

thatshouldmakeadventuring in Middle

Earth more realistic than everbefore."

-Video Games & Computer Entertainment

I nterplay Prod uctions presents the

first role-playing computergame

encompassing theepic fantasy world

ofJ. R.R.Tolkien's Middle Earth.

Players journey through a world

inhabited by hobbits, elves, dwarves,

and wizards, falling in and out ofthe

rlutches of wolves, wargs, trolls, or**-0*

dghosts.allthewhileprotec

e one true ring from falling intr»

"Resplendentgraphics and loving

attention to the Tolkien lore prove that in

The Lord of the Rings, Interplay is ""' *"

—i forge„...

ring game to

rule them

all!"

"But Acn the D»* Corf Saunm -Computer

IBM screens pictured.

*
mm

"But tfsi n the Dart Ctmt Saunm

inctcii [fie elves. Tfie Rings tpix
ifr< ir i'jLtiri-i . artat DOU>ers.

best

elements of

role-playing .

and graphic

adventures.

The Lord of the Rings, Vol. I uses

stunning full screen, top-down. 256

color VGA graphics, smooth four

directional scrolling, digitized sound, an

easy to use point-and-click icon

interface, and an off-line paragraph

system to bring the depth of the true

Tolkien experience to life via the

computer.

"The ToM

choice with Inter

e the right

^

■

\m ■ Interplay Productions

3710 S.Susan, Suite 100 '

Sa/rta /1m, Cfl 92704 ■ ,:^^

f7MJ 549-2411 -JB^

'e; rr;t lot^ O/fne Rings. Voi I, call 1-800-969-GAm Available on MS-DOS tor $54.95. Amiga coming soon

TJSgmgramis^m^lied with the .cooperation of the Tolkien Estate and their publishers, George Allen & Unwin (publishers) Ud^Wplot of The Lou: ■
- the Rings, them \m$s, and the other characters from The Lorg-QfthiLBimare© George Alien & Unwin Pubiishersrtid. 1966 1'3/T

JgtttferfilayProductions. Mrightsreserving fisa tradem^'^licrosoftCorponfipn.
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H Morton A. Kevelson

ardware

Top: CDTV's front panel controls.

Bottom: Most of the back panel connectors are computer-related.

WithCDTV. Commodore has

done a good job of combin

ing an Amiga computer with

a CD-ROM drive in an

innocuous, easy to set up

Trojan Horse'that unsus

pecting computerphobes will bring into ilieir homes.

Other than liie Commodore name, there is nothing on

the CDTV front panel to distinguish it from the

dozens of compact disc players which presently fill

dealers1 shelves - except, perhaps, the $999 price tag.

CDTV's 17-inch width and 13-inch depth perfectly

matches the other audio components in my system.

Unlike most compact disc players. CDTV's disc

loading mechanism is not based on a slide-out

drawer. Instead, the CDs must be placed in a separate

caddy, which resembles an oversized floppy disk;

this is then shoved into a slot on the front panel.

Mort's

coverage of

A500 expansion

boxes has been

postponed in

favor of a

hands-on look

at CDTV.

THE HARDWARE
CDTV's front panel is simpler than thai of the

typical CD player-all of CDTV's advanced audio

operating functions are accessed via the video dis

play. The power pushbutton is on the left, directly

above a standard headphone jack. The CD caddy

slot to the right of the power switch is followed by a

digital display which shows the time of day and the

current track number. Below this display is a panel

which hides the controversial and as-yct-unused

memory card slot. The righi end of ihe from panel

contains eight buttons which control the start, stop,

pause, forward, and reverse track skip functions for

audio CDs. Two of these buttons control ihe volume

of the audio output at the headphone jack and RF

output connector to ihe TV. (Audio output via the

stereo line output jacks is controlled by your ampli

fier volume settings.) A single button switches the

RF signal between CDTV's output and the

antenna/cable signal. The reset button performs the

same function as the Control-Amiga-Amiga key

combination on any Amiga computer.

The back panel, which spoils no less than 14 con-

neciors, is far more imposing than the front panel. Of

course, only the power connector and the RF connec

tor are actually needed to place the CDTV into ser

vice - ihe rest are computer-related. The connectors

in the lop row include the standard Amiga RGB. par

allel, serial, and disk drive pons. These are followed

by the left and right RCA-type audio output jacks.

The next two connectors arc subminiature DIN lypes

for a wired remote keyboard and a mouse/joystick.

There is no second joystick port. An optional infrared

"brick" will be available for a wireless keyboard and

mouse. It should also be possible to build an inexpen

sive adapter which would allow for the connection of

an Amiga I (XX) or Amiga 2000 keyboard to the back

panel's keyboard connector, jCommodore sells .such

an adapter to CD7Y developers for $10. -Ed.j The

CDTV's power coal connector is located right below

the keyboard jack.

Below the RGB and parallel pott connectors is the

RF output panel. This is actually a video expansion

card which can be easily extracted by removing a

pair of screws. The supplied vid.:o card provides

composite video output. RF audio/video output to

channel 3 or 4. and S-Video output. I found that the

composite video output provided excellent color

images for all CDTV applications with the exception

of 80-column text. The RF audio/video output pro

vides good images within the limitations of broadcast

TV. Note thai the audio signal from the RF port is a

monophonic combination of the left and right chan

nels. To get stereo you have to use the separate audio

connectors. I also tried out the S-Video and RGB out

puts on an Amiga 1084 RGB monitor. The RGB out

put was identical to what I normally see on my

Amiga 2000. For some images, 1 thought the S-Video

output gave even better results than the RGB connec

tion, wilh stronger colors and higher contrast.

Right next to ihe video slot is an expansion port
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CDTV's Main Circuit Board

68000

Power

Supply

Kickstart 1.3

Paula

Fan

1 Meg

Chip RAM

Agnus

CDTV ROMs

CIAs

Denise

RGB Port

Mouse/Joystick

Keyboard Ports

Parallel

Port

which is covered by a blank plate held in

place by a pair of screws. A 30-pin printed

circuit edge card connector is set back about

four inches from the back panel. Expansion

cards about 3x4" fit into this slot These

dimensions are somewhat restrictive as com

pared to the 86-pin and [00-pin slots which

are provided on other Amiga computers. One

of the devices planned for this port is a SCSI

host adapter lor an external hard drive.

Immediately to the left of the expansion

port arc MIDI IN/OUT connectors for use

with MIDI instruments in conjunction with

CDTVs ability to play CD+MIDI encoded

discs, or fordireel program control of MIDI

devices.

REMOTE CONTROL

CDTVs infrared remote is about 8x2" or

roughly the same size as the other remote

controls in my collection. With only 2S push

buttons, the CDTV remote is actually one of

the less complicated units. Like the Nintendo

controller it resembles. CDTV's remote is

designed for two-handed operation. The left

hand manipulates a cluster of four eurscr or

arrow keys. The right hand operates a pair of

pushbuttons labeled A and B. which corre

spond to the left and right Amiga mousebut-

tons. In fact, the cursor keys and the A and B

buttons are enough to handle all of the

CDTV's application software that I have

used. These buttons will also emulate all of

the Amiga's mouse functions.

The central part of the remote control con

tains a numeric keypad with escape and

enter buttons, and four basic function keys

for operating CDTV's compact disc player

mode. There is also a genlock button, a

CDTVATV select button, and a JOY/

MOUSE button. The latter places the remote

control into joystick or mouse mode. The

last press of the JOY/MOUSE button is

remembered by the remote and not by

CDTV. Keep in mind that if the JOY/

MOUSE button is accidentally pressed. The

CDTV may fail to respond to the remote.

The power button on the remote will only

work if the manual power button is pressed

on the CDTV. If you turn off power from the

remote, the remote must be used to turn

power back on. A pair of volume buttons for

the headphone jack are also provided on the

remote control.

INSIDE CDTV

Under CDTVs black sheet metal cover

lurks an Amiaa. a CD-ROM drive, and a

switching power supply. The entire package

is force ventilated by a small tan located

behind the power supply, whose susurration

was barely audible in a quiet living room.

Although the board layout was unfamiliar. I

was able to locale and identify a number of

familiar faces including the 68000 micropro

cessor, a Kickslart 1.3 ROM. the one

megabyte Patter Agnus chip, the Paula and

Denise chips, ami of course, one megabyte

of system RAM. The clearance between the

main circuit board and the lop cover is mini

mal, so do not expect to sec any internally

mounted expansion devices. Due to the

complexity of the interconnecting cables and

the integrated construction of the front and

back panels with [he main chassis. I did not

risk disassembling the CDTV down to the

CD-ROM drive. Overall, the internal con

struction of CDTV resembled that of other

high quality madc-in-Japan consumer elec

tronic products that I have seen.

PLAYING CDS

The main difference between CDTV and

a conventional compact disc player is that

you have to turn on the television in order

to access its advanced functions. You

Continued on page 64...
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Productivity
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Join Jim as he

examines the

desktop

publishing

potential in

ASDG's Art

Department

Professional.

ADPro's PostScript output control panel.

Production work on the Amiga is often

a matter of laking what you have and

converting il to what you need. There

was a lime when the only kinds of

graphics we contended with were IFF

and HAM. and the only manipula

tions needed were conversion from one format to

another, resizing, and perhaps a few modifications to

the color. Pixmate was (and is) a remarkable tool for

those purposes. Bui what about the advanced HAM

formats? What about TIFF and Taiga and Sculpt for

mats'? What about PostScript? The An Department.

from ASDG. Inc.. made its reputation on format con

version. The Art Department Professional (ADPro)

goes even further. Brat! Schenck, in .info #41, look a

look at ADPro from a graphics perspective. This month.

I'll examine the DTP applications ofADPro.

EPS AND IFF
All of the Big Three desktop publishing packages

(Professional Page. PageStream, and Saxon Pub

lisher) will import IFF and Encapsulated PostScript

(EPS) files. In fact, PageStream will import just

about any graphic format - even TIFF and PICT. So

why bother with an external conversion program?

Control. ADPro gives you control over llie conver

sion process, letting you manipulate the image unlil

it fits vour needs.

WHAT FLAVOR OF POSTSCRIPT?

ADPro gives you two primary choices when con

vening to PostScripl: Regular or EPS. The differ

ence between the iwo is small, but significant. Bear

in mind that PostScript is a language, and PostScript

files are sets of commands. A graphic converted to

PostScripl is intended as a stand-alone document, a

page unto itself. Encapsulated PostScript graphics,

however, are designed to be included (encapsulaled)

within PostScript documents. They can be placed

anywhere on a page, can be sized and rotated. An

EPS file, however, exists as a single element, unlike

PostScript files, which can be collections of

PostScript elements. This difference is meaningless

unless you intend to import the file into a PostScript

graphics program. In general, you'll want to use

PostScript format when you intend to output it as a

single graphic. If you want to incorporate a

PostScript graphic within a document, use EPS.

ADPro makes the conversion process utterly

painless. Once you've booted ADPro. you'll be

greeted by an array of 3D buttons. Your first choice

will be the format of the graphic you're loading. As

of this writing, ADPro loads IFF. Impulse. Mac

Paint, PCX. Screen. Sculpt. Backdrop. DPIIE,

DV21, GIF. Framegrabber, and HAM-E. (The Pro

fessional Conversion Pack, available separately,

adds TIFF. Rendition, and TARGA formats.) That's

a pretty heady list, and ASDG keeps adding to it.

You roll through the list of available load formats

by clicking on the "Load" gadget. Once you've

found the right format, a click on the Command

panel's Load gadget will load the loader and sum

mon a requester. A few more keystrokes and clicks.

and your graphic is loaded. Note that ADPro will

convert anything il loads to 24-bil format.

As Brad noted in his review of ADPro, there are

any number of manipulations which can be per

formed on a loaded graphic; I won't repeat them

here. Instead, we'll proceed directly to the conver

sion process, starting with PostScripl. ADPro imple

ments the conversion process as a part of its Save

routine. Click on the Save gadget until it says

PostScript. This loads the PostScripl saver, and

readies you for the next phase: Options.

IT SLICES, IT DICES, IT CROPS,

AND IT BLEEDS

There are three separate "saver control" panels.

These panels give you enormous control over the
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generation of the PostScript file. The main panel

allows you to specify encapsulated or non-

encapsulated format, type, grayscale or color, and

ASCII or binary output. ASCII output can be edited,

if you understand PostScript, and is accepted by all

PostScript devices. Binary, which is more compact,

is understood only by PostScript primers connected

to an Appletalk (or similar) network. In addition,

there are settings for height and width, both for the

page and for the image. The final controls on the

main panel allow you to specify X and Y offsets for

the image box. relative 10 the upper left-hand comer

of the logical page. (The logical page is the

PostScript definition for the space within which the

image box is placed; this is not necessarily the same

as the physical page.)

The second panel allows you to specify the den

sities for the components of color separation files

(Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow) or for the Red.

Green, and Blue components of color PostScript

files, or the black density for the above, as well as

greyscale files. Those same controls are duplicated

for the angle values, again defined for CMY or

RGB. and black. {Roughly defined, the angle

describes the way the "grid" of dots are oriented

with respect to the coordinate system used by the

output device. An angle of 90 degrees would result

in a vertical grid for most printers.) You may also

choose to ignore the density and angle settings.

This panel also allows you to toggle between por

trait and landscape mode, to select crop and/or reg

istration marks, and retain or ignore the aspect

ratio of your image.

The third panel allows you to place your logical

page with respect to the physical page. This place

ment is defined as an X-Y offset from the lower

left-hand corner of the physical page. You may also

rotate the logical page, through the Rotation setting,

about its lower [eft-hand corner. There arc two con

trols for Under Color Removal (UCR) and Grey

Component Replacement (GCR) values, expressed

as a percentage. A short digression: Equal parts of

Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow, mixed together, should

produce black. They don't. What you get is a brown

slurry. Printers get around this by creating a fourth

layer - black - in addition to the C. M. and Y layers.

(Black is the "K" layer.) To compensate for the K

layer, a certain percentage of color should be

removed from the color layers. This is the UCR

value. The GCR value determines what percentage

of the color removed by the UCR operator is added

back as black. Increasing this value results in darker

blacks, but less intense colors. (You may also click

on the Printer Defaults gadget, and use the values

built into your printer.) Additional gadgets allow

you to define your image as a positive or a true neg

ative, regardless of the printer, and as a normal or

mirror image.

COLOR SEPARATIONS

ADPro offers three varieties of color separation

- RGB. CMY. and CMYK. The best printed results

ADPro's Color Separation controls.

are obtained with the four-color CMYK separa

tions. The color separation panel allows you to

specify either 24-bit or 12-bit files. While the 24-

bil files will be considerably larger than their 12-

bii counterparts, the advantage is that the greater

range of shades will result in smoother, more real

istic color transitions. You may specify whether

the separation files should have a color or

greyscale color map. As with the PostScript saver,

the Separation panel allows you to specify the

amount of under color removal and grey compo

nent replacement. Finally, the Ink Compensation

feature allows you to adjust the magenta and yel

low content of your image. This feature is intended

to compensate for the inaccuracy of the color of

the printer's ink.

THE VERDICT

ADPro is an outstanding program. It not only

does what it does exceptionally well, it does more

with each passing month. The folks at ASDG are

continually adding loaders and savers, to ensure

that ADPro can handle any new formal which

appears on the market. ADPro follows the rules,

too. It installs with ease on a hard drive, operates

equally well under AmigaDOS 1.3 or 2.(1. and fea

tures a powerful ARcxx interface. The few flaws I

found in ADPro amounted more to quibbles than

complaints: I had a few problems with the manual

layout, and I'd like to see a meatier index. ADPro

could be friendlier to machines with less than two

megabytes of memory. As ASDG notes, ADPro

runs best in a machine with four or more mega

bytes of memory. It wili run in as little as one

megabyte, but your options will be limited. As I

noted, though, these complaints arc minor. ADPro

is powerful, polished, and a pleasure to use. It's a

must for a professional setup, and a welcome addi

tion to any DTP stable.

Art Department

Professional

$240.00

ASDG

925 Stewart St.

Madison, Wl

53713

608-273-6585
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AT PRESSTIME:

People/Link abruptly left the on-line airv/aves the end of

June, but the Amiga Zone has moved from PLink to

Portal, another national network. You can sign up by

voice: 1-408-973-9111 (9am-5pm Pacific Time); by

modem: 1-408-725-0561 (24 hours); or just dial your

local Telenet/SprintNet node and type C PORTAL at

Telenet's "©"prompt. Portal is also PCPursuit-able. When

you sign up to Portal, be sure to tell them "Harv sent me."

BBBBS32.LZH[27,791/AZ]

Famed for his company Gramma Software's NAG Plus.

FrcD. and other titles. Richard Lee Stockton has released as

shareware a complete Amiga Bulletin Board System (BBS)

written in ARexx that runs inside PP&S' Baud Bandi! termi

nal program. With necessary features like EMail, libraries,

bulletins, and message bases. BBBBS also sports binary

EMail, "Doors", games, fortunes, cut-and-paste message edit

ing, and spellchecking. to name just a few powerful goodies.

Make a modem call to 206-744-1254 (PCPursuit: WASEA)

and you can check oul Richard's BBBBS from a user's point

of view. BBS sysops and 'wannabees' will wanna take a look

at this innovative software.

SUPERDUPER.LZH [27,854/AZ]

Here's a floppy disk copier and formatter by Sebastiano

Vigna, the same developer who brought you the multi-talented

Mostra IFF displayer. SuperDuper (shown) formats a disk

(without verify) in 70 seconds. That's fasti It can RAM-buffer

an entire disk lo simultaneously make multiple copies lo mul

tiple disk drives - great for user groups! An easy-to-use

clickable interface, sound and even voice prompts, auto disk-

sensing, timers, and other safety features make this another

utility you won't want to be without.

MED310.LZH [28,010/AZ]

MED (shown) stands for "Music Editor", and Teijo Kin-

nunen's incredible program is not only used by many European

game and demo programmers to create their soundtracks, but

that's just a hint at its power. MED is also a stand-alone compos

ing tool that can drive MIDI instruments or read from Amiga

samplers like PerfectSound, and with it you can toad. edit, play

and saveNoiseTracker music modules./.Sec Peggy llemngtons

Sound & Music column In jnfo #41 for more on MED. -Ed.]

BUGBOOK1 [3,449-51/AZPRO]

Amiga World's Lou Wallace strikes again with an Amiga'

Vision application that you may have seen him demonstrate at

an AmiExpo seminar or on the nationally-syndicated Com

puter Chronicles show. The interactive BugBook (shown) re

quires you owaAmigaVision 1.53G or higher, an AV-

supported LaserDisc player with an RS-232 interface, and

original LaserDisc media. The required "Encyclopaedia of

Animals" disc is published and sold by Pioneer.

- Harv Laser
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GEnie

GEnie is General Electric's commercial online informaiion

service. GEnie's *Slarship Amiga* software library has over

11,000 files available foi downloading- For information on

signing up for GEnie, call 800-638-9636.

OMEGA1.50.LZH [11247]

Hack, Lam, and Ultima adventure lovers should take the

lime to download version 1.5 of Omega (shown), which now

features Ultima style graphics. Play is very smooth. This file

unarcs onto a whole disk, so there are lots of places to ex

plore, lots of treasure to colleci, and lots of monsters to usher

into the nether realms. There are lots of places to die, too, so

save your place often. Omega even has an option allowing

you to create a character using your own "real" statistics (as

suming you don't fib during the little quiz.) The current free

ware Amiga version is by Klaves Pedersen.

HUSKERDU.LZH [11351]

Tetris addicts might want to dry out a little with Husker Du

(shown) a Term-recovery therapy created by Stephen Ross. Col

or and pattern, rather than shape, is the key as you try to make

eight piles with ten unique bricks each. There are five screens

and three levels of difficulty. Top ten scores arc registered.

LHSFXV11.LZH [11347]

What could be better than an archive maker utility that is

faster and more efficient that ZOO or LHARC? How about

one that creates self-dissolving archives? LHSFX is such a

shareware ($10) archive utility, written by Mike Kennedy

(again!).

LHCON.LZH [11241]

UlCon by Steve Robbins and Bob [luff converts old pesky

ARC and ZOO archives into the more popular and efficient

.LZH format. Ii even converts whole directories in a single

command. A real freeware boon to BBS operators and club li

brarians. You'll need ARC and ZOO in your C directory for

LHCon to work.

HAMBENCH.ARC [11407]

Ever dream about running Workbench 1.3 with more than

two bitplanes so you can have multiple color icons? HaniBench

(shown) is a working hack/utility by David Pochron with some

sample HAM and 16-coIor icons. Nol really useful - yet! - but

interesting.

PRTFNT.LZH [11354]

PrintFonts v 1. 11 by David Schreiber makes its way

through your Fonts directories and dumps hi-res samples to

your printer. Just the thing for keeping track of what fonts you

have, their point sizes and what they look like.

- Don Romero

Ortega Ver 1.58 (work) ported by Klavs Pedersen
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DISK COLLECTIONS

SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT!

Among PD distributors. Software Excitement! is big time.

They're among the few who have people writing and adapting

programs Tor them. Resident Amigaphile Terry Fike, who has

written a number of packages himself, provides additional

documentation for many disks.

SE 231: A SEASON IN RAM

Looking for something different? Want to impress (or fool)

your English teacher? A Season In RAM is a "Rimbaud-inspired

poetry generator." Watch it create poem after poem, some of

which arc actually pretty good.

SE 95: JAPANESE TUTOR

Speaking of language, ever heard your Amiga speak

Japanese? Order this disk and you will! It's a demo version of

a beginning Japanese tutor that sells for about S40.00. You see

the Kanj] characters, translation, and a phonetic representation

as you hear the word pronounced.

SE 162: VIDEO POKER

If you've ever seen the video poker machines in casinos, you

know how this works. Help is available if you're not sure what

cards to hold and discard. A click of the mouse will also get you

a chart of payoffs for possible hands. Five Cord Stud (shown)

and Hearts are here too. so you have a gambling club on disk.

Cheaper ihan ihe real thing, unless you're very, very lucky.

SE 202: HACK ATTACK

Here they are, folks. In one 3 1/2 inch package you get some

of the greatest Amiga screen hacks ever devised, including my

favorite. Melt which appears to do just that to your Workbench

screen. You'll like the others, including Robotraff, by the justly

revered Leo Schwab, plus Bug. Rainbent It and lots more.

SE 330: PRINT STUDIO

If you do a lot of printing, you'll want this super utility pro

gram, by Andreas Krcbs. Print Studio (shown) facilitates the

printing of both graphics and text with any Preferences support

ed printer, including color. You can print all or part of a picture.

change its palette, etc. This is a very well done package. Highly

recommended! Also on the disk is Label Maker 3.5. an excel

lent, feature-laden disk labelling program by the same author.

HOW TO ORDER

SE'S catalog is free. 1-4 disks $7/ea; 5-14 6$/ea: 15+ $5/ea.

Shipping/handling S3 per order. Standard shipping to US in

cluded. Payment: Visa. Mastercard, checks, money orders.

and COD. Software Excitement!, PO Box 5069. 6475 Crater

Lake Highway. Central Point, OR 97502. [-800-444-5457

(Orders), 1-5O3-826-8O9O (Fax). 1-503-826-7679 (Customer

service/support). - Jeff Lowenthal
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Business • Home • Games • Graphics • Music • MultiMedia • Programming • Sounds • Utilities • Clip Art

Thousands of Titles

Same-Day Shipping/Next -Day and

Second-Day Air Available on Request

NO MINIMUM

NEVER A SURCHARGE

COD & Checks WelcomeCranWare
The Best and Most Complete Amiga Public Domain Library at the Lowest Price

Only $4. each - and for every 3 you buy -take one FREE!
■jects. All titles in stock. Only the best professional quality

disks are fully labeled for easy indexing and come with

entation - many with source. Dedicated support team and phone

checks are welcome and we ship upon receipt so you receive your

order as soon as possible. Free catalog sent with every order. User groups

and dealer inquiries welcome. If you don't see it - call - WE HAVE IT.

lin ona)

GAMES

Q #139-WARGAMES: Two excellent games thai will keep you
occupied for hours on end SEALANCE ■ A great submarine

simulator up to par with 'Silenl Service' and "Attack 668" AIR ACE

2 - Patrol the skies and keep your trigger finger ready

Q #404-GAMEHINTS2: Hints, cheats, and maps for 'Chaos
Strikes Bat*1. Includes Super Characters plus many more tips and
tricks tor all your other favorites.

O M53-GAMEPAC: METAMORPH - IA well writer dungeon
game that changes every time you play AMIGA TANXI ■ Shoot it

oui with a friend or an enemy wiih this great tank simulator game

Excellent sound and graphics SPACEWAR A Star-Trek arcade
lype game with remote modem feature for two players

□ #154-FLIGHTSIM: This disk contains DC-tO instrument flight
simulator Also on this disk PETER'S QUEST - A Rainbow Island
clone

□ #m-ST:THG: Slar-Treit The Next Generation. Another
great addition to the Star-Trek game library Digitized
sound and other effects

□ MI2-B0AHDGAMES: This disk is M of classic board games
for multiple or single players MONOPOLY, REVERSI, OTHELLOII
CLUE. BACKGAMMONII. and CHESS

U I1W-ABCA0E4: PACMAN 87 ■ A class-c PIPELINE • Keep the
flow of oil going Addilrue CYC'.ES A Tron like game

U I1B3-DEMO-S: Two great fully playable demos LEMMINGS
and the KILLING GAME SHOW

Zl #184 • TRAIN: A great computerized ELECTRIC TRAIN set
METRO - Plan and control the transit system by building rail lines
SLOTCARS ■ Race along avoiding hazards and making death defying
lumps

GRAPHICS & ANIMATION

_j #O66-COVERGIflLS: 18 beautiful faces of models from around
the world Disk 1 of the senes

ZA "063-ANIMALS: 25 pictures of all sorts of animals Point and
click or use the slideshow projector Also can be used in mulimedia
presentations or other projects

□ H068-MOVIESTARS: All your favorite TV and movie sia-s from
today's shows Point and click or slideshow

Z2 #071-RAYTRACE2: More stunning Ray Trace pictures Great
for showing off your Amiga or using in a project

□ #075-SPACE'ROBOTS: This disk is packed with greal shots
from space and a collection of assorted robots

3 ISO-CARS: Porche. Lamborghini. Ferrari, and fourteen other
exotic sports cars are all here in stunning high-res pictures

_} K083-SCENIC1: Beautiful an and pictures of Ihe outdoors
Waterfalls, mountain ranges, sunsets, much more Disk 1 of Ihe
senes.

Q #89-SClFI: Star Wars and Star Tre* fans ths disk is packed with
your favorites. Point and click

_) 1156-POP ART: Cieale 'Andy Warhol" type punts with this
amaiing graphic utility Also includes ROT ■ A good ray-trace
program

(_J *46-ANIMATIONS: This disk contains some digitized clips from a
few Marilyn Monroe movies and a spectacular Sci-Fi animation

□ KH7-HUSSEIN: Watch Sadddam get his in these humorous
animations by Ray Lambed Also includes a Hi Res picture of the

defeated dictalor (or you to edit as you wish in your favorite painl
program

□ KBB-ANIMATIONS: TOOMUCH30 ■ Don't miss this eicellent
animation of a spaceship that flies straight oul of ihe monitor and
plays havoc on Ihe room, only to return from where it came Also on

ihis disk BILLIARDS, 3SPACE. and a coupie of good cycle pics

G mo-AEHOTOONS: A wacky codedHMi of high altitude
shenanigans from Ene Shwartz. STEALTHY MANEUVER SKVDIVE

AGGRESSOR, SOVIET SOFT LANDING.

_| 1300-ANIMATJONS: Go along whh 'Amy Ihe squirrel" in AT THE
MOVIES by Enc Shwartz This is a long running movie about a

persistem date who wont take no for an answer RatedPG-13

UTILITIES

_J 1002-PRfNTER DRIVERS: This disk contains many useful
utilities for your priming needs. PRTDRVGEN • Geneiale your own

custom drrvers for any printer PRINTSTUDIO - Print hard copies of

any type of IFF file (HAW. Exlra-halfbrighl, Overscan) Prim it all or

|ust the part you want LABELPRINT ■ Reads your disks and punts

out labels for ihem Also catalogs and allows cusiom editing Much
more

_| #003-COMPBESSORS: 16 files compressois to include
LHArc. ARC (v2 3|. LHWarp|v1 4). PKA2IP, and ZOO |v2 Oi These

will compress your files up to 50% and aie indispensable for the

Telecommunicalor or Hard Drive owner

Q MM5-DISKUTIL1: SID -List directories, copy, delete, move
and rename files with ihe click of a button View lew files & IFFs.

hear sounds, compress and decompress Arc hies Allows for custom
commands If you doni have this program, get rl and you won'l have

to mess around with CLI commands ever again TURBOBACKUP ■

Copies disks in less ihan 105 seconds FDCDISK Recover riles from
defective disk, even unreadable Hacks DISKSPEED ■ Gmbs

accurate results of true disk performances RAMCOPY ■ For one

drrve users Allows you lo copy disk on one pass Also on this disk
- FASTDISK

L_l«35-M0USE: DMOUSE • Auto-aflrvate any window without
clicking MACHII - A mouse accelerator with hot keys (and other

stuff) Many more Mouse enhancements to include a mouse drrver
for left handed users

□ #039-MISC: A grab bag type disk full of useful tools and
applications from ARP precis to ANSI editors

□ M74-CONVERTEFIS: GIFTOIFF - Converts IBM GIF
formal pics to Amiga IFF formal s.mpry AMGIF - Con/ens IFFs to

GIF ANIM2IFF - Convert ammaiion files back lo IFF pictures.
MACVIEW - View or convert MacPaint pictures to IFF forma!

SEARCH - A handy little program that searches an entire disk foi IFF
picture and sound files MULTIV1EW is also included on this disk

J SD76-ANIPOINTERS: A great collection of animated
pointers Replace your old workbench pomler wrlh a new colorful

animated one Dragons, mermaid, fish, crosshair, globe, rainbow,

spinning ball, snakes many more If you can! find one to suit your

needs. POINTERANIM allows you to custom design your own

_J 110-HARDDRIVE: Everything needed lo maintan your hard
drrve MRBACKUP. KWIKBACKUP, BACKUPII ■ Great utilities for

backing up your data, similar lo OuarterBack DISKSALV ■ A

powerful disk repairer with a well down user interface LOOKFOR ■
Finds any file on your drrve FILEMASTER ■ Altows you lo
manipulate bytes of data, like MewZap but much better

"J (MS-BACKUP: XCOPYHI and NIB - Copies whai the others
wont Gets rid of annoying code wheel protection and other
protection schemes Plenty of parameters included

PROGRAMMING

_| #204-C-COMPILER: Powerful and lull fealured C compiler
and environment system

Z2 M01-CTUTOR: Covers Game Programming. Sound
Implemeniations, Device Drrvers. Double Suffering, IFF reads and
writes . and much more

□ #202-CMANUAL: A good Amiga Dos C reference guide
Unpacks mlo 3 disks

ProDupe 3.5 Disks $.49 each any quantity

BEST BETS

3 M01-V1HUS PROTECTION: Updated Disk to include SADDAM
CHECKER - A guard against this new deadly virus (Who are Ihese

idiots'') Also included are. BERSERKER, VIRUSX(v4 1|, VCHECK.

GUARDIAN. XENOZAP. plus many more

Q H11-ST-TRIVIA: The Next Generation version full of digitized
pictures and sounds 2 disk set priced at f.

_| 1184-ANIM: ANTI-LEUMINGS - Enc Shwartz pokes fun at Ihe

hit game 'Lemmings' in this hilarious amimalon Program is

compressed and hard drive is required.

Q IFFS-FREDF1SH: Disks 371 to 470 (100 disks) only SU9.00.
Unbeatable value ANYWHERE!

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

L) I0J3-TELECOM: Includes C0HM(vl.3), AMIGATEHM,
AZCOMM, A-HOST, and HANDSHAKER 12). These support all

ihe popular protocols. Xmodem, Zmodem, Ymodem, etc.. many other

features An unbeatable value anywhere

Z} MM1-TELECOM: PHOHEMAN ■ A War Games lype auto dialer
thai seeks out other computers by calling a range of numbers thai

you specify Logs results lo printer, disk, or RAM. SPEECHTERM -

A talking terminal program. VAXTERM - Terminal program for

communicating with VAX computers SENDMORSE - A morse code

terminal program TEKTRONK ■ A VT100 graphics emulate*

HOME & BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

'_) I037-SCIENCE1: Edjcational programs dealing with topics such
as Evolution, Gravity. Aerodynamics. Physics, and more

□ 0034-HOME OFFICE: BLACKBOOK - Keeps irack of
important phone numbers & addresses HYPERBASE ■ Database

management system. CALENDAR - A calendai/diary program

AMCAT - A disk cataloging system CARDFILE - A study aide

program Also on this disk is a spreadsheet program plus a few
extras

_J *B4Q0-BiBLE: The new Electric Word Bible(v2 0) Includes the
Old 1 New Testament with appointment book, calendar, and quiz

maker 3 disk set only $9.90.

MUSIC & SOUNDS

J #Q44S45-!NTUITF1ACKER: An outstanding music player that will
captivate you for hours w«h il's music quality and CD user imerface

You won'l believe your ears when you boot this one! Hour upon hour
ol listening enjoymeni including Ihe smash hrls 'She Drives Me

Crazy" and "Smoke on the Water" and many more. These 2 disks of

listening enjoyment are priced at 1 as a special value to you

^| #100-SOUNDS: All your favorite lines from the Saturday
morning cartoons. "What's up, Doc?". 'That's all folks I*, «c.

□ 1101-SOUNDS: Over 8Q0k of sounds from around the home
Breaking sounds, doors closing, dogs Barking, elc Great for

multimedia applications

Q I1M-S0UNDS: Animal sound collection from A to L

□ #104-S0UNDS: All the great one-liners 4 various sounds
from the Star Trek series "He's dead. Jim F, "Beam me up Scotty"
etc.

□ 1115-MODS: Great collection of MOD files for use with
IntuTracker. MED or other MOD players

NEW from Best View Productions O

R-Rated Adults Only Please

S6.00 per disk

Q BV20: "Stars on Display" . slide show with all
your favorite stars.

QBV21: "Petite" Gorgeous women on long running
slide show.

2BV22: "Classy" - Another tasteful slide show
presentation

USA and CANADA Toll Free 1 -800-321 -0815 7 DAYS A WEEK
To order, write the number and name of des.red disks, along with your name, address, and phone number, and send with check or money order to
Cranberry Software Distributors, P.O. Box 565, Carver, MA 02355. Shipping & handling add $2.50 lor orders under 10 (excluding free disks)
Canadian oraers add $ 50 per P D d,sk (U S Funds). Blank disk orders add $3.50 per 100 or fraction. Call (508) 866-9876 for international rates
As a service to you, per5onal checks are not held and we ship on receipt Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW by Mathew Leeds

Mathew Leeds

test drives

a new

25 meg

floppy.

he American culture has a fascina

tion with big things. Witness the

intention paid to trucks with tires

taller than the driver, BigFoot,

supermarket magazine stories about

tomatoes the size of watermelons,

and (he discussions in publications like ihis about

hard drives and memory. Most of us want more -

sometimes just to have it. but often for good reason.

I fall somewhere in the middle.

So you can understand why a few years ago I

began to follow developments in the computer press

discussing 20MB floppy drives. What a great idea!

Think of how easy it would be 10 back up your hard

drive. Heck, you might not even need a hard drive.

Animations many minutes long could be stored on a

singie floppy. Recently I had a chance to play with

one of these mythical monster floppy drives. The

telling of that tale, with suitable digressions for

background and color, may serve as a cautionary

tale.

ONE-TWO-FOUR

The Amiga floppy drive is a 1MB device. Once

formatting information is written to ihe disk, you

are left with 88OK of usabie space. A couple of

companies have been working on (loppy drives with

more room. Applied Engineering developed an

Amiga version of the industry standard 2MB high

density (HD) floppy drive, and Commodore has had

in their engineering labs a similar device for well

over a year. Toshiba has developed a 4MB floppy

drive and disk which has come to market this year,

and will be showing up in MS/DOS and Mac

machines.

The 4MB disks use a new recording media that

allows fora denser recording of data than traditional

disks. Although the number of tracks and rotational

speed remains the same as for 1MB disks (135

tracks per inch and 300 RPM). rather than using the

current longitudinal recording method - where data

is written parallel to the plane of the recording

medium - data is written perpendicularly to the

plane of the recording medium. These new extra-

high density (ED) drives can also read 1MB and

2MB disks. So far no one has announced an Amiga

version of this drive type.

In general, there are two benefits to the higher

density drives. They store more data and they trans

fer it faster. Since the drive rotates at the same speed

as conventional drives, the disk media is passing

under the read/write head at the same speed. Since

the data is wriiten more densely, it must be read and

written faster.

While Toshiba was slowly working to get an

industry standard accepted for their 4MB floppy

drive, a couple of companies look a look at the new

recording media developed for the 4MB floppy and

decided that it could hold quite a bit more data if

only some way of writing narrow tracks could be

developed. Traditional floppy drives use positional

feedback information to position the read/write head

correctly. Hard disk drives use a dedicated platter

with servo iracks to position the head assembly. A

servo head reads the servo tracks and keeps the rest

of the read/write heads correctly positioned. Since

there are several platters in a hard drive, using one

for positioning data still leaves several for user data.

With a floppy drive, using one surface for servo

data would cut potential user data storage space in

half.

OVER TWENTY
Several approaches have been taken to resolve

this issue. One company decided to use a laser to

embed grooves in the surface of the disk. These are

used for servo tracking information and are read by

another laser. Another company decided to use a

"buried" servo approach. A series of magnetic servo

tracks are written at the factory with a very high

magnetic flux head. These servo tracks are unaf

fected by the normal read/write head. They are read

continuously by the read/write head and the servo

info is sorted out electronically.

This buried servo approach was developed by

Brier Technologies. Their Flextra drives are the

only very high density (VHD) floppy drives cur

rently available for purchase, and they have been

shipping for over a year. They shipped me a Qiuid-

Jle.xtra 25, a SCSI external drive based on their

Flextra 3020 half-height drive. The Qitadflextra 25

is intended for the MS/DOS market and comes with

an ISA form factor SCSI controller card, cable, and

MS/DOS compatible drivers. Ii has a raw capacity

of 25MB and a formatted capacity of about 21MB.

The loan of the drive was an experiment to see if it

would work with an Amiga, and neither Quadram.
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the supplier of the Quadflextra 25, or Brier are cur

rently supplying drives specifically for the Amiga

market, nor do they have any expertise on connect

ing them to an Amiga. I was venturing into Terra

Incognito.

I was assisted in my experiments by Randy

Spencer, a long time friend and associate whose

Amiga knowledge is second to none. He has

worked in both programming on the Amiga and

hardware repair, and if he couldn't get the Flextra

working on an Amiga then it couldn't be done. 1 had

never had occasion lo work with HDToolbox in ihe

past, and welcomed any assistance I could get.

INITIAL DIFFICULTIES

The first thing we discovered was that the cable

supplied with the drive was wired differently lhan

standard Amiga SCSI cables. The supplied cable

locked up the SCSI bus. This caused no damage to

the hardware, and once we substituted a standard

SCSI cable we were able to proceed. We needed to

get the drive recognized by Ihe SCSI controller on

my A3000. format the disk, and then proceed with

our timing tests. HDToolbox happily found the

drive, did a low level format, and displayed an icon

on the Workbench for ihe as yei unformatted disk.

Thai pan was easy, if time consuming.

We ran into trouble when we tried to do an

AmigaDOS format on the disk. For some reason,

half the time the disk appeared to be write protected

and could not be formalled. and half the time the

disk formatting would appear to proceed, but once

the Amiga finished we could noi write to the disk.

Something was wrong with the mechanical write

protection recognition mechanism in the drive. We

returned it and received another. It turned out that

the disk drive door had become detached from its

hinge and was blocking the write protect mecha

nism.

SPEED TEST

Once the new drive arrived, everything worked

fine Ihe first time it was hooked up. I was able to

get the drive recognized by the Amiga, got a disk

formatted, and was ready to pul it to the test.

The test we used was D'tskSpecd, written by Mike

Sin/. It has become somewhat of a standard for test

ing the relative speed of a disk drive on the Amiga,

and version 3.1 which I used is simple and straight

forward. Figuring why I got the results I did was

not.

According to the specs for the Flextra drive, it

has a l.25MB/.sec data transfer rate from its buffer

and a 35ms average access time. With those specs

the results I got make little sense. The Flexrra does

not buffer a full track at a time unless the applica

tion requests a full track. This could affect the

results. The engineers at Brier have been given my

results and hope lo eventually have an answer.

DiskSpeed 3.1

This is a test of the Brier drive.

Test Intensity: Med; Performance Stress: None

2 Files Create, 4 Files Open/Close, 11 Files Scan, 12 Files

Delete, 679 Seek/Read

BUFFER SIZE

Bytes Create

Bytes Write

Bytes Read

512

2995

2699

5625

4K

13662

18924

8079

32K

45761

51257

10691

256K

60855

80406

13041

This is a test of a newly formatted AmigaDOS floppy in dfO:
Test Intensity: Med; Performance Stress: None

1 File Create, 2 Files Open/Close, 41 Files Scan, 42 Files

Delete, 153 Seek/Read

BUFFER SIZE

Bytes Create

Bytes Write

Bytes Read

512

8333

9852

19595

4K

5457

4971

9930

32K

9830

10410

18562

256K

10645

10476

20087

When that happens I hope lo be able to share it with

vou here.

IS THERE ROOM FOR A MONSTER?

There are other factors to consider in this as well.

Currently the Quadflextra 25 external drive lists for

$895. Estimating a price for an Amiga version is

difficult, but given thai there would be no need for

including a controller card, the price should be able

lo come down somewhat. Quadram is not likely to

produce an Amiga version, but perhaps one of the

Amiga hardware manufacturers would. The media

costs are around S25/disk. A careful comparison to

Syquest (44MB removable hard drive) technology

should be made with consideration for data transfer

rates, costs per MB, media size, and total storage

capability.

It is clear that monster floppy drives will find

their place in the market. New developments will

allow downward compatibility with 1MB, 2MB,

and 4MB floppy disks, allowing for a single floppy

drive in a computer to serve several purposes. Addi

tionally, reduced size and power requirements will

allow their use in laptop computers. I would hope

that the engineering problems are quickly resolved

and that we will see monster floppies in the Amiga

market by the end of the year.

Everything

worked fine

the first

time it was

hooked up.
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MULTITASKING

How it works and how to

control it

by Rhett Anderson

he Amiga multitasks. You know

it, I know it, even people with

PCs and Macs know it. Most of

us use multitasking all the time, without

even thinking about it. But what exactly

is multitasking? And what makes it so

useful?

When the Amiga first hit the streets,

the value of multitasking was not gen

erally well understood. An Atari ST

advocate once told me, "Multitasking is

cool, but it's not very practical. The

Amiga's fine when you run one pro

gram. But when you run two programs,

each program runs at half-speed.

Programs

Running

Archiver 1

Converterl

Programs »

Waiting

Paint |

Write |

Terminal |

Raytracerl

Programs

Running

Archiver 1

Converterl

Raytracerl

Programs

Waiting

Paint |

Write |

Terminal |

Your Amiga can run several programs at once. Programs waiting for

input or output are placed in the waiting list. Programs that are

performing computation are in the running list. The Amiga switches

between running programs after a period called a quantum. In the

diagram above, a raytracing program starts rendering.

When you run three or four programs,

the Amiga crawls." A perfectly rea

sonable-sounding statement, to be

sure. But not entirely true.

Multitasking is just catching on in the

Macintosh and PC worlds. With a firm

grasp of a few concepts, you can take

control of your Amiga's power, and be

on the leading edge of computing.

The Heart of the Matter

At the heart of the Amiga is Exec, the

multitasking kernel that controls inter

rupts, input/output, message passing,

and other low-level functions. The most

fundamental of the multitasking jobs

that Exec performs is 'task switching'.

The Amiga only has one processor.

It's a Motorola 68000 in the Amiga

500 and A2000, and a Motorola

68030 in the A3000. These chips can

only run a single program at a time.

Multitasking works by rapidly switch

ing the processor to work first on one

program, then on the next. This hap

pens so quickly that it seems as if all

the programs are running simultane

ously, as if they each had their own

dedicated processor to run on.

You may have also heard the term

'multiprocessing'. Multiprocessing com

puters divide the work among two or

more processors. Famous multipro

cessing machines include The Connec

tion Machine and the Transputer. The

Amiga is not such a machine, although

it does have a built-in coprocessor to

take care of graphics.

Multitasking is like reading two books

at once. First, read a sentence from

one book, then read a sentence from

the other. If you and a friend split the

work and each read one book, that

would be like multiprocessing.

What It Is

Suppose you are running three pro

grams at once on your Amiga. All three

are busy doing some number-

crunching. Every so often, Exec

decides that it is time to switch pro

grams. So the Amiga stops executing

Program 1 and starts executing Pro

gram 2. This is known as a 'task

switch1, because each of the executing

programs is called a task.
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In this worst case, then, each of the

three programs gets about a third of the

processor's time. So they do indeed

run about a third as fast as they should.

But these aren't your typical Amiga pro

grams. Suppose that instead of running

three number-crunching programs, you

run a CLI or Shell, a paint program, and

a wordprocessor. In this case, all the

programs are waiting for input from

you. When a program is waiting for

input, Exec does not switch to it. Now

suppose you click in the wordprocessor

and start typing. You have the Amiga's

undivided attention. Your wordproces

sor runs at full speed, even though the

Shell and paint program are up and

ready. There's a name for the state that

the Shell and paint program are in; it's

called the Wait (or Waiting) state. The

wordprocessor is in Run (or Running)

state.

Sometimes you'll run across a

pooriy-written program that doesn't go

into Waiting mode when it should. The

Amiga will still multitask with such pro

grams, but the system will slow down.

Other programs prevent multitasking

from occurring at all. These programs

(usually games) call a system function

called Forbid. Forbid tells Exec that it

should stop performing task switching.

Another way that a program can keep

Exec from task switching is by calling

Disable, which turns off interrupt han

dling. Exec uses an interrupt to decide

when to perform task switching. If Exec

doesn't see the interrupt, no task switch

can take place.

Another way a program can impair

other programs is by 'resource hog

ging'. If a program takes complete con

trol over a resource like the parallel or

serial port, and never relinquishes con

trol until it exits, or if it uses all available

memory, other programs may not be

able to run.

The Quantum Leap

The Amiga's form of multitasking is

called pre-emptive multitasking'. The

Macintosh's Multifinder operates differ

ently: It uses 'cooperative multitasking'.

Macintosh programs must repeatedly

call a function which gives control to

Multifinder. Badly behaved programs

keep Multifinder from being able to task

switch. That's the reason Macintosh

owners are said to be waiting for "true

multitasking."

So how does Exec decide when to

Input

device Priority 20

Priority 10

Priority 5

Priority 0

Some system programs run at higher priority than user programs. The

Amiga gives control to whichever running program has the highest

priority. The Input Device, File System, and TrackDisk Device are

normally in waiting mode. If you increase the priority of a user

program, it will run at the expense of other user programs, unless it

goes into waiting mode.

switch from one task to another? Exec

maintains a variable called Quantum,

which is generally inaccessible to the

user. On my Amiga 500, the Quantum

is 16. This means that after 16 ticks of

the interrupt, Exec will switch tasks. In

version 2.0 of AmigaDOS, this value is

4 instead of 16. The smaller the Quan

tum number, the more often tasks are

switched.

What are the implications of the

Quantum? Although the Amiga per

forms a very quick task switch, espe

cially compared to large operating sys

tems like UNIX, the task switch itself still

eats up some time. The more time Exec

spends switching tasks, the less time

the Amiga has to run user programs.

On the other hand, if the Quantum

number were bigger, Exec would per

form task switching less often. In the

ory, this means that less time is spent

switching between tasks. It sounds

ideal, but imagine that the Amiga

switched tasks every 30 seconds -

you'd lose the illusion of having several

programs running at the same time. A

large Quantum would make the Amiga

less responsive.

The Chosen One

So far, we've assumed that Exec

treats all programs with equal respect.

From a user's point of view, that's usu

ally the case. When started from the

Workbench or CLI, programs run at pri

ority 0.

But Exec allows programs to have

other priorities. Suppose you have two

programs running at priority 1 and two

programs running at priority 0. Exec will

task switch between the two programs

running at priority 1, and the other two

will be ignored. The only chance that

one of the lower priority programs will

have to run is that the higher two will

both go into Wait mode.

There are several programs on every

Amiga that operate at a high priority.

The highest is typically the 'in

put.device', a system program which

handles input, which has a whopping

priority of 20. Disk handlers and file

systems also run high. The idea is that

these programs are so critical that they

must be able to respond immediately.

Hopefully, they'll do their job quickly and

go promptly into Wait mode. A slow,

sloppy program operating at a high pri

ority will gum up your system so badly

that you may not be able to use it.

Occasionally you'll find a program

that operates at a negative priority like

-1. Such a program will never get in

your way or slow down your system at

all. It will only operate when all other

programs are in Wait mode. Some title-

bar clocks and memory meters are kind

enough to operate at low priority, as are

a few printer buffers.

Get the Message?

It's one thing to be able to run sev

eral programs at once, but Exec does
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breakout wilh more.
FD29: Shoot'em up's - WWII - you re the pilot of a WWII planB

flying through enemy territory, you've just been spotted, good

luck on you mission, SpKiller ■ try and penetrate enemy lines

with this game, and Retaliator - another great game.

FD31: Games! ■ Air Traffic Control - a good ATC simulation
game, Black Jack Lab - a full featured set of card games,

ChessTel ■ play chess wilh your friend in distant and remote
places with ihis game and a modem, labyrnth ■ a well done lexl

adventure game (like an infocom game), and MouseTrap - a 3d

maze game.

FD32:Flighl Simulator - Includes an instrument (light simulator

fora DC 10.

FD33: Arcade Games - Ffreddy a mano brothers type of
game. Gerbils a target practice game, PipeLine a German

interpretation of Pipe Dreams. Tron a light cycles version, and

wetroids a wonderful version of asteroids with a hilarious twist

FD34: Games - Includes WellTrix a derivative of the addictive
game ol tetris. and new version of BackGammon. Also included

are several new "Schwabie type Hacks".
FD35 Omega (v 1.3) ■ A new outstanding dungeon and
outdoors adventure game in a similar vein as hack, rouge, and

moria. This version is considerably faster and better that all

previous versions. Play time several weeks or months.
FD37a & b:Taclical Games - Empire (2.2w) This great game

comes highly recommended. Wilh a full-featured graphic front

end.

FO38:Games ■ Cribbage Master - A great cribbage game and

tutor, Spades - a well done card came. ChineseCheckers - A

computer version of this classic, Puzz ■ a slide piece puzzle

game and construction set.

FD39a 4 b:Tobias Siar Trek ■ This is a new, completely
different version of Star Trek than that found on FD12. This

one was created by the German author Tobias. Now with

English instructions. Very Excellent111 Counts as two disks.
Requires 512k memory, a 500.2000 or Pal.

FD40:Arcade - MiddleEasl - a timely arcade game of death

and destruction set in Iraq, BackToTheFuturell - a very
playable demo version of this soon to be released commercial

game, City - a missile command clone.
FD41 :Games - Includes Capital Gams - a stock market game,
Ball a Arknoids type of clone with many great twists, and

Desert Shield - a search and destroy conquer theme.

FD42:Games - Includes SpaceWarS ■ a remake of this original

Amiga classic. Trippin - a fascinating board game of intrigue.
strategy, and player manipulation. Dominion - an engrossing

strategy game ol galactic war and conquest, Frog ■ a frogger

type clone, and Mines - a very good strategy board game.
FD44: Game - Mechfight is an out of this world role-playing

adventure comparable to hack and moria. The setting,

interplanetary colonies and space stations. In your quest to

explore the world, take time out to liberate bad guys of Iheir
most valuable possessions, engage in a mortal combat or two

against robots and alien life forms, pick up a new amiga 9000.

Most of all, don't forget to stay alive...
FD47: Arcade Games ■ Contains DownHill - a demanding

computer slalom ski game, MicroPac ■ a Workbench

mini-pacman game, CrackOut ■ a break out tone. Jet - a
superb aerial dogfight game, AmegaRace - an interesting

asteroids lype ol game, and WindyDay - a unique arcade
shoot'em up.

FD49:Chaos Cheats - This disk contains an everything you

wanted to know about cheat set for Chaos Strikes Back,
including full maps, spells, object locations, super characters

and more.
FD50: Submarine Game - Sealance, one and a half years in

the making, this is an outstanding submarine tactical game.

Commercial quality, highly recommended.
FD52: Classics Games ■ PetersQuesi a well done Mario
brothers type of game, Jymbc a two player missile command
clone, and vstank a tank commander game.

FD53: Great Arcade ■ On this disk is a wondertul
implementation of the ever popular classic arcade game

Defender. Also contain Air Race a WWII flying ace arcade

game, anc Psycoblast new creation idea game.

FD56: Arcade ■ Includes SpaceWar. HueyRaid a well done

helicopter arcade game, and PowerPong a great expanded
pong game.

WB2: General Interest - contains. Galaxy a program that

represents the collision of two galaxies. Larn - an
adventure aclion game similar in concept to rogue or hack, but

with a much different feel. Try it, you'll like it!, StarChart ■ a
program lhat lets you display and identify about 600 stars,

galaxies and nebulae visible in the Northern hemisphere.
WB4:Telecommumnication - This disk contains several

WB88abc: The Complete Bible - A three

disk set, with the entire text of the New
Testament and Old Testament. Great search

utilities.

New Disks
FD57: Arcade Games Includes 2 true commercial quality
games. MegaBall is the successor to Bali; features 5 lull

musical scores, multiple levels and addicting gameplay.

Gravity Attack is a psychadellic trip through several different

worlds-each distinctly different

FD58: GAMES! Includes Steinschlag; a great Tetns clone from

Germany with music. SCombat: simulate battle between up to
40 players & monsters. Imperium Romanum: Battle up to 4

players for control of the Mediterranean in this Risk-esque

game.

FD59: Game Potpourri Xenon III is an almost exact clone ol

the commercial game of the same name...a great shootemup.

Crossword will take lists of words 8 automatically generate
crossword puzzles for any Epson compatable printer.

WB92: Animation Utilities Includes CyroUtils; utilities for
splitting, combining, and creating animations from IFF picture

files. Also includes two animations to view or manipulate

DD79abcd: Amiga C Tutorial - This is the most

comprehensive C language, Amiga orientated set of tutorials
available. Includes full working examples, source code and an

incredible set of lessons. Included are full discussions and
examples of every topic on Amiga programming. Four disk set.

counts as three.

Other Great Disks!
FD5: Tactical Games - BullHun - a Civil war battle game.

Metro ■ you play the role of a city planner. Build wisely and your
system will be a success, but poor planning will lead to disaster

and financial rum. Very very habit forming.
FD6: GAMES! - This disk is chock full of games including;

Checkers. Clue. Gold - A new slide the pieces puzzle, Jeopard -

An enhanced version of Risk. RushHour - Surprisingly
addicting, and SpaceWar ■ Best described as a cross between

Combat-Tanks and asteroids.
FD7: PACMAN ■ This disk contains several pacman lype

games including; PacMan87. MazMan and Zonix.

FD9: Morla -. This has great graphic controls, multiple spells.
similar to Larn and Hack, Play time several weeks!

FD10: HackLite -A dungeon adventure game. Considered a

must-have classic. This is the second release of this game on
the Amiga. Great Amiga graphic interface. Play time several

weeks1

FD11; Las Vegas and Card Games - Las Vegas Craps ■ The
best Las Vegas Craps simulation every written for any

computer. Contains extensive HELP features. Also

Thirty-One.VideoPoker and more.

FD12A.FD12B: Star Trek, The Game ■ This is oy far the best

Star Trek game ever written for any computer. It features
mouse control, good graphics, digitized sound effects and great
gameplay. Counts as 2 disks. Req. 1Mb and two drives (or hd).

FD13: Board Games - contains multiplayer Monopoly,

Dominoes. Paranoids, and others.

FD14: Dungeon Master Hints and Arcade Games ■ DM
maps, spells, item location, and hints and more, also on this

disk, Hball ■ an arkanoid'breakout lype garre. Trix - a Qi« type

clone.
FD17: Educational Games ■ This disk includes several games

for the younger members including geography, math, science,

and word games, also includes Wheel of Fortune.
FD20: Tactical Games - MechForce(3.72); A game that

simulates combat between two or more giant, robot-like

machines. Simple words can't begin to give you the feel of

piloting a 30 - 4D foot tail, fire breathing, earth shaking colossus

that obeys your every whim.
FD26:Arcade Games - Marble_slide. this is a truly commercial
quality game. Similar to a Lucas game named PipeOreams.
excellent placability and entertainment. Mutants , a small
version of the arcade game of the same name, also
SuperBreakout a pong/arkanoids type game.

FD27: Arcade Games - This disk is loaded with some great
games. Includes. Raceorama a great racing car game with ten

different courses, MiniBlast a helicopter gunship type clone.
Shark in the same class as froger, and SBreakout the original

excelent pd communication programs designed lo gel you on
line quickly and easily. Access (1.42) -A very nice ANSI term
program based on Comm vi.34, but wiih the addition of

transfer protocols, Comm (1 34) - Last version of one of the

best public domain communications programs ever made on

the Amiga. Handshake (2.12a) Handshake is a Full featured

VT52<1100'102,220
WB5 - Fonts #1- Several fonts (35) for the Amiga, also

included are live PageStre;im fonts.and ShowFont ■ a font
display program.

WB6: Video Fonts #2 - ShowFqn!(4.0) This program allows

you to quickly and painlessly view all 256 characters in a
typical font. Large AmigaDos system fonts (many up to

56ptE).

WB7: Clip Art - This disk is loaded with black and white clip

art. Art includes, trees, watches, tools, US and State maps.
and nore.

WB9:lcons ■ Truly a multitude of various types and kinds.

Also includes IconMiester. iconLab. and others great utilities
to he'p generate icons.
WB10:Virus Killers The latest and best VirusX(4.0).

Kv(2.1). and ZeroVirus(1.3).

WB11: Business - Clerk(4.0), finally a full featured business
accounting PD program for the small to medium company.

Includes receivables, payables. end of month and much

much more.
WB12: Disk Utilities ■ This great disk is loaded with

wonderful utilities for everything including making disk labels,
disk cataloging, disk optimizing, disk and file recovery archive

and organizing, and all sorts of file manipulation. A real must

have1

WB13: Prinler Drivers and Generator - over 70 different
drivers, and if ihese don'! do il. with PrtDrvGen you can make

«our own.

/B14: Video- on this disk are several utilises for the video

enthusiast. We have induced multiple slaves, video titling,

Bars and Tone, Gray Scale, Screen fades and swipes.
Interlace toggles, and SMPTE Calculators Also on this disk is

a full featured video cataloging program.

WB15: Business This disk contains a spreadsheet, a
database, a project/time management program and financial
analysis (stocks).

WB16: Business - This disk contains an inventory manager.

a loan analysis program, a great calendar/scheduler, a

rolodex program, and pennywise a good "Cash Book"
accounting for home or office.

WB18: Word Text Processors - This disk contains the best
editors. Includes,TentPlus (v2.2e) a full fealured word

processor. Dme(vi.35i a great programmers editor with
strong macro features,TexE0(v2.8) an enhanced Emacs type

editor, and a spell checker.

WB20: General Interest ■ DiskSalv V1.42 a disk recovery
program for all Amiga file systems, FixDisk Vl.O another file

recovery program with features DiskSalv doesn't have,
3DLookt gives a 3D appearance to your WorkBench. Clean

V1.01 a program to de-fracment memory, Tracer - trace any

part of an image

WB22: Fonts #3 - Several more great fonts. These, like the
othe' font disks work great with Dpaint and WYSIWYG word

processors.

WB23: Graphics and Plotting - Plot (20b] a three

dimensional mathematical function ploiier. Can plot any user
defined function, BezSurf2 - produce awesome pictures of

objects one could turn on a athe. Can also map iff image files

onto any surface that it can draw. Now compatible with most
3D packages, and VScieen - makes a virtual screen
anywhere, great for DTP

WB24:Animation and Paint ■ On this disk, DA a complete
commercial quality cell orientated animation package. Movie

an "ANIM" player lor standard animation. QuickFlix an IFF
slide show and cell animation program. Also on this disk are

two PD paint programs ol good quality.

WB25:Educatlonal ■ On this disk are two programs that can

generate maps of differing types, World Data Base uses the

CIA's data base to generate detailed maps of any entered
user global coordinates Also Paradox a great demonstration

of Albert Einstein General Tieory ol Relativity.

WB26: Disk Utilities «2 ■ MrBackup. KwickBackup ■ two well

done utilities to help with harddisk and floppy disk backups.
FileMast - a binary file editor. Labelprmter - Disk label printer
with very powerful features

WB27: Nagel - 26 Patrick Nagel pictures of beautiful women.

WB29: Graphics and Sound ■ This disk has several different
Mandelbrot type programs for generating stunning graphics.

Includes. MandelMountains - a realistic terrain generator.

Fracgen - generated recjrsive fractals from user input.

Mandelbrot and Tmancel - two fast mandelbrot generators,
also Mostra - the best IFF display program to date, will

display ALL IFF s including Dynamic HAM. and Sound ■ a

great IFF sound player, will play anything. Try ihis disk, you'll

love ill
Wb33 Circiiii Board Design - several terrific routines for the

electronic enthusiast. Including PCBtool ■ a circuit board

design tool, LogicLab ■ circuit logic tester, and Mead (1.26) a
well done new release of this PD CAD program, now comes

with predrawn common circuit components for insertion into

schematics.

WB34: Utilities - Several well done utilities, some will require

mocerate knowledge of a CLI or Shell for setup. Chatter Box -

this one will play any user defined sound alter any event (ie.
disk insert, mouse click, disk removal...}. . Artm ■ The Amiga
real time monitor, gives you full control ol the Amiga OS. very
powerful program. Helper ■ help program to make learning the

CLI easier, and more!
WB35: 3d Graphics - This disk contains several neat

programs to use with your 3d modeiing'rayiracing programs
3dFonts ■ Full vector font set for use with 3d programs.

FontMaker ■ make 3d fonts from any system font.

Make3DShape - create 3d shapes from any image.

DumptolFF ■ create 3d animations preserves pallet, and
WoMd3d - a demo program of a front end lor use with

DKBRender.

WB36: Graphics ■ On ihis disk are several programs to
create stunning graphical images including. MPath - creates

swirling galaxy images, Roses - produce an unlimited number

of variations of images tha: a symmetrically similar to a rose.



WB36 cont. SiitiGen - display those spectacular images as

part of your workbench screen, and RaySfiade - a very good
rayiracing program, create your own beautiful 3d graphics.

Wb37: Educational - Educational games and puzzles that
cover math, geography, spelling, and books. Ages 6 ■ IS
WB38: Plotting and Graphics - Plotxy is the most powerful

full featured plotting package. Used by many colleges and
universities. A welcome addition to our library! Highly
recommended. Plans - a incredibly well done Computer Aided

Drafting program, very full featured. Tesselator - a program

that helps generates fantastic looking, recursive M.C. Ecsher
type pictures.

WB39: Music - Intuitracker is a German offering of an
exquisitely well done program that allows you to play music on

your Amiga with CD like controls. Lets you strip out music
from your favorite games or others and include them in your
music library.

WB40: Music ■ "CD on a disk". 90 minutes ol modern music
on this well presented collection.

WB41: Music - MED an incredibly well done, full featured
music editor. Create your own stunning music directly on your

the Amiga. Similar to SoundTracker but better. Very poweriul

easy to use program.

WB43:Buslness - This disk contains AnalytiCalc - probably

the most powerful spreadsheet program on the Amiga. A full
featured spreadsheet with many features expected in a

commercial package. Requires 1.2 MB of memory!
WB46:Cllp Art ■ HighRes clip art with the following motifs -

embellishmenis (borders, dodads ....). people, and
transpo rial ion.

WB48: Clip Arl - HighRes clip art with the following motifs -

Holidays, music, medical, and misc
WB49abc:Animallon Sampler - On this three disk sampler

set (counts as two disks) are some of the best animations that

have been created over the last three years. Several examples

of "Movie" type animations some with spectacular raytraced

reality (coolroby. watch, spigot and egg). Also several
european style or "Demo" animation with incredible graphics

and outstanding electronic music (aknhght. copersine, doc.

dps20!0. impact, and logodemo) These truly show off the

creative edge of an Amiga1
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WB50: Animation ■ Seven of the best european style

animations or "Demos", including - scientific 451, subway (a

U.S. entrani. also our favorite), sunnde. thrstdemo, might,
waves, and woow.

WB51: Animation- On this disk are two excellent movie style

animations including ShipRotatior - a futuristic space ship

orbiting a surrealists world (one of the best), and RV-3 - a
dpaintlM anim of a rather wacked out airplane.

WB53:Graphics- The disk contains C-light - The easiest to

use raytracmg we have seen to date, This one started oui life
as a full featured commercial product similar to Sculpt3d.

Raytracing programs can generate stunning, realistically

shaded objects. Also, sMovie - a full featured video text titler
similar to ProVideo, Broadcast Titler. Great video scrolling,

wipes, special effects, and more...

WB54:Prlnting - This disk contains several routines to help
with the chore of printing. Includes Gothic ■ Finally a Banner
printer for the PD! PnntStudio -a well implemented all-purpose
printer-utility wiih a very comfortable graphic interface and

many advanced features. Lila ■ with ease, print ASCII files to a
PostScript printer, and many more.

WB55:Appllcatlon - XCopyll! ■ a full featured disk copier,

make backups of write protected disks. RoadRoule - find the
quickest route from one city to another, highway description

included. Diary - a diary program line "Dougy Howard M.D".
Cal - a calendar program. Magman - a database tailored to
maintain records on articles and publications.

WB57:Animatlon ■ This disk has several "Demo" style
animations. Including. Blitter. Lolly, Sun5. vertigo, vortex, and

xenmorph.

WB59;Buslness ■ contains a great, very full featured stock

market technical analysis and tracking program, also an
appointment calendar, and more.

WB61 :lntermediale Utilities - Includes programs to help to

drasticaly decrease flicker in interlace and hi-res modes

(anliflick), an Alan-st emulator, an eprom programmer, turn
your amiga into an eight channel digital data analyzer or
ocilloscope. and more.

WB62:Mldi Ulllilles - Several useful midi utilities including,
programs !o transfer to and from several music programs to

midi. a midi sysex handler, a midi recorder with timebase.
display midi info file sequence player, and a few scores

WB63:Dlsk Utilities #3 - Several highly recommended

programs to aid in removing duplicate files from your hard
drive, performing file backups, Binary editing, fast formatting.

file recovery, disk track recovery, and forced DISK

VALIDATION of corrupt disks.

WB66:lcons #2- Lot's of neat icons. Also, several wonderful

programs that to let you create your own icons, modify and
manipulate icons and inlo structures.

WB68:Music Utilities - several good utilities for the Amiga
music enthusiast. Includes, Noisetracker - a great music

creation program. Sonix2MOD - converts sonix to .mod files
which then can oe used by noisetracker. soundtraker. and

MED. SpeakerSim - a speaker design tool demo.
Wondersound is an additive harmonic instrument design tool

with a separate envelope design window and 16 relative

harmonic strength and phase angle controls.

WB69: Mustc - This disk has over 90 minutes of classical and
modem electronic music for you Amiga.

WB70;Desk Top Pub ■ Atcp ■ transfer Macintosh screen fonts.

Mac or IBM format AFM metric files, to Amiga screen fonts
and PPage .metric files. With this program open door to the

libraries of Adobe and PostScript type1. Calendar - month
templates in PS form, Post - a full featured post scrip! file
display and print utility.

WB71 :C64 Emulalion - The A64 Package is a complete, very

powerful. Commodore 64 emulator.

WB75: Music - over 100 instruments files (.inst) and sample
sound files (.ss) for your music programs
WB76: Applications - This disk contains Stichery - a often

requested knitting design program, Lotto ■ a rather complete

lottery tracking and prediction utility, SSS - this screen capture
program can grab almost any screen including games, Today -

a personal calender. Tarot - fortune teller, and Grammar -

grammar checker.

WB78: AV - On this disk are two Amiga Vision programs

(bubbler, sync) written by Lou Wallace, chief technical editor of
Amiga World. These programs are marvelous examples of

how too's with AV,
WB79: Home & Business Accounting - Includes Ckbacct -

the most complete checkbook accounting program going,

LCDCalc ■ this well done calculator has a very large display
and operates from the keyboard or mouse, Mileage master -

monitor your automobile mileage with this mileage log.
Grammar - a grammar checker, and Worldtime - lind out what
time it is in up 1o 50 global cities.

WB80:Graphlcs - Rayiracing programs generate absolutely

stunning realistic looking planes, rockets, buildings.... and

surreal images often consisting of highly polished spheres and
objects. 3-D Master is the most powerful EASY-TO-USE of

it's kind we have seen to date. This is easily better, and more

full featured. Ihan similar commercial programs costing in the

hundreds of dollars.
WB61: Great Applications - DataEasy a very easy to use.

database program. Don't let the ease of use fool you, this is a
very full featured database program including full printer

control for address labels and mail merge applications. Also
includes. TypeTut a good typing tutor, RLC a full featured label
printer. Banner, a multi-font banner maker, and Budget a home

accounting in a program. Highly recommended.

WB82:Anlmatlons - Four full length, well done "movie" style
animations. Including, Coyote. Jugglerll. GhostPool, and

Mechann. Two disk set, counts as one!

WB83: Computer Art ■ this disk has some of the best Amiga

generated computer art that we have collected in the past 5
years.

WBB5: Graphics ■ Contains several programs for

manipulating 24 Bit color images (ham-e) and a rather nice Iff
Image processing package.

WB86: Amiga Vision - Contains the Centurion Press, An
Amiga newspaper by Lou Wallace,

WB90: Rippers, Strippers and Beats - For the Amiga music

enthusiast, this disk contains many programs designed strip

music from your favorite games and programs. Music can then
be played with your favorite Pd Music program. Also contains

Drums, a very nice drum machine. This disk can require

moderate knowledge of the CLI.

DD45: AREXX PROGRAMS - This disk contains several

useful arexx programs and examples. PopCLI4 - The latest of
a must have utility.

DD47: Pascal ■ This disk contains everything needed to

program in Pascal Includes, A68k (1.2) 68000 assembler.

Blink linking software and PCO (1,0) a modest Pascal sub-set
compiler.

DD49: C Compiler - contains zc(1.01 > fully KaR, zcc(1.0)
front end, A68k(1.2) assembler, Blink linker.
DD50: ARexx #2 - a must have set of tutorials on ARexx and
several useful examples and utilities for ARexx development.

DD51: Circuit Analysis - Aspice (2.3) A full featured program

for electric circuit analysis.

DD52: Scientific - Includes Elements - an incredibly well

done periodic table program with source, Scientific plotting -

over 600k of Lattice C source routines that can be included in
your own programs.

DD54; Compression - This disk is loaded with ALL of the best
file compression programs and aids for the Amiga Many of

the programs can be used by the new user. Includes Arc(2.3).

Please send me the following:

Enter disk id (Ex. DD17, FD5, WB3)

SONY
Blank Disks

DSDD

10 for $8.90

25 for $18.90

50 for $34.90

100 for $68.00

[.89 cents ea)

.76 cents ea)

[.70 cents ea)

[.68 cents ea)
No shipping cftarge on USA Olank Oisk oiaers. Canada

and MesicoafldS 15eacti, Other foreign add S.50ea

Lharc(i.O). Lhwarp(i.O3), Pkax(i.O). PowerPacker(2.3a) a
must have by ail, Zip(1.0), Warp(2.04). and Zoo(2.0). Also
IFFcrunch an excellent compression for IFF files.

DD55: ARP - On this disk you will find the complete ArpRel3.0
release including the full user docs, the full Developers guide.

ARP is the official AmigaDOS Resource Project (ARP) release

1.3 ARP makes many improvements to AmigaDOS and
makes your system easier to use from the CLI.

DD57: Advanced Utilities - Msh • like Cross-dos, copies files

to and from MS-DOS. Pal-NTSC - convert any pal program to

NTSC and vice versa. Also several utilities that improve your

startup-sequence, plus 25 more programs.
DD62: Basic and Xscheme - Cursor - a lull featured Amiga

Basic compiler, sbasic and (text ■ several wonderful routines to
help in basic programers. and Xscheme - an interpreted object

oriented language.

DD64 Amiga Programmers Manual - The fully
comprehensive Amiga programming manual with source code

examples and easy to understand tutorialsl

DD65 C Tutorials - Several well done tutorials on how to

program the Amiga. Includes tutorials and working examples
on Device drivers, IFF reads and writes. Sound
implementation. Arcace game design and implementation.

Double Buffering, and others. A must have lor Amiga
Programmers.

DD65 Programming ToolBox - Many programs to help in

your development efforts (most for C some for basic) Includes

programs to generate requesters, an incredible spritemaker
toolbox, to greatly aid compiling, convert DPaint brushes to C

structures, a great library manager, and many more wonderful

time savers!

DD69:Advanced Utilities - SerNet and ParNet - Connect two

Amiga's and share resources. MemMonitor ■ Similar to WFrag

but greatly improved, Selector ■ put menus on your workbench
screen, and more.

DD71:C compiler- This disk contains Dica, Matthew Dillon's

full featured, powerful C compiler and environment system.

DD72:VT Emulators - Contains three powerful, full featured vt

emulators, with many advanced features including kermit.
xmodem and tektronix protocols. VaxTerm, VLT, and more.

DD77; Fortran ■ Contains a full featured FORTRAN77

environmental development system Also contains EzAsm a
strongly macro dependent 68000 assembler,

DD78: Menus & System Enhancements - Several neat
programs to aid in launching programs from special icons

(Next computer style), adding WorkBench menus and more.

Also contains many useful programs to determine operation

system configuration, memory usage, load and many other
important utilizations.

Guarantee

We believe so strongly in our product that

we offer a full lifetime, complete satisfaction

guarantee. No questions asked.

Total disks x $ each $

Disked based catalog (add $2.50) $

Anti-Virus (add $19.95) $

Sony Blank Disks# $

CA residents add 7.00% sales tax $

Payment Enclosed Forei9n Shipping $
Please charge my Handling $ 2.00
Visa

Master charge Jota| pue $

Account*.

Signature.
Name

Address__
City

Phone (

_Exp_

ST Zip.

Following day shipping in most

cases. No shipping charges within

USA. Canada add S.25 each.

Foreign add $.50 per disk for air

mail delivery. Payment in US

funds. A minimum of $20.00

required on credit card orders.

DevWare, 12528 Kirkham Court, Suite 11-IN10, Poway, CA 92064
Orders Only Please! 800 879-0759 Support 619 679-2825 Fax 619 679-2887

Circle #140 on the Reader Service Card
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more. Exec allows programs to commu

nicate with other programs. It does this

with a message-based system. One

program can send another program a

message. Hopefully this second pro

gram is expecting the message. After it

has read the message, it replies to it,

so that the sender knows the message

has been received.

ARexx, the macro language that

comes with AmigaDOS 2.0, uses this

message system to let you tie pro

grams together and control them with

ARexx scripts. This is a powerful capa

bility, and many programs now have

ARexx ports. An ARexx port is simply a

place where ARexx messages can be

sent.

Take Control

Several public-domain and share

ware programs let you inspect and

adjust the priority of your programs. Be

careful with these. Be conservative with

your adjustments, keeping priorities in

the range of -3 to +3.

You may not realize it, but you

already have three programs that let

you master the multitasking capabilities

of the Amiga. They're found in the C

directory of your Workbench disk: Sta

tus, Break, and ChangeTaskPri.

Status gives you information about

the programs running. From the CLI,

type 'STATUS FULL' and you'll see a

list of all programs which were started

from a CLI. (Unlortunately, you will not

find programs that you launched from

Workbench in this list.) Among the

information is the priority of each pro

gram. You'll also see the process num

ber, which AmigaDOS uses internally.

You can send a break command (to

try to halt a program) by typing "BREAK

n', where n is the process number you

obtained with the Status command.

Using Break is similar to pressing

CTRL-C. Try 'BREAK n ALL to set all

(our attention flags. {Not all programs

will respond to Break.)

You can change the priority of a pro

gram with the ChangeTaskPri com

mand. First, use the Status command

to find the process number of the pro

gram you want to affect, then type

'CHANGETASKPRI priority n', where

priority is the new priority and n is the

process number. Type 'CHANGE

TASKPRI priority' to change the priority

of the current CLI and all programs that

you subsequently start from that CLI.

DON'T MULTIPLY -

NEVER DIVIDE

Microprocessor math lips

by Jim Butterfield

This article will cover a few

related subjects on micropro

cessor math operations, start

ing with multiplication and division and

touching briefly on floating point math.

Some time ago, a member of the

original Amiga development team was

speaking to a user group, and was

asked to comment on the 'faster' CPU

chips, 68020 and beyond. In discussing

the features of these processors, he

commented, "It's so fast that you can

even use the Divide instruction!"

This might have puzzled some listen

ers. The 68000 has two Divide instruc

tions - DIVU and DIVS, divide

Unsigned or Signed. Are these some

how 'forbidden'?

The "Don't Multiply, Never Divide"

slogan was born because of the rela

tively slow speed of the 68000 instruc

tions. We're talking about fixed-point

multiply and divide, of course; unless

you have a math coprocessor, floating

point numbers always need a program

to perform arithmetic. On the 68000,

integer multiplication takes about 70

clock cycles and division takes 140.

With a 'slow clock', that translates to

roughly 10 and 20 microseconds,

respectively. Pretty fast compared to

your fingers working a pocket calcula

tor. But a loop that may be executed

many thousands of times will multiply

the timing. No pun intended.

As you go to more powerful proces

sors, you'll likely have a faster clock

speed within your computer. And the

instructions themselves will use fewer

clock cycles. As a result, the multi

ply/divide instructions no longer seem

sluggish, and (he "DMND" slogan

becomes inoperative.

Table 1 shows comparative speeds

of several processors. It doesn't com

pare overall speeds: for one thing, that

depends on clock frequency; for

another, the more advanced chips have

extra instructions to help with multi

ply/divide. And the table can't make any

special allowance for the 'cache' capa

bility of the more powerful processors.

Even so, it's easy to see that the 68000

is outdistanced by its big cousins.

Table 1.
Selected instruction speeds,

various processors.

Maximum basic value,

in clock cycles

MULU.W DIVU.W ASL.L(2)

68000 70 140 12

68010 40 108 12

68020 28 44 8

68030 28 44 8

ASL timing shown is for a two-bit

shift; timing shown is typical of the

other shift/rotate instructions.

Multiply Troubles

The 68000's multiply and divide

instructions are limited. They deal only

with 16 bits (one word) times 16 bits

giving a 32-bit (long-word) product, or

32 bits divided by 16 bits to yield two

16-bit results: quotient and remainder.

In other words, the product must be a

long word (maximum value

4,294.967,295) and all other values

must fit within a word (maximum value

65.535).

That's not too handy. If you wanted to

take one third of a million dollars, which

is a division operation, the result

wouldn't fit within a word; you'd get an

'overflow'. Similarly, if you wanted to

take an address within the Amiga and

multiply it by four, you couldn't be sure

that the address would fit into a 16-bit

word. In converting input or output val

ues, we often want to multiply or divide

by ten; again, the operation is severely

hampered by the 16-bit limitation. In

such cases, the 68000 multiply and

divide instructions would need help -

extra coding - to do the job.

The extra coding isn't especially diffi

cult; it just slows things down. Two 32-

bit numbers can be multiplied piece-

wise: top half times top half, top half

times bottom half, and so on. A similar

method may be used with division,

using the remainder from the first divi

sion as the divisor in the next step.

Float Note

Most of the above comments apply

to the 68000's handling of integers

('fixed-point' numbers). In a moment,

we'll discuss the impact of these fixed-

point operations, and a few steps that

can help speed your programs. But
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there's another type of num

ber: floating-point. This type

of number has been devised

to hold values which are very

large or small, or which con

tain fractional parts. Floating

point operations can also

raise speed questions; we'll

take a moment to discuss

some aspects of these.

Floating-point numbers

come in two 'sizes', or preci

sions: single and double.

Double-precision numbers are

more accurate, but calcula

tions take place more slowly.

Usually. Read on.

There are two styles of float

ing point numbers: Motorola

and IEEE. Motorola was an

earlier standard, and its library

functions seem more friendly

than those of IEEE. By the

time Workbench 1.3 had set

tled in, the rule was: use the

Motorola standard for single precision,

the IEEE for double. That's what the

libraries supported, and that's how most

programmers did things.

Table 2.
Floating Point Library Units.

The full name of each of the following shared libraries

consists of the stem plus '.library'. The library will be

found in the LIBS: logical device unless otherwise noted.

Simple functions Transcendental functions

mathffp(1) mathtrans

mathieeedoubbas mathieeedoubtrans

mathieeesingbas(2) mathieeesingtrans(2)

The IEEE libraries will automatically search for a

math coprocessor chip, and use it if available.

Simple functions include such things as: convert to/from

integer, test, compare, negate, absolute value, add,

subtract, multiply, divide, ceiling, floor. Transcendental

functions are largely trigonometric and log/exponential,

plus powers and square root.

Notes:

1. Located in Kickstart/ROM.

2. Furnished for DOS 2.0 only.

The rule seemed to be: use single

precision - that would be the Motorola

standard - when you could get away

with it. Use double precision (IEEE)

when single precision accu

racy wasn't enough; but be

prepared to see the program

run more slowly.

There's an extra ingredient

in the mix. however. When you

call an IEEE function, the

library will automatically use

the math coprocessor chip if

it's available. The Motorola for

mat libraries won't do that.

Many Amiga owners who plan

to do a lot of computation have

fitted their computer with the

math coprocessor chip. The

curious result is this: on many

computers, IEEE double preci

sion runs faster than Motorola

format single precision!

The programmer who wants

to maximize a program's

speed has the dilemma of try

ing to guess what computer

hardware will be used for the

program. Will math coproces

sors be common? If so. use IEEE dou

ble-precision even if it's not needed. If

not, use Motorola-style numbers where

possible.
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Within a computer's memory, each bit carries a "weight" that is double

that of the next lower bit. A "Shift Left", which causes all bits lo move

one position to the left, causes the value to double, since each bit now

carries a weight that is twice its previous value.

AmigaDOS 2.0 may eventually clarify

the situation, since it provides a single-

precision IEEE library; and that library,

too, will detect and use a math copro

cessor chip. For an interim period, at

least, the programmer will still have to

make decisions about the target com

puters: will DOS 2.0 be sufficiently uni

versal that the IEEE single-precision

libraries may be assumed?

Speed Note

Don't take speed arguments out of

perspective when we classify a 20-

microsecond instruction as slow. Exe

cute a thousand such instructions

within a program and you won't be able

to measure the difference in timing they

cause.

But keep in mind that loops within

loops (... within loops,...) can increase

the number of times an instruction is

executed. And when you get up to a

factor of millions of executions, yes,

you'll start to notice a few microsec

onds lost on each instruction.

Also keep in mind that a good com

piler may optimize your code, substitut

ing faster instructions in place of slower

ones. Even an assembler can make

minor improvements. Some ot the fol

lowing techniques may be built into

your compiler.

Downsize

We've mentioned that the 68000 can

multiply 16 bits by 16 as an instruction.

If you have a program that will need to

do a good deal of multiplication of rela

tively small values, define those values

as small. When you're writing in C, the

word SHORT usually does the trick

best.

Thus, if you have a group of students

in a school who typically eat five pizzas

each per day, your multiplication to cal

culate total pizza consumption will go

faster if you define the number of stu

dents as variable SHORT STUDENTS.

That's no reflection on the physical size

of the students, of course, even after

five pizzas a day. Keep in mind that the

total must not exceed 65535 or 32767

for unsigned or signed values.

From a programming perspective, we

might like to think of another situation,

in which each student's computer iden

tity is assigned a data structure. Say:

Name, Address. Phone, Date of Birth,

Pizza capacity, and so on. To find a

particular student's data structure, the

'student number' must be multiplied by

the structure size. If you're doing a lot

of detail work, you might need a lot of

such multiplications; if you can, keep

the index value (in this case, STU

DENT) as SHORT.

Powers of Two

Frequently, a program wants to multi

ply or divide an integer value by a

power of two - 2, 4, 8, 16 and so on.

You can neatly sidestep multiplication

and division by using a shift instruction.

Figure 1 shows the principle: if you shift

a binary number left one bit, you multi

ply its value by two. Shift right to divide

by two. And you may multiply or divide

by 4, 8, or a higher power of two by

means of a little shift work. No pun

intended.

Beginning programmers in 68000

assembly language are sometimes

confused by the large variety of shift

and rotate instructions. For most simple

work ASL (Arithmetic Shift Left) or LSL

(Logical Shift Left) will do the multiplica

tion by two; ASR and LSR will Shift

Right to divide. Use the 'Arithmetic'

commands if you have signed num

bers, otherwise use 'Logical'. The 'ro

tates', ROL, ROR, ROXL, and ROXR,

can be left for special purposes such as

very large numbers or custom bit-

juggling.

In C, you can double or halve an

integer value by using the shift sym

bols, « and ». Thus

X=STUDENT$«2; takes the number

of students and shifts the bits of that

value two positions left. That multiplies

the value by four. Keep in mind that a

good C optimizing compiler will do this

kind of conversion automatically. If it

reads "4' ('times 4') from your source

program and an integer value is

involved, it's likely to convert the calcu

lation to '«2' and speed things up.

AMIGADOS SCRIPTS

Part Two

by Chris Zamara

ariables, expressions and con

ditional loops in DOS scripts?

Well, sort ot...

In our last article about DOS Scripts,

you learned what DOS scripts are used

for, and a few basic techniques for cre

ating scripts and getting command-line

arguments from the user. In this article,

we get into the 'fun stuff': techniques so

powerful that you might almost think

you were using a real programming lan

guage. Almost... but not quite. Scripts

are, as Commodore software manager

Andy Finkel once put it, "an ancient and

dishonorable form of programming."

You should realize that DOS scripts will

never give you even the most basic

facilities of a proper language, like

arrays, procedures, and string han

dling. If you need to do anything excep

tionally fancy with a script, you're better

off using an ARexx script instead (if you

have ARexx). On the other hand, you'd

be surprised what you can do with DOS

scripts given the features explained in

this article, along with a little ingenuity.

Before trying any of the techniques
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shown here, you must have at least

version 1.3 of AmigaDOS installed on

your system; many of the more

advanced features, like environment

variables, were only implemented with

this release. AmigaDOS Version 2.0

has even more goodies, but since most

people haven't installed V2 yet. we'll

stick with things that work under both

1.3 and 2.0.

Numeric arguments

In Part 1, you saw how command-

line arguments can be used in a script

somewhat like variables, by using the

argument name in the script sur

rounded by angle brackets (or the

bracket characters of your choice, set

using the .BRA and .KET directives.)

These 'variables' can be used as argu

ments to other commands in the script,

but what if you want to manipulate the

variable in some way? Even the most

primitive programming language lets

you perform expression evaluation

using constants and variables, and lets

you make decisions based on the val

ues of variables.

Let's take the latter capability: mak

ing decisions based on the values of

variables. Part 1 showed how to make

decisions by comparing an argument to

some value, such as:

IF "<namo>" EQ "Jimmy"

Using the VAL keyword with the IF

command lets us compare numeric

arguments for not only equality with

another constant or argument, but also

less than, less than or equal, greater

than, greater than or equal, and not

equal. Consider the following small

script:

.KEY name,age

IF VAL <age> GE 18

Echo "You're old enough to H

vote, <name>!"

ELSE

Echo "You're only <age> - -

sorry, not old enough to

vote, <name>."

ENDIF

This script is executed with two argu

ments on the command line: a person's

name and age. The IF command

makes a decision based on the value of

the <age> argument to inform the user

whether he or she is old enough to

vote. The GE keyword to the IF com

mand stands for Greater-than or Equal.

You can also specify GT for Greater-

Than, and use the NOT keyword to

negate the condition for any of these

('NOT GT is the same as 'LE', 'NOT

GE' is like IT).

(A note about the examples in this

article: Commands and keywords are

not case-sensitive in AmigaDOS. The

examples in this article use all upper

case for commands that are only used

in scripts, like IF1, and upper and lower

case for general purpose commands

like 'Copy'.)

Expression evaluation

You should know right now that DOS

Scripts do not support expression eval

uation. In most languages, you could

use an expression like "a+1" instead of

a simple variable like "a" or a constant

like "1". DOS scripts don't have any

thing like that, but there is a command

called Eval that lets you do simple one-

step calculations using integers, and

display the result or send it to a file.

MAVERICK V2 for the AMIGA
Five Years Of Experience On A Single Disk

When we started making Commodore backup products, we siaried making history Our

Maverick for the Commodore has become the single most successful archival utility system
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'BACKUP BUDDY™'

SReacTyMoia1dd'*anothercir!ve to your system? We've got some good
news for you: for nearly the same price as an ordinary drive, you

can buy the brand new Maverick Amiga Backup Buddy' drive!
The Backup Buddy' drive (sold ONL Y to registered Maverick Amiga

owners) is a superb Konyo drive thai we've worked our special magic

on. We've added our own custom engineered speed control circuitry

to create a unique new tool.
Used alone, the Backup Buddy' is as fast, reliable, and compatible
as any other Amiga external disk drive. But, used with the Maverick

Amiga, the Backup Buddy becomes the newest weapon in the Ar

chival Utility System arsenal, easily letting you backup titles that

could NEVER be reliably duplicate before now!
The Backup Buddy' is another demonstration of our commitment to

the Maverick tradition Always be the best

THE 'Backup Buddy' DISK DRIVE

$1 AQ95
ONLY I *t3J-s*H

Available Only From Software Support International

to registered Maverick Amiga owners.

2700 N.E. ANDRESEN ROAD • SUITE A-10

Write or call us formore information or our current catalog

fisting 1000's ofitems foryourcomputer

I
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 98661

1-800-356-1179

Circle #114 on the Reader Service Card
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Eva/ requires three arguments:

VALUE1, OP, and VALUE2. These are

simply two values with an operator in

between, which can be one of the basic

four operations (+, -," and /), mod, or a

number of bit-manipulation operators.

For example, the command:

Eval 3*4

would display "12" on the console, fol

lowed by a newline. The TO keyword

lets you send the output to a file

instead, for example:

Eval 3 * 4 TO ram:result

This would create a file in the RAM

drive called 'result'. If you were to Type

this file, you would see "12" on your

console.

Eval has another important feature

that makes it a bit more useful for use

in a script: using the LFORMAT key

word, you can specify how the result

should be displayed, along with any

text. For example, suppose we added

the following line to the 'voting age'

script above:

Eval <age> * 365 LFORMAT="You-

have lived for over %n days, -

<name>!*N"

This would show a message saying

how many days the user has lived.

How does it work? First of all, LFOR

MAT is just a regular keyword: the '='

can be used instead of a space to sep

arate any keyword from its associated

argument. This just makes the associa

tion of the formatting string with the

LFORMAT keyword a little clearer in

this case. The message in quotes will

be printed (or sent to a file) by Eval,

and the embedded "%n" will be filled in

by the result of the calculation, just as

the embedded "<name>" is filled in by

the NAME argument supplied on the

command line. Finally, the "*N" at the

end of the string causes a newline to

be printed at the end; without this, you

could display more text on the same

line, using another Eval, Echo, or

another command.

Environment variables

The above Eval example is obviously

missing something: variables. You can

use an argument as input to a calcula

tion, but how do you change the value

of a variable for subsequent calcula

tions? Well, you can't change the value

of an argument; these are based on the

command line entered by the user, and

are set at the time the script is run. You

can, however, use a primitive sort of

variable called an environment variable

to store intermediate results. These

variables can be used within your

script, and can also be accessed sys

tem-wide by other scripts and from

other shell windows.

Environment variables are simply

files stored in the ENV: logical directory,

which is usually set to the 'Env' direc

tory in the RAM disk (AmigaDOS V2

also adds a new form of local environ

ment variable, but we'll stick to the sim

pler global ones for this discussion).

The variable name is simply the name

of the file, and the variable's content is

the contents of the file. A simple - if not

very efficient - method of storage. You

can manipulate environment variables

in a number of ways from within a

script:

1) Read and write to/from the file

directly

2) Use the Setenv and Getenv com

mands

3) Use the variable's name directly

with the '$' operator

Reading and writing

The first method is the most straight

forward: you can send the output of any

command to a file using the *>' output-

redirection operator after the command,

or by using the TO keyword provided

by some commands. For example, to

set a variable called 'days' to the result

of <age> * 365, you could use the Eval

command like this:

Eval <age> * 365 TO env:days

Environment variables are just files that

can contain anything, not just numbers.

Here are a few more examples:

Date >env:date

Echo >env:loopcount '25'

The Echo example above is a simple

way to set an environment variable to

any value, but a standard method is

provided using the Setenv command:

'Setenv loopcount 25' simply writes the

given string (25) to the loopcount1

variable. Reading the variable can be

done by Typing the file (Type

env:loopcount), or by using the special

Getenv command: 'Getenv loopcount'.

The Setenv and Getenv commands

make the process a little neater, and in

AmigaDOS V2 provide options for deal

ing with local environment variables as

well.

Calculating

By using environment variables as

arguments to the Eval command, you

can do simple calculations with them in

your scripts. An example might be a

loop counter to execute a series of

commands a specified number of

times. Using environment variables in

this way isn't really a built-in capability

of DOS scripts; it involves a little trick

(what programmers might call a

"kludge"). Remember the special"?"

symbol for showing the template of a

command or script? Part 1 explained

that this allows the user to enter argu

ments that haven't been already sup

plied on the command line. By using

keywords with arguments along with

input-redirection and the question mark,

you can use the contents of a file as

command-line input to a command.

For example, suppose you wanted to

subtract one from the loopcount'

variable set to "25" in the example

above. You could use Eval like this {you

must do the above Echo command - or

'setenv loopcount 25' - first for this to

work):

Eval <env:loopcount >nil:

VALUE2=1 OP=- TO * ?

This strange-looking command should

display "24" on your console - you've

just subtracted one from a variable!

(Not as convenient as saying loop-

count-1', but no one ever said DOS

scripts were pretty.) Can you figure out

how this works?

You could set another environment

variable to the result of this calculation

by using 'TO env:varname' instead of

'TO *' in the command. If you wanted to

set the environment variable itself back

to the new value, you'd have to do it in

two steps (you cant read from and

write to the variable at the same time):

Eval <env:loopcount >nil:

VA1UE2=1 OP=- TO env:temp ?

Setenv <env:temp >nil:

NAME=loopcount ?

The Setenv command above is simply
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used to copy the contents of the tempo

rary file "env:temp" back to the 'loop-

count'variable. Type or Copy could

have been used instead, but Setenv is

a smaller command, and more accu

rately reflects what we're doing - setting

the value of an environment variable.

The same question-mark technique lets

us use the contents of the temp file as

a command-line argument to Setenv.

The '>nil:' output redirection prevents

command templates from showing up

on the console.

Testing ENV: variables

Now you know how to set environ

ment variables and do calculations with

them. Only one thing remains: how to

test their value in an IF statement. For

tunately, this doesn't involve a kludge

like the Eval-command nightmare

above: an elegant system is built into

the IF command to handle this. Contin

uing with our loopcount variable, you

could test it like this:

IF VAL $loopcount GT 0

The '$loopcount' represents the value

of the loopcount variable (the contents

of the file 'env:loopcount'), and can be

tested like any other constant or argu

ment in an IF statement. A SKIP com

mand after the IF and before an ENDIF

could be used to direct control to a

label at the start of the loop so that the

section could be repeated any number

of times. Putting this all together in a

script that counts down from 5 (which

takes long enough):

Setenv loopcount 5

;repeat loop 5 times

LAB loop

;start of loop

Getenv loopcount

;display value of loop counter

; subtract one from loopcount

Eval <env:loopcount >nil: ->

value2=l op=- TO ram:temp ?

Setenv <ram:temp >nil: -*

NAME=loopcount ?

IF VAL $loopcount GT 0

SKIP loop BACK

;back to start of loop

ENDIF

Echo "Finished"

Here's a simpler example: the

name/age script with a slightly new

twist. It determines whether your age is

an odd number of years, and reports its

findings if it is. It has to use Eval to

make a calculation (using the mod

operator to determine the remainder of

a division), then tf to test the result.

.KEY name,age

Eval <age> mod 2 TO env:agemod

IF VAL $agemod EQ 1

Echo "Gee, <name>, that's

an ODD age!"

ENDIF

Return codes

Whenever a command is used from

the shell or from a script, it gives back a

return code that indicates if the com

mand succeeded in its task. In most

cases this return code is ignored, but it

is often useful for a script to find out

what happened as the result of execut

ing a command.

A return code is just a number whose

value indicates the severity of the error:

return code

<5

>=5

>=10

>=20

Meaning

No error

Warning

Error

Failure

Normally, the script will continue if a

command returns a warning, but will

stop and give a message for an error

return. You can test for a warning using

the WARN keyword with the IF com

mand. Many commands return a warn

ing in order to give you useful informa

tion in a script. For example, the Assign

command has a special EXISTS key

word that simply causes Assign to

return a warning if the specified logical

device does not exist (the assignment

has not yet been made). Consider the

following script:

Assign >nil: EXISTS T:

IF WARN

MakeDir ram:T

Assign T: ram:T

ENDIF

This script checks to see if there is

already a T:' assign, and creates a

directory and makes the assign if there

isn't. Using Assign in this way avoids

the appearance of the "Please mount

volume..." system requester.

Another good exampie is using the

Which command to check that a certain

command is available anywhere in the

current command path (including the

resident list); a warning is given if the

command is not available. This way, a

script can check that a command exists

before it tries to use it.

As mentioned above, error return

codes of ten or greater normally cause

a script to stop executing. If you want to

check for errors and continue the script,

you can do so using the FailAt com

mand. FailAt lets you set the upper limit

of allowable return codes. If you use

the command 'FailAt 30' at the start of

your script, for example, you can check

for IF ERROR or IF FAIL after any com

mand, and continue the script even

though the command failed in big way.

'Failat 10' is the default state, which

you can use to reset regular script pro

cessing.

User input in scripts

Scripts normally go about their busi

ness automatically until they finish, but

there are times when a script needs to

know something from the user before it

can continue. There are several ways

to do this, and like the other advanced

script techniques, none of them are ter

ribly sophisticated:

1) Direct user input to a command

using'?'

2) The Ask command

3) Menu selection using 'SKIP ?'

1. The first technique was covered in

Part 1, and is similar to the technique

used to accept the contents of a file as

command line input. The user supplies

any required arguments directly to a

command using the '?' input feature.

For example, consider this script frag

ment, useful in the Startup-Sequence

of systems that don't have a battery-

backed clock:

Echo "Enter date: " NOLINE

Date >nil: ?

This technique allows for a great deal

of flexibility, but it can be dangerous,

since the user has complete control

over what the command does: the

script can't filter out unwanted input.

2. In many cases, user input is sim

ply required to get a yes or no answer

to something. For example, an applica

tion's installation script might have an

option for installing some sample files.

A special command is provided for

these kinds of questions: Ask. Ask dis

plays a prompt, lets the user respond
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with 'yes' or 'no' {or *Y' or 'N'), and

returns a warning if the answer was

yes. For example:

Ask "Do you want to install ->

the sample file?"

IF WARN

; copy sample files here

ENDIF

3. In some cases, the question might

not be a simple yes or no. You might

want the user to select from a menu of

choices, for example. This can be done

by getting the SKIP command to accept

user input, once again using the trusty

question mark. The user must enter the

name of an existing label; if an invalid

label is entered, we can catch the mis

take thanks to the ENDSKIP command.

Consider this example:

LAB start

Echo "Select one of the -»

following options:"

Echo " 1. simple install*N ->

2. entire program*N 3. samples

Echo "Type *Q' to quit."

SKIP >nil: ?

LAB 1

Echo "Simple install"

; script for 'simple install'

SKIP Q

LAB2

Echo "Entire program"

; script for 'entire program'

SKIP Q_

LAB 3

Echo "Samples"

; script for "samples'

LAB Q

QUIT

ENDSKIP

Echo "sorry - try again"

SKIP start BACK

The above example works like the

'case' or 'switch' construct in some pro

gramming languages. The ENDSKIP

command acts like a barrier and

doesn't iel any skip go past it; we can

thus use it to catch invalid input from

the user, since a nonexistent label will

cause SKIP to just keep on searching.

You'll notice a new command has been

introduced: QUIT. This simply causes

the script to finish execution as if it had

ended naturally.

And the fun continues...

Well, we've run out of space for this

month, and there are still more tricks,

techniques, and fun and games with

scripts. Automatically generating scripts

using the List command is one of

these. Next month's final installment in

this series will cover that and more.

~W" ~W~ Morion A. Kevelson

rlardware
.. . Continuedfrom page 43

can play audio compact discs without the

TV. but you will be flying blind. CDTV

will let you start, stop and skip tracks: how

ever, its front-panel digital display does not

indicate which track is being played, nor

does it provide the timing information

which is provided by most compact disc

players. That information is shown only on

CDTV's on-screen display. With the televi

sion turned on. the audio compact disc con

trol screen automatically appears when a

caddy that has been loaded with an audio

disc is inserted into the slot. All of the

audio compact disc playback functions

which are normally found on high-end

audio compact disc players are available on

CDTV's control screen. The upper left

quarter of the screen is devoted to a whim

sical representation of the laser playing

mechanism and the upper right quarter con

tains a calendar grid representation of the

available audio tracks. Although the calen

dar only has room for 20 tracks, it will

scroll to provide access to additional tracks.

The image of the laser playing mechanism

actually positions itself relative to the pic

ture of Ihe compact disk so as to correspond

to the actual position of the laser as it plays

the disc.

The bottom half of the screen contains

the compact disc controls, including a scan

mode which plays the first 10 seconds of

each track and a randomizer which plays

back the tracks in a different order every

time it is used. You also have the option of

customizing the playback sequence. The

on-screen four-mode time counter can be

used to show elapsed time or remaining

time for the current selection or the entire

disc. Any segment of the disc can also be

selected to loop continuously.

Last, hut not least, you can activate the

CDTV's CD+Graphics or CD+MIDI mode.

CD+Graphics and CD+MIDI arc recent

additions to the audio compact disc format

To an ordinary compact disc player, the

CD+ discs do not look any different than

any other audio compact disc. In fact, the

CD+ discs can contain the same amount of

music as a conventional disc. However,

encoded along with the audio data is single

frame image data on a CD+Graphics disc,

or MIDI playback data on CD+MIDI discs.

Switching to the CD+ mode activates the

CDTV's front panel track number display;

however, all of the advanced functions,

which are on the compact disc control

screen, are tost. When you play a

CD+Graphics audio compact disc, you will

also be able to watch the sequence of

images play back on Ihe video display

while you listen to the music. A CD+MIDI

audio compact disc will let you supplement

the recorded audio with sounds generated

by a MIDI instrument hooked up to the

CDTVs MIDI port.

CDTV's on-screen audio

CD controls.

CDTV AS CDTV

In the absence of a suitable disc. CDTV

first displays a logo screen and after a set

time delay it switches to a bouncing CDTV

emblem. This prevents burn-in of the

screen phosphors. Pressing any button on

the remote control brings up the CDTV

setup screen. From the setup screen, you

can customize CDTV for your operating

environment. Sellings include the date and

time, screen centering, interlace toggle for

videotaping, and the time delay before the

bouncing CDTV logo appears. You can also

choose from 14 languages including Ameri

can, Danish. German. English, French,

Italian, Norwegian, F'ortuguesc, Suomi,

Swiss. Chinese. Japanese, and Swedish.

Other than the initial hookup and instal

lation instruction, no written documentation

is provided. Instead, the CDTV Welcome

Disc provides a complete interactive

description and instructions on using
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CDTV, samples of the available software,

and a description of optional peripherals. It

is the Welcome Disk that informs the

unsuspecting user thai CDTV may actually

be an Amiga computer. The absence of a

written manual will be frustrating to vet

eran Amiga users who are looking for a

specific piece of information. On the other

hand, the Welcome Disc is ideally suited

for the user who has encountered this

medium for the first time.

After mastering the six basic buttons via

the Welcome Disc, using CDTV is simply a

matter of inserting the proper disc, sitting

back and following the on screen instruc

tions. The immense capacity of the CD-

ROM leaves plenty of room for detailed,

interactive instructions right on the disc.

Most programs make extensive use of digi

tized vocal instructions as well.

CDTV AS AN AMIGA

To convert CDTV into an Amiga com

puter, all that needs to be done is to hook

up a floppy disk drive. 1 borrowed an early

model A1010 from my Amiga 1000 and did

just that. When a floppy drive is present,

CDTV checks it first for a bootable floppy

disk. If a bootable floppy is present. CDTV

goes into the familiar Amiga mode. In this

case, the CD-ROM player appears as CDO:

which can be accessed as a read-only

floppy or hard drive. I found that, in addi

tion to the CDTV programs. I was also able

to access HyperMedia Concepts' Fred Fish

Collection on CD-ROM. However, Xetec's

Fish & More collections did not seem to be

compatible with CDTV.

Xetec has been able to get many CDTV

titles to run on their Amiga based CD-

ROM system by providing suitable Ami-

gaDOS command files. I found that

CDTV was unable to read some of the PC-

compatible clip art collections on CD-

ROM that can be accessed by the Xetec

CD-ROM reader. I expect that both of

these compatibility problems could be

resolved by a suitable floppy disk-based

driver program; however, it remains to be

seen if this will actually be done.

The lack of a full alphanumeric keyboard

limits CDTVs usable Amiga software base

to applications which can be operated via

the remote's mouse emulation. There is no

joystick2 connector, so most joystick-only

Amiga games - which typically use a joy

stick in port #2 - will not work. The one

megabyte total memory, all of which is chip

RAM. also restricts the range of Amiga

applications that can be used on CDTV.

If you do operate CDTV in Amiga mode.

take some time to explore the CDTV Wel

come Disc. You will find a variety of inter

esting files including superseded images,

invoices, contracts, credits, some off-beat

humor and the Action Sequence command

Language (ASL) with complete documen

tation. ASL is a declarative language,

designed for CDTV. which is used lo

develop simple graphical presentations for

CDTV in script form.

CONCLUSION

Commodore has done a good job of

merging an Amiga computer with the mas

sive data storage capacity of a CD-ROM

system. With a 6S0 megabyte storage

capacity to work with, CDTV software has

access to a vast storehouse of graphics and

digitized sounds. The CDTV Welcome

Disk and the first crop of CDTV software

do a good job of shielding the user from

any possible association with the dreaded

computer. Although veteran Amiga users

The CDTV preferences screen.

such as ourselves may initially find the

CDTV interface rather cumbersome, the

uninitiated should welcome its interactive

aspects.

The question still remains, will CDTV

succeed? With the exception of price,

CDTV has a lot going for it. It may turn out

that the competition, or the lack of it. will

ultimately determine CDTVs fate.
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FOR ORDERS AND - ****** -mm-** ,#».-_>_-
INFORMATIONS 1 -Qnil- /RQ-CRC^

USA & CANADA CALL I OUU / UU DUDU
Order Hours: Man -Thins, 9om-7pm/Fii, 9om-6pm/CLOSlD5ol/OPENSun, 9:30-6(ET)

AMIGA 500 EXPANSION KIT
-* ■ SUPRAFIAM5uQ512KRAMEXPANSIONwl!hCLOCK.

CALENDAR and MASTER 3A-1 EXTERNAL DRIVE

MONTGOMERY*
OUTSIDE USA #71 Q\AOO.A7On
&CANADACALL U loJOY-Z-U/YU

MONICOMIRY GRANI: MAIL ORDER 1)11'l.

P.O. BON b8 BROOKIVN, NV, 1l?30

I AX ,i7IB6S?33/2 ■■ IUEX 422132 MCRANT

OR
WRITE TO:

ESTABUSHED

1967,

retail OUTLET PENN STATION, MAIN CONCOURSE

(Beneath Madison Sq. Garden) NYC, 10001

Store Hrs: MON-THURS, 9 7 / FBI, 9 6 / SAT CLOSED / OPEN SUN, 9:30-7

VIDEO TOASTER
CALL FOR OUR LOW, LOWPRICE

NEWTEK VIDEO TOASTER BOX ALL PIII

IK ONE VIDEO PRODUCTION SYSTEU unu-

PERSONALTBC $729

MANYOTHER TIME BASE CORRECTORS

(TBC) AVAILABLE

TOASTER TUTORIAL VIDEO CASSETTE

$19.95

amica:
1MB EXPANDABLE TO 9MB . BUILT-IN 3 5"
DISK DRIVE . SYSTEM SOFTWARE
MOUSE

AMIGA 2000HD....S1499 AMIGA 2500/50....S2749

AMIGA 2500/100. £3229

2000

S1199

ALL MODELS AVAILABLE
Starting us low as

3000

S2Z99

AMIGA SOOP CALL

AMIGA PERIPHERALS
A-2088DXTBRIDGEBOARD $449

A-2286DATBRNDGEBOARD $599

A- 2630/4 ACCELERATOR

KIT (25MHZ, 66030, 4MB, 68882) $1499

A-1680 MODEM WCABLE $69

1084 RGB
COLOR

MONITOR

S279

AMIGA 500 8 AMIGA 2000
COMPATIBLE HARD DRIVE PKGS.
MIX 'n MATCHTHESESCSICONTROL LERS & HARD

DRIVES TO FIT THE RIGHT PACKAGE FOR YOU!

A-500 SCSI CONTROLLERS

DATAFLYER500 S125

RA^ID ACCESS TURBO A-500 S229

TRUMPCARD500 $159

TRUMPCARO5C0PRO S229

XETEC FASTTRACK A-500 S219

A-1000 SCSI CONTROLLERS
SUPRA CHASSIS A-1000 S299

A-2000 SCSI CONTROLLERS
ADSCSI2080 $159

CAMAL1BUBOARD2OQ0. $109

A-2000 22MHW1 MB exp. to 13MEV68BB2...CALL FOR
A-200D33MHz/4MBexp.to16MB/68S82..LOWPRICE

CALL FOB LOW, LOWPRICES

SCSI HARD DRIVE PACKAGES AVAILABLE

iHUftli/WIHII
A-MAX EMULATOR II $129

AMIGA 1000 MEMORIES, PARTS

& ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

AMIGA3000 32 BilMemory. AVAILABLE

AMIGAVISION SOFTWARE $8B
AMIGA 1.3 ROM (6650) $49

AMIGA 1MB FATTER AGNUS CHI P(6372A) $99

APPLIED ENGINEERING

1.52MB HI-DENSITY DRIVE. ...$199

ATonce PC/AT EMULATOR 5239

A-2000 ADAPTOR IN STOCK

BASEBOARD

Memory E^ansion tor A-500 (useaA-501 Exp.Sto!)

OK S99 1MB.- SI 35 3MB .$229

SI2K. $119 2M1 $175 4MB. $259

BOMAC TOWER A-2000 S239

BROADCAST TITLERII $218

BODEGA BAY
By CALIFORNIA ACCESS

EXPANSION CONSOLE

Turn your A-500 Into a A-2000 Compatble

H3WAVAILABLE

CHINON INTERNAL DRIVE (or A-2000 $79

COLORBURST _ MM

COLOR SPLITTER $105

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x12 $369

DAKOTA SKETCHMASTER 12x18 S569

WOJTAL CREATIONS DCTV -.-.$365

DIGIVIEWGOLDv.4.0 $114

EXCELLENCE2.0 $105

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

Heavy Duty PowBr Supply for A-500 (79

FUCKER nXER .$238

.FLICKER FIXER PAL $269

FUCKER FIXER GENLXK OPTION $49

FLOERF1XERDEB2000 $99

FRAMEGRABBER $419

FRAMEGRABBER 256 $499

GENLOCKS
MINIGEN $184

SUPERGEN $599

SUPERGENMOOS $1339

VIDTECH SCANLCCK. $759

VIDTECH VIDEOMASTER $1049

GOLDEN IMAGE

UAND5CANNER
w/MIGRAPH TOUCH-UP S239

OPTO-MECH MOUSE $35

OPTICAL MOUSE $49

GVP 3050 KH (50 MHz)

w.68030, 4MBexp. to 32MB, 6S6B2 $2249
GVP 3050 KITw/OUANTUM 40MB. ADD $300
QVP 3050 KIT w/OUANTUM 80MB. ADDS500

QVP3050 K!TwMA)CTOR210MB. ADDS9S0

gMSBE==fiwM« 858
GVP SERIES II HCB/0 A-2QO0 $195

RAPID ACCESSTURBOA-2000 $229

SUPRA WORDSYNC $99

-S659

HAME $295

HAME/PLUS $379

TRUMPCARD 2000 $99

TRLJMPCARD 2000 PRO $135

HARD DRIVES

SEAGATE ST-157N-1 {«MB} $215

SEAGATE ST-1096N (80MB, 3.5") S325
QUANTUM 52MB (LOW PROFILE) $235
QUANTUM 105MB (LOW PROFILE) $379

QUANTUM 170MB. S619
QUANTUM 210MB $699

NEW

A-500 HO 8.0/105O $819

RICOH 50MB Remsvablew/Canridae... $759

ICDADIDc $89

ICDNOV1A20I

20MBINTERNAL DRIVE for A-500 .$479

ICD ADSPEED Excellerator (14.3MHz.) $205

ICDFUCKERFREEVIDEO $279

MBVPRIMA52I $429

NOVPRIMA1051 $599

INSIDER II Internal Memory for A-1000

(X Expandable to 1.5MB

512K S219 1MB $249 15MB S279

COMMODORE

CD-TV

PRINTERS
PANASONIC

KXP-1180 S159.951
KXP-1191 $234.95

KXP-1123 $234.95
KXP-11211 $299.95
KXP-1624 $369.95

STAR

NX-1001 S155.95
NX-1020R $195.95
NX-2420 S275.00

NX-2420R $289.00

VIDEOPACKAGE

• PANASONIC PVMIOVlDEOCAMERACOUPLCTEnlSflitn
LENS ■ COPVSTANDw LIGHTS- DIGMEW COLO 4.0

w FIXED LENS S309 w VARIABLELENS...S339

&'■ Supra
B00XP HARD DRIVE KITS

512K, 20MB S379 512K, BOMB $559

512K.52MB $475 512K.105MB S655

2M8.20MB $459 2MB, 80MB $639
2MB.52MB S499 2MB. 105MB $715

2MB, 52MB 2MB, 105MB

(1MBX4) ..S555 (1M8i4) $725

2MBTHRU 8MB VERSIONS AVAILABLE

CITIZEN

GSX-140 $264.95
GSX-145
WidaCarraioa $374.95
200GX. S159.95

Color Option Kils CALL

IMAGINE $169 CANON

LATTICEC5.1 $189
LAHlCEC+t $99 BUBBLEJETBJ3O0..S599 BUBBLEJET BJ330..S6S9

LIVE/A-2000.'.'..ZZZ"'Z'ZZZII!$279 HEWLETTPACKARD
MASTER3A-13.5-DISKDRIVE $79 DESKJET 500 $499
MEGA-MIDGET ECONOMY (25MHz) $489 LASERJETIIPwToner $899

MEGA-MIDGET ECONOMY (33MHz) $559 LASERJETIllPw/Tonar. $1099

MEGA-MIDGET RACER (25MHz.) $629

MEGA-MI DGET RACER (33MHz.) $699

PAGESTREAM2.1 $164

PANASONIC 141OCAMERA. $179

PROFESSIONALPAGE2.0 $215

PRO VIDEO GOLD $129
PRO VIDEO POST $139

PROWRITE3.1 $89

SCALA. - $257
SCULPT ANIMATE 4D $289
SHARP JX100 COLOR SCANNER

w/SOFTWARE&CABLES $645

TURBO SILVERS 0 $58

WORDPERFECT (AMIGA) $155

XETEC CD ROM CDX-650E EXTERNAL S649

COMMODORE MPS1270INK-JET $139

SUPRA RAM SOORX <^8 *188
5 UK EXPANDABLE TO 8MB-PASS THRU BUS

SUPRA2400 SUPRA2400 PLUS
EXTERNAL MODEM W/MNP5, V.42, bis.$165
w/CABLE S99 SUPRA2400ZI
SUPRA24D0ZI PLUS $159
INTERNAL MODEM.S114 SUPRA9600
SUPRA2400MNP....$145 PLUS $549

SUPRA3.511 EXTERNAL DRIVE.. $99

SUPRA RAM 2D00
8MB $369OK....

2MB
..$105
.$169

4MB,.
6MB..

$235
..$309

SUPRA RAM 500 512K
Expansion tor A-50Q «47

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: MON-THURS Sam-Spm/FRI 9am-4pm/SUN 10<im-4pm

»M«»HMn« NECMULTISYNCIHD $599 SEIKO1440 $529
MONITORS NECMULT1SYNC HDS K6S SEIKO1445 $599
"* SONY1304MULT1SYNC $699 SEIKO1450 $669

NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE INVITE CORPORATEAND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS. DISCOUNTS

FOR QUANTITY ORDERS. RUSH, 2nd DAY & NEXT DAYAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE.

CUSTOMER TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Cert if ied check. Bunk CheckMoney Orders, Approved P.O.s. Visa, Mastercard, Amcx, Optima, Diners
Club. Carie-Bianche, COO's A Wire Transfers accepted. Please call before submiliing P.O.s. Non-
certified chucks musl wail 2-4 weeks lor clearance. Prices and availability sub|ccl lo change without
notice. Not responsible lor typographic errois. Return ot dclcclivc merchandise must nave prior
relum aulhorrzslion number or returns will not bcacceplotJ. Shipping & Handling additional. Second
Day&HcKt Day An available at extra cost. Canadian orders please call lor shipping laics. APOFPO
orders please add i0% shipping & handling .rnin,(i5(Ovei$i200'Br:i>, Over S300Q-S^J. All APOFPO
orders ate shipped first class priority air. Oversized shipments may be levied a surcharge. Alt orders
can be shipped ait express, Call ior details. Wo check lor credit cmdlhcfl. DC A 0000233. Amiga is a
registered trademark ol Commodore Amiga, inc.
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FREE Product Info From
To receive free information from participating advertisers in this issue:

Circle the reader service numbers on the card below assigned to advertisers which interest you.

Fill in your name and address where indicated and mail. Please attach the proper postage to the card.

READER SERVICE

Fill out this card carefully. You may check more than one answer

to the questions at right. PLEASE PRINT.

Mr. Ms.

Name

Company

Title

Address

City/State/Zip

(__) (_
FaxPhone

101 106 111 116 121

102 107 112 117 122

103 108 113 118 123

104 109 114 119 124

105 110 115 120 125

126 131 136 141 146

127 132 137 142 147

128 133 138 143 148

129 134 139 144 149

130 135 140 145 150

151 156 161 166 171

152 157 162 167 172

153 158 163 168 173

154 159 164 169 174

155 160 165 170 175

176 181 186 191 196

177 182 187 192 197

178 183 188 193 198

179 184 189 194 199

180 185 190 195 200

201 206 211 216 221

202 207 212 217 222

203 208 213 218 223

204 209 214 219 224

205 210 215 220 225

226 231 236 241 246

227 232 237 242 247

228 233 238 243 248

229 234 239 244 249

230 235 240 245 250

A. Which type of Amiga do you own?

1 H Amiga 500 4 □ Amiga 2500

2 d Amiga 1000 5 3 Amiga 3000

3 3 Amiga 2000 6 3 None

B. Which of Ihe following software

products are you likely to purchase

within Ihe next year?

7 -3 Desktop Publishing

8 "I Wofdprocessing

9 D Video

10 3 Graphics/Animation

11 "1 Sound/Music

12 3 Productivity

13 □ UNIX

14 3 Entertainment

15 3 Educational

C. Which of Ihe following hardware products are

you Nkety to purchase within the next year?

16 3 MassStorage 19 3 Video Hardware

17 3 Accelerators 20 3 Monitors

18 3 Printers 21 3 Other

D. What applications are your

primary interests?

22 3 Desktop Publishing

23 □ Wordprocessing

24 3 Video

25 3 Graphics/Animation

26 3 Sound/Music

27 3 Productivity

28 D On-line Services

29 3 UNIX

30 3 Entertainment

31 "I Ed ic itional

E. How did you receive this

copy of .info?

32 3 Subscription

33 3 Newsstand

34 3 Borrowed

35 3 Library, etc.

251 256 261 266 271

252 257 262 267 272

253 258 263 268 273

254 259 264 269 274

255 260 265 270 275

276 281 2B6 291 296

277 282 287 292 297

278 283 288 293 298

279 284 289 294 299

280 285 290 295 300

301 306 311 316 321

302 307 312 317 322

303 308 313 318 323

304 309 314 319 324

305 310 315 320 325

326 331 336 341 346

327 332 337 342 347

328 333 338 343 348

329 334 339 344 349

330 335 340 345 350

351 356 361 366 371

352 357 362 367 372

353 358 363 368 373

354 359 364 369 374

355 360 365 370 375

376 381 386 391 396

377 382 387 392 397

378 383 388 393 398

379 384 389 394 399

380 385 390 395 400

READER SERVICE
Aug/Sept #42 card remains valid until November 30, 1991

SUBSCRIPTIONS

j 11 Iss.

lYear

Z\ 22'SS.

2 Years
only

$4750

you save

®

: 33 Iss.

3 Years
only

$65oo

Canada'Mexico add $8.00 per year

Foreign: add S24.00 per year

Card # or payment MUST

accompany order. We do not bill.

BACK ISSUES

$5.50 EACH ($6.50 outside USA)
CIRCLE THE ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE:

2 3 6

.; ■■:■ I 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41

(note: issues #2-6 are C64-on!y, #10-31 cover

Amiga and C64, and #32 on are Amiga-only.)

SUBSCRIPTION $.

BACK ISSUES $

Hey Dudes! Don't miss out on

even one super-keen issue of .info!

U.S. funds only! Credit card, check, or money order only. Make payable lo: .info

NAME

ORDER NOW BY

PHONE!
ADDRESS

VISA

CITY/STATE/ZIP

□ NEW □ RENEWAL (Allach your .info mailing label)

VISA Mastercard expiration date

Signature: Card#

with

VISA or MASTERCARD

CALL (319)338-0703

LI Q LI LI LI LI



aU

Reader Service Management Department

PO Box 5195

Pittsfield, MA 01203-5195

WO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED

IN THE

UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRSTCLASS PERMITNO171 IOWA CITY, IA.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

.info Subscriptions

705 Highway 1 West

Iowa City, IA 52246-4221

USA

,1,1,..1.1..1,1.1.,1.1,.11.1..1.1..1.1,,.ML
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With every VIDEO TOASTER you get the
0 most powerful graphics products

ever created lor the Amiga...

N

X

1. Lightwave 3D
Modeling, Rendering,

and Animation create true
network quality 3D graphics

in 1536x960 resolution with 16.8

million colors. AmigaWorld says it

"absolutely blows away everything."

2. Overlay Genlock and

Overlay Amiga

graphics on any live video source.

Use the luminance key to overlay

live video like the weaihermap

effect.

3. ToasterPaiirf 24-bit Hi-res

Paint System This feature packed
tool is the only PC-based paint system

with 24-bit YIQ-encoded broadcast

quality video.

4. Two 24-bit Frame Buffers
The ONLY video output for the Amiga

that is legally broadcastable at the

network level.

5. Toaster Character

Generator 24-bit

35 nanosecond resolution
Twice the resolution of software-

only Amiga CG's and over 4000 times

the color.

6. Toaster Real-Time 24-bit

Frame Grabber Freeze video
instantly from your color video

camera, camcorder, laserdisc,

or cable TV.

I-XIMI-BICMONY

■ ■■and something truly phenomenal

i your own TV studio.

7. Toaster Digital Video Effects
For the Erst time you can process live

\ideo on your desktop just like the

networks do. The Toaster lets you

warp, spin, zoom, trail, and squeeze

any of four live \ideo sources in real

time and in 24-bit color.

S. Four-Input Production

Perform unique fade and

pattern transitions between any of

seven sources. Many of which are

impossible even on high-end gear.

0. ChromaFX Color Processor
Get complete control of the bright

ness, contrast and color of your

video. Give your video an old film

sepia tone or high-contrast look.

O

X

o

Q
U

Call now for the Video Toaster Demo Tape

& See for yourself!
See the incredible results possible

with the Video Toaster. Starring

NewTek's own Kiki Stockhammer,

and featuring animation by 3D artist

and LightWave programmer Allen

Hastings. Like the Toaster itself, this

videotape will knock your socks off.

$4.95 includes shipping and han

dling. Visa, MC, AmEx or COD orders

accepted. Call (800) 843-8934 or

(913) 354-1146.

$4 DC includes shipping
.30 and handling

1-800-843-8934

card and software
are available at an

Amiga dealer near you.

NewTek
INCORPORATED

Video Toaster,

LigntWava 3D.

Ugh!Wave Modeler.

Toasts rPainl,

TnasierCG. ana

CtiromaFX are all

registered irade-

marKs ol NenTeli.

Inc Amiga is a regis-

leiad HademarK ol

Coir,modo ra -Amga

Inc Any videotape

input to trie Toaster

must Ml lime Base

coriecled Toaster

compaliD!e lime Base

co reactors slan at

S995re:ail Tne

Video Toaster

requires an Amiga

20Q0 compulor wilh

hard dnwe and al

least live megs

or RAM

s NewTek. Inc. 1991
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